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SHORT A^%BSTRACT OF M»A. THESIS ON "THE PROBLEM OF HISTORY AND DRAMA 
IN GERMAN THEORY AND PRACTICE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY." BY 
H.M.L.LUND.
The main purpose of this thesis is to examine the effect 
which the choice of historical material has on the writing of drama 
in Germany in the nineteenth century, to trace the changes in the 
nineteenth century attitude to history and their effect 6n historical 
drama, and to attempt to estimate the contribution which the nine­
teenth century has made to the development of this genre.
The Introduction surveys briefly some of the main points in 
the development of historical drama in the eighteenth century, and 
shows the state of historical drama at the beginning of the nine­
teenth century.
Chapter I gives a short survey of the German historical 
dramas of the nineteenth century and of the main critical theories 
concerning this branch of drama.
Chapter II deals in detail with the attitude taken by the 
critics towards historical drama, and with the main points that 
arise from their discussions of it.
Chapter III deals with those historical dramas inspired by
an idealistic view 4f history, and especially with those of the 
Romantic writers and of Wildenbruch.
Chapter IT deals with the historical dramas which are pri­
marily concerned with the psychological study of historical
characters, and especially with those of of Kleist, Grillparr.er 
and Hebbel.
Chapter V deals with thos^historical dramas which show a 
realistic attitude to history, especially those of Jung-Deutschland 
and of Naturalism.
In the Conclusion, an attempt is made to show the progress 
made in the course of the nineteenth century, and to sum up the 
contribution of this perioû to the development of German historical 
drama as a whole.
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IKTHOPUCTIO».
Probably the only definition of historical drama that 
can be made with any degree of safety and without danger of 
contradiction is that it is a branch of drama in which plot 
and characters are taken, not from the poet's imagination, 
from legend or from mythology, but from history. If, however, 
there is any justification for the assumption that histori­
cal drama is a distinct and separate genre, such a justifi­
cation can only rest on a more fundamental difference than 
that created by the choice of historical material alone.
This choice must affect the further treatment of the play 
in such a manner that the majority of historical dramas, 
with whatever intention they may have been written, have 
something in common which is not shared by the majority of 
non-historical dramas. Cnly in such a case can there exist 
a genuine distinction between historical and other kinds 
of drama.
The horizon of a historical dramatist is to a large 
extent bounded by the view of history which is prevalent in 
his age. That is to say that in an age which ignores, for 
instance, social history, the dramatist is unlikely to write
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a social historical drama because social history is a con­
ception foreign to the spirit of his time. On the other hand, 
a dramatist living in an age in which history is regarded 
predominantly from a social angle, is likely to write a social 
historical drama rather than any other kind of historical 
dramajbecause he will unconsciously have absorbed an interest 
in this aspect of the subject together with the air he 
breathes. The average dramatist resembles a mirror which 
reflects only that which is placed before it. Even the drama­
tist possessed of the greatest genius is seldom wholly un­
responsive to the influence of his age.
The eighteenth century, in which German historical crame 
first began to develop as an independent genre, illustrates 
this connection between history and the writing of historical 
drama. The popular conception of history at this time 
differed in many ways from that prevalent in the following 
century. The tendency of the eighteenth century was to take 
up a 910ral attitude in relation to the events of the past. 
Although later the continuity of history began to be appre­
ciated, the eighteenth century tended to consider that the 
past was over and done with for ever, and that it had little 
or no bearing on the present. This attitude meant that there 
was 8 less personal sympathy for the past than is felt to- 
-dayç the history of mediaeval Germany, for example, was
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almost entirely ignored until interest in it was revived 
by the adherents of the Romantic school. And, although 
eighteenth century Germany produced some great his­
tories, the general attitude to the writing of history was 
far more superficial than it is to-day. It was not then, 
as it is now, considered essential to sift evidence and 
compare original documents, and for those who wished to 
do so there existed nothing like the facilities for the 
examination of original documents and sources which are a- 
vailable to the modem historian.
There is one other important difference between the 
eighteenth century view of history and that which became 
prevalent later on. The latter period regards what are 
known as”historical facts*» as the result of countless con­
tributory factors, many of them apparently unimportant in 
themselves, while the eighteenth century regaraed histori­
cal events as the result of the activities of one or more 
great men. They saw ana a escribed history as a series of 
wars and battles, a succession of kings ana princes ana 
potentates. The fact that the so-called man in the street, 
the mobs ana the masses, also hao their influence on the 
course of events, seldom occurrea to them, and social his­
tory, barely thought of, was certainly not generally prac^" 
tised.
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Tüis.was the position for the first six or seven aeca- 
a es of the eighteenth century, ana both the theory ana the 
practice of German historical drama reflected the contempo­
rary attitude to history. The dramatists of the early 
eighteenth century at any rate, under the guidance of Gott- 
sched, tenaed to consider history as the actions of great 
men, and used it to point a moral or adorn a tale. They 
seldom looked beyond the external characteristics of a 
historical personage, giving to a great man only one or 
two of the main qualities commonly associated with it, 
content to probe no deeper. Classical antiquity rather than 
their own immediate past provided the subject matter for 
their plays. Finally, it was some time before the dramatists 
began to consider the contribution made to history by the 
common people, or the light which the conaitions under which 
they lived shed on the history of their time.
The eighteenth century dramatists, therefore, had none 
of the inhibitions with which their successors were afflic­
ted. It did not ©ccur to them that history had any claim 
to be treated with respect. It"was there for them to use, 
and they used it freely, thinking only of their own imme­
diate dramatic purpose, as they would have any other 
material. For them, therefore, historical drama was not a 
separate genre, but they found in history a useful and in-
exhaustible supply of plots.
When Gottsched fltst directed his attention to the 
German stage, he found it in a state of chaos. Hans Wurst 
was its king, intruding his personality intfc even the most 
unsuitable plays. Performances were to a large extent 
improvised, no text escaping mutilation for long. There 
was no attempt to arimse in the spectator any of the 
finer emotions. Gottsched, searching for a model on which 
to base his reform of the theatre, found it in France, so 
that for the next q.uarter of a century, until the influence 
of English literature began to make itself felt, the chief 
influence on German drama was that of the French classical 
critics and authors, and of their interpretation of 
Aristotle's Poetics. Just as classical history aroused 
a more sympathetic response than that of mediaeval Germany, 
so also the plays of Gottsched and his followers, in ac­
cordance with Ihe French tradition, were written on 
classical subjects in preference to those taken from their 
own immediate past. There was no distinction made at this 
time between classical dramas and historical ones; pride 
in national history had not yet found an outlet in 
dramatic form.
For Gottached, the chief purpose of a drama is the 
illustration of a moral principle, and he believes that
— 6—
this may be driven home more firmly if the characters who
i •
illustrate it bear the names of historical personages.
But he considers that history in a literary form comes unoer
the heading of history and not of literature. The word
"Gedicht", he says, implies something invented, and not
2.
something that actually happened. Sulaer believes that it
may be to the dramatist's advantage to choose a subject
well-known to the audience because this will simplify the
difficult task of presenting a clear exposition of the
3.
plot. Bodmer can conceive of historical drama only in a 
form intended for reading and not for production, so that 
the author can ignore the more stringent dramatic restric­
tions, with the purpose of spreading a knowledge of histor­
ical events.This system, he adds somewhat naively, has the 
added advantage of solving the problem of expense which
looms so large in the production of a play with a historical 
4.
setting. Even Johann Elias Schlegel, in his Yergleichung 
Shakespeare's und Andreas Grypha tends to visualise a 
historical personage as a famous name rather than as a 
human being, and considers that the main pleasure of seeing
1. J.C.Gottsched. Verauch einer critisohen Dichtfcunst vor 
die Peutsohen. Leipzig 1730. Ch.X p.57i.
2. Ibid. Oh.17. p.123.
3. Allgemeine Theorie der schOnen Künste. Heue Auflage. 
Leipzig 1792-4. Vol.4.p.561.
4. Ibid. "]2as politische Trauerapiel" Vol.3 pp.7i0 ff.
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a historical character on the stage is that to he gained
from a comparison of history and drama, and the recognition
that the dramatist has reproduced historical events
1.
accurately.
In practice, both Gottached and Schlegel take the
drama of I7th century France for their model, for although
Schlegel emancipated himself from the influence of Gottached
in his theoretical writings, as his Gedanken zur Aufnahme
2 .
des dSnischen Theaters show , he died without having 
written a play to correspond with his later theories of 
drama.
Gottached*s Per sterbende Oato (l73i) is bound by all 
the narrower conventions of French classicism without its 
compensating virtued. Like the French dramatists, Gottached 
makes no distinction between historical drama and classical 
drama, and like them is drawn to the latter more than to 
the former. There is no attempt to place the characters 
in their historical perapeative or in their historical 
setting. In practice as in theory, Gottached*s characters 
are a name ana some particular quality - interpreted in a 
sufficiently genteel manner for there to be no danger of
1* Johann Elias Schlegela hsthetische una dramaturgische 
Schrifte^ Deutsche Litteraturdenkmale ed. B. Seicffert, 
Heilbronn 1887 pp.82 f.
2. Ibid. pp. 193 ff.
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ahooking the ladies in the audience. Cato may appear 
labelled as the fighter for freedom and democracy - Ceesar 
as the ambitious soldier and politician - but they show 
few of the characteristics of the status they claim in their 
speeches. Drawing-room qualities, and not more genuine ones, 
are those wferw with which Gottached wished to invest his 
characters.
Johann Elias ScBlegel*s technique is also borrowed 
from French classicism. He was, however, more original than 
Gottached in that he tried to give to arama in classical 
form a national and patriotic content, and followed up his 
Hermann (l?4o) with a Ganut when ne went to Denmark.
But his treatment of tne subjects is hampered by his adr_> _
nerence to classical roim. Hermann suffers especially,
since all the battles and the scenes wnich snould contain tm
most stirring action take place off stage, in accordance
with ttie usage of classical drama. Hermann, Thusnekaa and 
Ganut appear anorn of i^ ll barbaric qualities, so that they 
would not disgrace any salon, although ülfo, early fore- ' 
runner or the Sturm ana Dran^. shows stirrings of a less 
civilised nature. There is, however, some recognition of 
the interest ana importance of national nistory, and in that 
sense the plays of Johann Elias Schlegel may be said to be 
forerunners or nistorical drama proper.
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With the increased knowieage ana appreciation of Shakespeaie, 
there was a change in the attituce to the treatment of 
character, ana Leasing warn one of the first, as well as one 
of the most ardent, exponents of the theory that the psy­
chological development of character is the moat important
aspect of the dramatist's art. Again and again in the
1.
Hamhurgische Dramaturgie he stresses this fact, pouring
2 .
scorn on Gottached's principles, and combating with all
3
his skill the influence of French classicism and of Voltaire,
4.
holding up Shakespeare's example in its place. But even 1
for Lessing, history, in connection with drama, is only
"ein Repertorium von Hamen, mit denen wir gewisse Oharak-
5.
tere zu verhinden gewohnt sind." These-characters, he be.w 
lieves, should not be altered, though in other respects 
he does not think that the poet should feel bound
to adhere to historical facts. He is not obsessed by the
6.
idea of which Nicolai complains, that only personages 
bearing famous names can be tragic heroes' ; but he does not
l.Op. 23.,57.Stüok.G.E.Lessing Shmtliche Schriften ed. Lach- 
mann-Muncker Stuttgart 1886 ff. vol.9 pp.28ûf.,vol.l0 p.21. 
2.Ibid. 18.StUck vol.9 pp.256 ff.,13.Stück vol.9 p.235 etc. 
S.lbH. 10.Stuck vol.9 p.225 46.Stack vol.9 pp.377ff.
4.Ibid. 73.Stuck vol.10 pp.25 f.
5.1'bid. 24.3tUck vol.9 pp.282 f.
6 .Letter to Lessing. LM^sings Briefwechsel mit Mendelssohn 
und Nicolai. ed.Petsch.Philosophiscne Bibliothek voll'21 r- 
Leipzig 1910 p.47.Op.also Abhanulung vom Trauerapiele 
Deutsche National-Literatur vol.72 p.338.
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Yîaiialise the posaibi-i-ity of tne combination of n.istOi*io<ai 
material wich a leaa heroic action than the type current at 
the time. Historical drama as the late eiguteenth and the 
nineteenth century were to see it does not enter into his 
scope of vision.
Hot until Gerstenberg*3 criticism of Shakespeare 
appears is there to be found a recognition of the real 
nature of the problems which face the historical dramatist, 
and a more acute definition of them than that arrived at 
by many later critics. He is the first to point out that 
the dramatist's difficulties are increased by the necessity 
of creating histotical as well as dramatic illusion. He 
stresses the fact that these two elements, far from assis­
ting each other, are exceedingly difficult to reconcile,
and strongly dissuades those who feel inclined to attempt 
1.
this genre.
The contribution of Herder marks more than a new stage 
in the consideration of historical drama; it marks also a 
new stage in the consideration of history. In the Journal 
meiner Reise im Jahre 1769. he pictures history as an end­
less chain of connected events which have gone to make the 
present what it is; he repudiates the view of history which
l.Briefe ilber Merkwürdigkeiten der Litteratur.Deutsche lit­
térature enkmale ea. B.Seuffert Heilbronn 1888 pp.160 f.
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sees it as a "Reihe von K6nig©n, Sohlachten, Kriegen,
Gesetaen Oder elenden Charafcteren", and adopts an infinite-
1.
ly wider outlook. He recognises too that although history
shows a constant change, this is not necessarily a change
2 #
for the better, and refuses to take up the moral attitude
which characterises so many 16th century historians.
In his discussion of historical drama. Herder lays
stress especially on the necessity of creating historical
illusion, and emphasises that this is independent of histor-
3.
ical accuracy. Again and again he praises Shakespeare's
histories, because as well as being great drama, they are
4.
history. That is, they present a broad and comprehensive 
view of life, seen in all its complexity, and yet compressed 
into a compact and unified whole. This is how Herder con­
ceived history in the Journal meiner Beise. Herder also 
appreciates in Shakespeare the vivid reflection of the
Elizabethan age; but above all he admires in him"ein Maler
5.
der Geschichte zur hbchsten theatralischen Illusion".
1. Von deutsoher Art und Kunst. Deutsche Literator. Beihe 
Irratibnaliamus. Leipzig 1935 Vol.6 . p.81.
0. Op. H. Pascal, Herder and the Scottish Historical School. 
English Goethe Society Publications. Hew Series 14. 
Cambridge 1939 p.24.
3. Shakespear. 2.Fassung. Herders SSmmtliche tferke ed. 
B.Suphan, Berlin 1877 ff. Vol.5 pp.' 243 ff.
4. Shakespear 1. Entwurf. Sfimmtliche Werke ed.cit. Vol.5 
pp.230, 236 f.
5. Shakeapear 2.Fassung, ed.cit. Vol.5, p.245.
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Anû, as if to prove once and for ail that the time 
was ripe for Germany to develop a historical drama of her 
own, Goethe's Gotz von Berlichingen appeared. Lessing's 
MiPUR von Barnhelm already had some of the elements of 
historical drama: the whole dilemma of the lovers is due 
to the misfortunes brought upon Tellheim by the Seven 
Years' War. But, apart from the fact that historical comedy 
is governed by very different rules from historical drama, 
Minna von Barnhelm is essentially a comedy of love, and 
not a historical comedy. G6tz is the first German histories] 
drama in the Shakespearean sense, the first in which 
history appears as a living organism.
There are two major contributions which 66ta von 
Berlicaingen makes to the development of German historical 
drama. The first of these consists of Goethe's use of 
historical facts as an integral part, not only of the plot, 
but of the whole. The oppression of the poor by the clergy 
and the rich burghers is as much a part of the play as the 
character of Gotz himself. The setting and the plot are 
inseparable. The second contribution lies in the care taken 
to create a historical background, and especially the way 
in which crowd scenes are used for this purpose. The chorus 
of classical tragedy was used as a commentary on the action 
of the play; the individuals who make up Goethe's crowds
-13-
also have their comments to make, but at the same time they 
are creating for the spectator the whole world in which the 
action takes place. But the fact that Goethe's contempo­
raries for the most part failed to recognise the nature of 
the innovations made by the plaÿ is shown by the spate of 
imitations which foil oweo thick ana fast upon it. These were 
not historical dramas, but Ritterdramen. It was not Goethe's 
use of historical material which caught the imagination of 
his contemporaries, but the jingling of armour and the thud
of horses' hooves, so that, as August Wilhelm Schlegel com- 
1.
plained, the action of the play became swamped beneath the
stage properties.
Egmont. although in all respects a maturer work, shows
the same characteristics as Gotz von Berlichingen. Even
Schiller, who criticised Goethe severely for the change he
made in the character of Egmont, admitted that Goethe
succeeded in creating historical illusion by his extreme
skill in the treatment of crowd scenes, differentiating
2.
not only the classes, but also the nationalities.
If Gotz and Egmont are historical aramaa in Shake­
spearean form, then Don Carlos. Wallenstein. Maria Stuart.
1* Vorlesungen über dramatische Kunst und Literatur ed.
G.V.Amoretti. Bonn und Leipzig 1923 vol.2 pp.302 f.
2* Goethe's Egmont. Schillers SSmtliche Werke. S&kular- 
Ausgabe. Stuttgart und Berlin (1904) vol.i6 pp. 185 f.
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Die Jungfrau von Crieans and ’Wilhelm Tell are historical 
dramas in claaaical form. Although Schiller's psychological 
insight into the characters is as great as Goethe's, they 
appear more, stylised, standing for a whole world of thought 
and ideals, less the representatives of their own time than 
of the enlightened 18th century. Although Schiller is 
generally consiaered the historical dramatist Par ex­
cellence of German literature, his work is far more valu­
able for drama in general than for historical drama in 
particular. He discusses his historical plays freely, and
his letters prove him to have been a careful student of
1.
historical sources. Nevertheless he discusses hardly any
of the problems that are specifically restricted to
historical drama. He is worried as to whether the story
of Don Carlos is likely to arouse too much horror for it
2.
to be tragic; he finds difficulty in dealing with the
character of Wallenstein, because it is lacking in
3.
nobility. The historian in Schiller is subordinate to 
the dramatist.
It is obly in Wallenstein that Schiller effects anyv,' 
thing approaching a synthesis of history and drama. The
1.Schillers Briefe ed.P.Jonas.Stuttgart,Leipzig,Berlin,Wien 
(1892) .An aeinwald 27.III.l783 vol.Ip. 108.An G.K8rner 
28.XI.1796 vol.5 p.122.
2.Vorrede zu Don Carlos. Sëmtliche Werke ed.cit.vol.l6p.48.
3.An G.Kbrner 28.XI.1796. Schillers Briefe ed.cit.vol.5
pp.121 f.
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other works lack something that even some of the lesser 
nineteenth century dramas achieve; for all Schiller's study 
of sources, he is too much absorbed in creating an ideal 
world to succeed entirely in creating historical illusion.
The plays are just sufficiently detached from the period they 
represent to put them on a different plane - an ideal» plane 
on which few historical events take place. Schiller is pre­
occupied with problems of kingship, of liberty, of political 
and religious toleration, and if these questions do not take 
precedence over the historical characters in his mind, they 
are at least of equal importance to him. Only in Wallenstein 
is Schiller profoundly influenced by his previous knowleage 
of historical facts. In Wallensteins Lager he not only shows 
his skill in the treatment of crowd scenes; he gathers to­
gether all the elements of the political situation which 
account for Wallenstein's rise and explain his fall. With 
the use of historical anecdotes, Schiller cleverly in­
sinuates a vivid picture of his hero into the mind of his 
auaience long before Wallenstein himself appears. In this 
play, the historical material has a greater influence i>n 
Schiller than to force on him an extended, dramatic form; it 
compelled him to see his hero in the setting, and as the pro­
duct of his age.
For a decade or two, from about l79? onwards, the new 
Romanticism and the so-lately new classicism flourished side
—16—
fay side. Although the history of eighteenth century litera­
ture only comes to an end somewhere between the death of 
Schiller in a80b and the aeath of Goethe in 1832, nineteenth 
century literature was already a very lusty infant by 1797. 
But it did not take a great deal of notice of the classicism 
into whose heyday it was bom; with the arrogance of youth 
it looked into the future, promising and bringing many 
changes.
—17-
Chapter I.
HISTtRICAL DRAMA IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
Of the overwhelming mass of historical dramas whi'ch 
appeared in the nineteenth century, only a small percentage 
has survived to find a place in the histories of literature, 
an even smaller percentage has found its way into the common 
currency of literary exchange. For although each of the great 
nineteenth century dramatists, - Kleist, Grillparzer and 
Hehbel, - has at least one historical drama to his name, 
the most ardent exponents of this genre are, on the whole, 
to be found among the lesser dramatists. This is hardly 
surprising. The cult of the historical drama in the nine­
teenth century almost assumed the dimensions of a national 
literary movement, and the greatest figures in the history 
of literature have always tended to stand outside contempo­
rary movements. But when one compares the number of histori­
cal dramas which have stood the test of time with the 
frequency with which some themes - most notably those 
taken from the history of the Hohenstaufen dynasty 
appear and reappear in such compilations as Kosch’s
-18- 
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Deutsche8 Llteratur-Lexikon. the aiscrepancy is startling.
The bulk of this vast material falls into six groups. 
Firstly, the rise of the Romantic school, with its interest 
in the past, ana more especially in the Middle Ages, 
stimulated intending dramatists to seek for inspiration in 
history and legend. The next phase coincides with the Jung- 
Deutschland movement. Its adherents were for the most part 
born in the time of the Napoleonic wars, and lived in a 
period of the greatest political unrest. In history, they 
sought comfort for the present and lessons for the future. 
Thiraly, there comes the most arid period for German nine­
teenth century drama, between the death of Hebbel and the 
rise of Naturalism. Except for the release of Grillparzer's 
unpublished plays after his death in 1872, this is the 
darkest period in the history of German drama since Gott- 
shed's time, and yet, paradoxically enough, it is during 
this tin® that there is a large and sudden rise in the 
number of dramas on the most popular historical subjects. 
Fourthly, there is the Naturalist revival. Cn the whole, 
the Naturalist writers concentrated on the problems of the 
present rather than of the past. The movement, however, 
produced at least one notable historical drama in Gerhart 
Hauptmann's Florian Geyer. Into the fifth group, stanaing
1. Halle 1927.------------ - --------------------------------
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apart from this chronological seq^uenoe, fall the works of the 
three great dramatists Kleist, Grillparzer and Hebbel. Some 
of these, such as Kleist's Hermannsschlacht. no doubt owe 
their conception partly at least to purely external circum­
stances, but on the whole they must be regarded separately 
as the work of great individuals. Although they provide many 
illustrations of the masterly handling of historical material, 
they stand too far above the average level of achievement, 
and are too far apart from the trend of nineteenth century 
drama, to fit into the general line of development.
Into the sixth group fall the historical comedies of the 
century, and these have been entirely omitted from this thesi; 
since their study can contribute little or nothing to the 
consideration of the problem of history and drama. Quite 
apart from the very small number of historical comedies 
with Gutzkow and Laube the list of wellfcnown authors is 
practically exhausted - their authors can afford to ignore
almost entirely those problems which loom largest before the 
writer of historical dramas. The majority of the comedies
treat subjects of an anecdotal nature, so that the question
of dealing with historical events hardly arises, and even
where it does, the author of a comedy, by the very nature
of his work, can excuse himself from taking them seriously.
The majority of historical dramatists, for instance, aim at
-20-
oreating historical illusion; but Rüclcert, in his Napoleon
farce, obtains some of his beat comic effects by knocking
historical events about like a set of ninepins. It therefore
seems justifiable to leave historical comedies out of account
as having no important bearing on the main issue at stake.
Tfhen, in 1808, August Wilhelm von 8chiegel in his
Vorlesungen über dramatische Kunst una literatur. exhorted
dramatists to take their subjects from German history, and
singled out the Habsburg and Hohenstaufen dynasties as being
1.
particularly suitable for this purpose, his advice had
already to some extent been anticipated. The history of both
Habsburg and Hohenstaufen had already furnished material for
dramatic treatment since 1800 - the former was used by
Josef, Freiherr von Hormayr, whose Friedrich von Cesterreich
(1805) was followed a year later by Leopold der Schone;
the latter by at least five long forgotten authors, all
inspired by the tragic fate of Konradin. Although the events
of his short life are of an elegiac rather than a dramatic
nature, he was chosen as hero by incomparably more dramatists
than any other individual, and the steady stream of Eonradin
2.
dramas never abates throughout the course of the century.
1. FÜnfzehnte Vorlesung ed.cit.Vol.2 pp.309 f.
2 . It has been possible to trace 112 Hohenstaufen dramas 
written in the i9th century, of which 68 have Konradin 
as their hero.
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It is interesting to note that no less than four Romantic 
poets - Theoaor Kbrner (1810), Eichendorff (c.l812), 
Platen (before i815), and Uhland (1819), as well as Laube 
and Gerhart Hauptmann (c«l888) left fragments of 
Konraain dramas, anu that werner, Uhlam, Immermann and 
Grabbe all planned Hohenstaufen cycles and abandoned them 
at various stages of completion. The remaining authors, 
however, are now remembered only in the pages of exhaustive 
bibliographies or specialised monographs. Raabe, in his 
Prhumling (18V2), pokes mild fun at the inexhaustible 
attraction of this material for budding authors in the 
literary activities he ascribes to his cnaracters. "'Einen 
Konradin Oder aonstigen Hohenstaufen hast uu aber nicht 
vorrhtigy* •Ktin - einen Konradin hat uer Geheime Rat 
Miihlenhoff im Pulte, aber ich uer abwechslung we gen einen 
Petrus ae Vineia."' In 1808, no one could have foreseen the 
dimensions which Hohenstaufen literature would assume in 
the course of the century; but at least there was already 
an indication of its popularity.
Zacharias Werner, too, had already written six of his 
historical plays by the time Schlegel issued his appeal. 
These are almost all religious in character, and admittedly 
mystical rather than historical. But this a ctaracteristic 
of the Romantic School in general, as well as of Werner*a
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own cast of mind in particular; their whole attitude to the 
past is idealistic, often sentimental, rather than scienti­
fic.They are seeking to escape from the present into a 
happier world, a rose-coloured never-never land where every 
story has a happy ending. The same attitude of mind is 
responsible for such plays as Tieck's Kaiser Cktavian. based 
on the Volksbuch of the same name, which, in so far as it 
is history at all, is history as it is regarded by the medi­
aeval painter who depicts the Madonna clad according to the 
fashion of his own time, ana for the vast quantity of
Hitterdramen, in which, Schlegel complains, the horses are
1 .
becoming more important than the human beings. In spite of 
Schlegel, however, the historical dramas of the Romantic 
School continue to incline to a greater or a lesser degree 
towards legendary and mythical treatment, even where they 
are actuated by national or patriotic motives. Brentano's 
Die Gründung Prags. where the slight factual basis is almost 
entirely obscured by the mass of saga surrounding it,
Uhland's Ernst. Herzog von Schwaben. where the poet cannot 
omit at least a reference to the many Iqgends which have 
become attached to the person of his hero, Immermann's 
Kaiser Friedrich der Zweite. the plot of which is compounded
T* Vorlesungen û'ber dramatische Kunst und Literatur ed.cit.
Vol.2 pp.302 f. "■
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in equal parts of Die Braut von Messina. Klinger’s Die 
Zwillinge. and Leisewitz’s Julius von Tarent, with, very 
little assistance from the actual history of the Hohenstaufen 
emperor, are examples of the most successful of this type,.
The two great national dramas which fall into this period, 
whose spirit is entirely in accord with Schlegel*s uemands, - 
Kleist's Hermannsschlacht (written in 1808, first published 
in 1821) and Grillparzer'a Konig Cttokars Glück una Ende 
(written in 1823 and performed in Vienna in 1825) met with 
a greater proportion of distrust and prejudice than of 
success. Tieck, indeed, who shared Schlegel’s view, did 
aamire the Hermannsschlacht. His own efforts to fulfil 
3chl%el’5 aemands had come to nothing. It is to his eternal 
credit that he should have recognised and praised so generous­
ly Kleist's patriotic enthusiasm and the skill with which he 
combined the representation of the life of the past with a 
,picture of the needs of the present age. The methods and 
technique of Kleist, , for the posthumous publication of 
many of whose works he was reaponsible, uiffered completely 
from that used in Tieck's own diffuse, ironic, amorphous
productions. Nevertheless, in his introauction to Kleist's
1.
Gcsammelte Sohriften (1826) he showed himself fully able 
to appx-eciate Kleist's genius, in spite of its different
I.Reprinted in Tieck's Kritische Schriften. Leipzig 1848.
Vol.2 pp.3 ff.
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nature.
The changes which accompanied the decline of the 
Romantic school ana the rise of Jung-Deutschland made them­
selves felt in historical drama as in other lii/ex-ary forms. 
Like the Romantic poets, the new generation turned to the 
Past for consolation; hut it was consolation based on a 
clear-sighted recognition of the facta, not on a utopian 
view of what the facts might have been in an ideal state.
The Romantics wanted to be lulled into a false sense of 
security which they found in a dream world; Jung-Deutschland 
sought a real security for the future by pointing out and 
profiting from the mistakes and lessons of the past. The 
Romantic wx'iters could, for the most part, remember a time 
of national peace, or at any x*ate one in which Germany had 
not been suffering humiliation ana defeat at the hands of I
France. This is one of the factox*s which turned their minds 
to the past. But the Jung-Deutschland writers were the 
children of the Napoleonic wars. They grew up among all the 
uncertainty of a major war, with the noise of battle con­
stantly in their ears. They had to turn to the past to find 
examples of a political stability they had never themselves 
experienced. At the same time, their intense hopes and aspir­
ations for the future led them to seek everywhere situations 
parallel to their own which would either teach them what
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0ourse to pursue or illustrate the course they advocated. 
Thu* social and historical drama became for them inter­
changeable conceptions. Hettner, in Das moderne Drama (1852) 
even goes so far as to say that modern drama can only be 
either historical or social. They led, indeed, a life which 
did not encourage golden dreams of the past, but rather a 
desire to build a new future. They fought their short and 
ill-starred battle for liberty of thought and speech in 
the face of threats and persecution. The attack of the 
French people on its government, the overthrow of the 
aristocracy, ahd the beheading of Louis XVI had resulted 
in panic among the other governments of Europe. This led, 
among other things, to the immediate tightening up of the 
censorship, and the merciless proscription of all those 
who dared to advocate measures of reform. Both in Germany 
and Austria the censorship of the printed word was so rigid 
that it not only barred all controversial subjects of the 
time, but also extended its ban to include many historical 
subjects because of any intentional or unintentional
allusions to the present which they might contain or which
1 .
might be read into them. The Jung-Deutschland writers were
1. Cp. the account of the trick to which K.v.Holte'i had to 
have recourse in order to obtain permission to have his 
Der alte Feldherr performed in: Polizei und isensur.
H.H.Houoen,Berlin 1926 p.9i. “
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almost continually in conflict with the authorities, and 
had some difficulty in finding a platform Decause the major­
ity of publishers were much too well aware of the con­
sequences to wish to accept their work.
The change which they brought about may already be 
traced in the works of Grabbe. Although his Friedrich Barba- 
rossa (1829) and Heinrich 71. (1830) breathe an idealistic 
conception of the German character which is unfortunately 
not borne out by history, there is already a tendency, more 
especially in Heinrich 71., to stress the point of view of 
the common people and to criticise the attributes of the 
absolute ruler. But in his Napoleon (1831), and five years 
later, in his Hermannsschlacht. the change is obvious. The. 
common people are his hero, and it is they who are of 
lasting importance. The same idea underlies Büchner*s 
Eantons Tod (1835), with which the historical drama of Jung- 
Deutschland reaches its apex. He leads us into a world where 
those who condemned Louis XVI are condemned in their turn to 
share his fate not so very much later, to be followed again 
by those by whom they themselves were condemned. To this 
procession the mob forms a constant background, the one 
stable factor in the grim kaleidoscope. Gutzkow contributed 
a historical comedy, Sopf und Schwert (i843), and a tragedy, 
Wullenweber (1848) to the historical drama of this time.
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Moaen, now remembered less for his dramas than for any 
other of his literary activities, wrote no less than five 
historical dramas between 1839 and 1845« Most prolific of 
all the Jung-Deutschland dramatists with eight historical 
comedies and tragedies between i841 anu 1856 is Laube, whose 
work continues into a period far beyond that of the movement 
with which he was at first associated.
The chief attention of the time was focussed on social 
problems, but the steady background of national drama was 
unaffected by it. The years 1830-37 saw the appearance of 
Baupach's cycle of Hohenstaufen dramas, numbering no less 
than sixteen separate plays. The Habsburgs, too, continued 
in firm favour with dramatists, together with an occasional 
Agnes Bernauer. or Ctto IIL or Heinrich 17. But all these 
anu many other themes did not come into their own until, 
roughly, the perioo i860-1890. Among the historical dramas 
listed by Kosch in his Literaturlexikon, ten out of thirteen 
of the Charlemagne dramas which appeared in the l9th century 
appeared between 1861 and 1899. Eighteen of the twenty-three 
plays basea on the history of the Ottonic kings appeared . 
between i860 and 1900. Fifteen of the twenty-tnree plays 
inspired by Henry 17 appeared between 1861 and l89l. Thirteen 
of the fifteen Napoleon dramas appeared between 1866 and 
1900. All the nineteen Hohenzollern plays appeared between
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1866 and 1898. (Comedies and Festival plays have been omittec
1 •
There are many other examples that coula be quoted.
Unfortunately, the popularity of these plays has been 
so transient that, especially under present conditions, it 
is impossible to gain access to more than a very few of them. 
These fantastic figures cannot, therefore, be explained by 
the evidence of the plays themselves. Two possible explana­
tions, however, at once suggest themselves. Firstly, there 
were the changing methods .of the study of history, accomp­
lished in the course of the i9th century by such men as 
Leopold von Ranke, which were beginning to pass beyond 
academic circles ana affect the general public, spreading 
knowledge of, anu interest in, the past. That the literary 
critics of the time aid themselves consider this new con­
ception to have affected historical drama, is borne out by
such reviews as those of two Hohenstaufen dramas in the
2 .
Grenzboten of 1863 by "W.L.", and articles such as that
in the "Zukunft des deutschen Dramas" by G.Hartung in the
3.
same journal in 1882. The authors of both suggest that the
, »
1. As it is impossible to trace all the dramas on these 
subjects written in the l9th century, the figures given 
by Kosch have been taken as basis. In the few cases where 
it has been possible to collect more exhaustive datcL,, 
e.g. from monographs, these proportions have proved to
be representative.
2. Die Grenzboten. Seimschrift für Politik und Literatur.
• 1863,No.36, p.363.
3. Ibid. 1882, No.8, ^,p.3?9 f.
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new view of history exerts an influence ofer public and 
author alike.
The second reason is largely political. After the final 
defeat of Napoleon, ana the internal disturbances of the next 
thirty or forty years, Germany, and particularly Prussia, was 
once again achieving a security and stability which reached 
its culminating triumph in the Pranco-Prussian war and the 
unification of Germany, which in their turn brought in their 
train a long period of pi-osperity. The time had therefore 
come when Germans could afford to look back tolerantly and 
objectively on the once so bitter triumphs of Napoleon and 
on other periods wnen Germany suffered defeats, when they 
could look bawk with price on the heroes of their own history 
without having to draw aerogatoi-y comparisons with the in- 
gloi'ious present, when, finally, success ana gratitude com­
bined bore fruit in the desire to praise ana glorify the 
royal house of Hohenzollern, the name of which, among 
historical dramas pf the first six decades of the l9th 
century, is conspicuous only by its absence. Both the critics 
quoted above claiA that a time of political prosperity is
1.
peculiarly unfavourable to the genre of historical drama.’ 
That they cannot have been referring to the quantity of such
1.' Pie Grenzboten 1863. No.36.pp.364 f.. 1882, No.8, pp.380f.
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dramas is moderately obvious from a glance at the numbers 
of those being produced at the time at which they were 
writing. As far as quality is concerned, the judgment of time 
has been in favour of "W.L." and Hartung at least in this cast 
Only one or two names emerge from the general oblivion 
which shrouds this period. It is now seldom remembered that 
Heyse was a prolific playwright, and that he wrote a few 
historical dramas. They include Ludwig der Bayer (l86l),
I
based on Uhland's interpretation of the same theme, and 
profiting by Uhland * a mistakes. But the best-known repre­
sentative of this period is Ernst von Wildenbruch, whose 
historical dramas appeared between 188i and 1896.They en­
joyed a tremendous vogue in their time and earned him the 
Grillparzerpreis and the Schillerpreis (shared with Heyse) 
in 1884, and the latter award again in 1897. His first play, 
Pie Karolinger, precedes by only eight years the performance 
of Hauptmann's Vor Sonnenaufgang. which, though no definite 
date can ever be given for the beginning of a literary 
movement, may be said to represent the first official 
appearance of Naturalism. It was, in fact, in opposition 
to such men as Wildenbruch, who persisted in maintaining 
that God was in His heaven ard all well with the world, 
in spite of a great deal of evidence to the contrary, that 
Naturalism took its stand. Wildenbruch, however, with the
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rest of M s  generation, refused to let himself be aiverted 
from M s  path and produced Heinrich und aeinricns Geschleoht 
in 189(3 (a year after Florian Geyer) and ffillehalm in 1897.
Naturalism produced very few historical dramas. Like 
Jung-Deutschland it concerned itself primarily with social 
problems, largely under the influence of Ibsen. But these ’ 
problems were mainly based on recent developments of science, 
more especially biology, wMch had meant little or notMng 
to previous generations. Questions of tMa kind could have 
little place in historical drama. Nevertheless, Hauptmann 
in Florian Geyer made an attempt to apply naturalistic 
methods to a Mstorical tbeme, and by doing so placed M m -  
self to some extent beyond the movement. On the borderline 
between the two genres is Die Weber. wMch is undoubtedly 
a social drama, but takes place just sufficiently far back 
in time to justify its inclusion in a consideration of 
historical drama. Hermann Bahr, who was in sympathy with 
the naturalist movement, but not really of it, and Karl 
Bleibtreu, who interpreted Naturalism in historical drama 
as being strict Mstorical accuracy in the most meaningless 
details, were the only other writers connected with the 
movement who attempted Mstorical plays. Both were attracted 
by the Napoleon theme. Bleibtreu*s Schicksal appeared in 1888, 
Weltgericht in 1889, and Bahr's JosepMne in 1898.
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Kleiat, Grillparaer and Hebbel each approached the 
historical drama from a different angle and for different 
reasons. Kleist is the most actively patriotic of the tnree,
- that is to say, while he was perhaps no fonder of Prussia 
than Grillparaer of Austria, he uses the historical drama 
to rouse and influence the national feeling og his time.
His Hermannsschlacht is concerned, not with Hermann and 
Tarus, but with the German nation and Napoleon. It is a 
reminder that the invader was once before driven out of 
Germany, a call to all patriots to drive him out again.
It is historical drama used, as it was used oy many lesser 
writers, for polemical purposes. But, although it was written 
in 1808, it was not published till 1821, and had, therefore, 
no opportunity of fulfilling the function for which it was 
intended.
Two others of Kleist's dramas, apart from the short 
Guiskard fragment, have a historical setting, - Prinz 
Friedrich von Homburg (1810, published 1821) and Das Khthchen 
von Heilbronn (1810). The former of these deals with histor­
ical characters, but is anecdotal, a fictitious action based
1.
on a remark in Frederick the Great's Mémoires de Brandebourg. 
The latter, in spite of the introduction of such mediaeval 
institutions as the Vehmgericht, is rather loosely allied to
j. Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire de la maison de Brandm- 
bourg. Nouvelle ^ditioTi 1751. Part 1 pp. 139-142.
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liiatory, and comes nearer to being a Bitterdrama than any­
thing else.
That Grillparzer was from the beginning interested in 
historical material for drama is shown in the early pages of 
his diary where, among possible themes, he mentions far more 
historical than non-historical ones. One of his earliest 
dramatic attempts, Blanks von Eastilien.(l807-09, published 
1887),is based on historical material, while the subject of 
Die Jtldin von Toledo (published 1872) appears in his diary 
as early as the beginning of i816. In addition, the nature 
of his work as a civil servant gave him access to many old 
documents, which must have been of great value to anyone who 
possessed a creative gift allied with an interest in the 
history of his own country. It is probable, therefore, that 
the material for Eonig Cttokars Glück und Ende (1823, per­
formed 1825), Ein Bruderzwist in Habsburg (1849, published 
1872,) and Libussa (published 1872) fell into his lap, without 
any previous decision on Grillparzer'a part to write a 
national drama rather than any other kind. Circumstance and 
natural inclination were equally responsible for the choice. 
Ottokar and Ein Bruderzwist are perhaps the most truly 
historical, as well as the most sincerely patriotl.'c, of l9th 
century dramas. It is one of the many ironies of fate to 
which men of genius seem particularly subject, that the
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Austrian government ' recognised this probably later than any 
other section of the German-speaking world.
Hebbel differs from both Kleist and Grillparzer in that 
patriotic motives do not enter into his choice of material. 
V/hether he chooses a theme because it gives him an opportun­
ity for discussing a problem/which interests him, such as 
the position of the individual in the state, on which the 
subject of Agnes Bernauer hinges, or whether, as in Judith 
(1840) and Herodes und Mariamne (l848) he instinctively 
pierces through the outer trappings to the problem which 
constitutes for him the crux of the situation, his main 
interest lies in the human relationships. Since these are, 
on the whole, very little affected by the outward changes 
of time, he pays comparatively little attention to those 
details of setting which play so large part in historical 
drama. In Agnes Bernauer. where the state of society in which 
burghers and knights are divided by an unbridgeable gulf 
is one of the decisive factors in the problem, that state 
is made clear. On the whole, however, Hebbel's dramas are 
historical in an entirely different sense from that in which 
the word is commonly used. He finds the proof for the 
validity of his aclfion not in histories, but in human nature. 
It is a far more philosophical conception than any other in
tht l9th century, and a more original one.
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The critical aspect of the problem of the relationship 
between history and drama is in so far difficult to recon­
cile with the practical side as it shows very little chrono­
logical development to correspond with the changes through 
which the drama passes. There are many contradictory 
opinions within each movement based partly on what the critic 
considers to be the defects of existing historical dramas, 
and partly on his own conception of what historical drama 
ought to be. On the whole, the critics reflect the same 
social and political ideas as the dramatists of their own 
time; but as regards practical treatment they differ strong­
ly, and sometimes acrimoniously, both from the dramatists 
and from each other. They do, however, agree in singling out 
tnree main aspects of the problem - whether or not a 
dramatist should choose a historical theme at all, and which 
are the most or least suitable ones; how, if he has so choser 
he should proceed to turn history into drama; and how far, 
in the course of this process, he should adhere to the facts 
as given in his sources.
Cn all these questions opinions are strongly divided. 
Where the desirability of treating historical material at all 
is concerned, the two extremes are represented by August 
Wilhelm von Schlegel on the one hand, and on the other by 
Richard Wagner, who, in his Oper und Drama {1852) rejects
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historical drama completely. History and drama, he claims, 
are two completely different things, and if they are conhined, 
the result is neither historical nor dramatic. The dramatic 
usage of Shakespeare*s time enabled him to arrive at a com­
promise, but the modern stage no longer allowed this. With
these and other arguments Wagner did his best to discourage
i •
budding historical dramatists,
V/agner*s, however, was a voice crying in the wilderness.
Although the degree of enthusiasm for the genre varied with
the individual, none of the other critics went as far as he.
Cn the whole, perhaps, those who had written, and experienced
the difficulties of, historical drama, were a little less
enthusiastic than the pure theorists, who rarely realised the
magnitude of the difficulties involved. All the same, it is
a little startling to find that Grillparzer, tne historical
dramatist par excellence of the l9th century, wrote in his
Selbstbicgraphie, apropos of Ottokar. "Ich hatte es nëmlich
mit einer Form zu tun, die mir durchaus nicht empfehlenswert
2.
8chien: dem historischen Drama." The special characteristic 
which he most disliked, - the distance separating the nain
1.BÏchard Wagner. Shmtliche Schriften und Pichtungen. Leipzig 
&.d% Oper und Dramat 2 .Tbéil. Das S^hauspiel und das 
Wes en der dramatis che n Dicht kunst .Vol .4 pp.23 ff.
^' F.Grillparzer. Samtliche Werke. Hi atorisch-kritische üus* 
gabe im Auftrage der Bundeshauptstadt Wien.éd.Sauer .Vienna 
1909 ff. Irosasohriften IV pp. 167 f.j
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eveuta and their loose oonnection with each other, - ia 
indeed one of its main difficulties, although Grillparzer 
surmounted it in a manner that could hardly have been 
bettered. Nor was Hebbel a wholehearted enthusiast, as 
various remarks in his diaries indicate. Preytag, although 
he gave detailed instructions for dealing with historical 
material in his Technik des Dramas (1863) is so careful to 
draw attention to the many pitfalls that one cannot help 
supposing that they are the outcome of his own experiences 
in this line.
The majority of theorists.,, however,., accept historical 
drame, as such, expressing approval, or...dislike^only of 
special kinds of historical dramas. Most of them agree in 
saying that a dramatist must choose a theme which has some 
significance for the present as well as the past - i.e. 
which embodies an experience with which the spectator can 
sympathise or in which he can share, one which he can apply 
to his own time ot his own life. These include Immermann, 
Laube, Hebbel, Hettner, Preytag, and the brothers H. and 
J. Hart. Gottschall was naif enough to suggest that this 
end might be reached by treating no event earlier than the 
Heformation, but we have ..only to look at Agnes Bernauer. 
Ottokar. or Die Heimannsschlacht. to see the fallacy of 
this statement. Tieck, as has been mentioned above (p.23)
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pcinted out the topicality of the Hernsnnaaohlacht in 1821, 
although there must have been few people who did not realise 
it inaependently. At the other end of the century, the 
brothers Hart in the Kritische WaffengSnge (1882-4) also 
combat Gottschall’s assumption. Laube, too, in his Burg- 
theater (1864-7) expresses the opinion that a historical 
theme may be topical. On the other nand, Immermann in his 
essay on Grabbe (Memorabilien 1845) and Hettner in Das 
moderne Drama (1852), also suggested that it was advisable 
for a dramatist to confine himself to more recent history. 
But here again, even if we recognised the efficacy of this 
remedy, all is not plain sailing. For both Heine in his ,
Lutetia (1833) and Laube in the preface to his Prinz Fried­
rich (l848) pointed out the disadvantages of treating a 
historical event still capable of rousing partisanship, 
and Eichendorff in Zur Gescnichte aes Dramas (lo64]j stressed 
the necessity for acquiring perspective before dealing with 
historical material. Wordsworth's statement that art is 
"emotion recollectea in tranquillity" presents only one 
naif of tne picture. Although the poet may have reachea a 
stage at which he can look oack objectively on a certain 
event, the spectator cannot appreciate the work as it 
shoula oe appreciatea unless he too has reached a similar 
stage. It is true, of course, that any national theme,
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Jaowever far oaok it may lie, tends to arouse a certain 
amount of partisan feeling. But on the whole, it is more 
recent events which have this result. Any dramatist, there­
fore, who wished to follow the advice of the leading critics, 
would have a hard time steering oetween the Scylla of not 
interesting tne audience enough and the Charybdis of inter­
esting the audience too violently.
A different kina of attempt to discover the kinds of
historical subjects moat suitable for dramatic treatment
was made by Treitschke in his review of Heyse's Ludwig
1.
der Bayer. He divided them into three categories - the 
first,major events of worldwide importance and a soul-stirring 
nature, such as the Hwformation, where the enthusiasm aroused 
would be sufficient to outweigh the discontent arising out 
of any possible historical inaccuracies; the second, themes 
which give an opportunity for showing a very subtle psycho­
logical development, such as the story of (Wallenstein, or of 
Mary, Queen of Scots; the third, semi-legendary themes, such 
as the story of Demetrius, which allow the dramatist to give 
free rein to his imagination.
All this was well observed on Treitschke's part, since 
in advocating these three courses he was enabling the drama-
1. Die Grenzboten 1862 No.37 p.416.
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tiat to avoid two of the worst pitfalls most likely to 
entrap him, - the difficulty of fitting the large-scale 
events of history into the narrow economy of dramatic struc­
ture, which is much simpler in psychological drama than in 
any other kind, - and the vexed question of historical 
accuracy, around which he makes a wide detour. Nevertheless, 
to avoid a problem helps little towards solving it. Just as 
Hettner, in Das moderne Drama, by staling that historical 
drama must and can only be psychological, evaded the main 
issue by rejecting the very aspect which distinguishes the 
genre he advocated so strongly from other kinds of drama, 
so Treitschke, while rightly defining the kinds of material 
containing the fewest pitfalls, failed to elucidate the most 
urgent problems.
It is, indeed, difficult for any theorist to do so, 
since any real contribution can only be practical in form, 
and those theoretical writings which describe the trans­
formation of a historical subject into historical drama are 
nearly all the work of men who were also practical drama­
tists. Again they represent a wide range of opinion, from 
Hebbel and Freytag on the one hand, who maintained that 
history is only a vehicle for the ideas of the dramatist, 
a bare outline for him to fill in according to his wishes, 
to Tieck, Büchner, Raupach pr Gutzkow on the other, whose
t41»
idea of the function of the historical dramatist was 
precisely what Hehhel so delightfully and disdainfully 
called the function of "Auferstehungsengel der Geschichte." 
The two views are irreconcilable, being based on contrary 
assumptions regarding the relative importance of history 
and drama. In Hebbel*s case, the conviction that the drama­
tist should not try to put into his plays anything except 
his own thought and way of thinking, is the result of the 
belief that it is impossible for him to do anything else, 
as well as the certainty that no considerations must take 
precedence over purely dramatic ones. The adherents of the 
opposing school of thought, believing history to be a 
greater thing than drama, saw themselves in the role of 
handmaidens assisting in a re-living of the glorious past ? 
a function which, according to Heine, a poet is far better 
fitted to fulfil than a historian. They did indeed claim 
the right to omit minor or irrelevant events, and to com­
press the time intervening between major happenings. But 
so great was their desire to be historically accurate that 
they preferred to extend the dramatic form rather than cut 
the material too drastically. Tnus Tieck considered, as 
might be expected from so ardent an admirer of Shakespeare, 
that historical drama need not confomn to the same stringent 
rules as non-historical drama, and Grillparzer agreed with
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him in theory, although in practice he makes no use of 
this liberty. But Grabbe, in Ueber die Shaksperemanie, and 
Hettner deny the dramatist this right. Laube, who in his 
professional capacity experienced the practical difficul­
ties involved, in an attempt to stage the Shakespearean 
histories, suggested that the national thane may have com­
pensated English audiences for the lack of dramatic form - 
an interesting idea, which is possibly part, if not the 
whole, of the truth.
Cf the many problems affected by the dramatist's 
attitude to history, perhaps the most discussed, and in a 
sense the least important, is that of fidelity to soyrces 
and accuracy of historical fact. Cnce again, opinions were 
very much divided. Tieck, Borne, Büchner, Raupach, Otto 
Ludwig and Solger stressed the importance of accuracy of 
historical fact. Hebbel and Grillparzer maintained that 
the value of historical drama was independent of it. It was, 
and remains, a vexed question, unanswerable and unanswered 
as that of the imitation of nature, which occupied the 
aesthetic writers of the previous century, and whose des­
cendant it to a large extent is. But the more moderate 
demand, - that the dramatist should remain true to the 
spitit of history, - found almost unanimous approval. This 
was, perhaps, due leas to a respect for history than to the
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conviction that a flagrantly anachronistic addition would he 
merely ludicrous and reduce the moat sublime flight oiff fancy 
to absurdity.
whether this bulk of critical writing exercised any 
appreciable influence on the practice of historical drama 
is more than doubtful. Even where a critic's demands are 
apparently fulfilled, as in the case of A .W. Schlegel, it 
is more than likely that it was a case of parallel develop­
ment rather than of cause and effect. Both Schlegel and the 
oontarporary dramatists were subject to a set of circum­
stances which seems in some peculiar way to have been pry 
pitious to historical drama. Equally influenced by them, 
they each responded to them in their own medium.
On the other hand, the nature of the contemporary his­
torical dramas had a certain amount of influence on the 
critics, because they constituted the taw material for 
their work. Even those critics who concentrated on the study 
of Shakespeare or Schiller seldom ignored the 19th century 
completely, ana could hardly avoid drawing theit conclusions 
according to the methods employed by the dramatists. Sometime 
the critics saw more clearly than the dramatists, because 
they were in a position to be more objective; sometimes the 
dramatists saw more clearly than the critics, because they 
had the advantage of practical experience; and by taking
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the two in conQunotion, their very ûifferencea make it 
possible to gain a fuller and more complete picture of the 
problem as a whole than could be obtained by taking either 
the theory or the practice singly.
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Chapter II.
C2ITIGAL THECSIES OF HISTOHIGâL EKâMâ IN THE iQTE CEHTÜBY.
1. HISTOBIC^L DRAMâ AS A FCHM OF ART. 1
J
Just as the historical aramas of the l9th century do 
not include any play which:may be set up as a criterion, 
but take many varying forms, so the l9th century criticism 
of historical drama fails to establish more than a very 
tentative agreement on a few general principles. Hettner, 
in Pas moderne Drama (1851), complains bitterly of the lack 
of some standard to which historical drama might conform. 
"Hier iat in aer Theorie sowohl wie in der dicnterischen 
Praxis ein wahrhaft babylonisches G-ewirr der verschieden- 
8ten und wiaersprechendsten Meinungen. Nicht einmal das ist 
feat, was es denn eigentlich aei, dieses historische Drama. 
Unterscheiuet ea sich von den üorigen Arten des Drama nur 
aurch aeinen Inhalt, der der (Jeschiohte und ihren grossen 
Eampfen entlehnt iat? Oder ist es auch in der Form eine 
durChaus eigene, apezifisch abgesonderte Gattung, mit aus- 
schliesslichen, nur ihr gehorigen Gesetzen und Bedingun-
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1.
genî" This question has occupieo many critics, and many 
have tried to answer it. Hot one of them, however, has 
succeeded in laying down any set of principles which cannot 
be ccntraaicted by reference to some ejcisting historical 
drama; and surely no aefinition can be considerea adequate 
which leaves out of account the work actually done in this 
field.
Richard T/agner tries to prove that, while historical 
drama was possiole in Shakespearean times, owing to the 
different stage conventions, no such genre can exist under 
modern conditions. He credits the Shakespearean cnronicle 
plays twdth a historical accuracy which they do not, in 
fact, possess. "Geschichte ist nur dadurch Gescâichte, dass 
sich in ihr mit unbedingtester Wahrhaftigkeit die nackten 
Handlungen oer Menschen uns darstellen: sie gibt uns nicht 
die inneren Gesinnungen aer Menschen, sondern lasst uns aus 
ihren Hanalungen erst auf aiese Gesinnungen schliessen. 
Glauben wir nun aiese Gesinnungen richtig erkannt zu haben, 
und wollen wir die Geschichte nun aIs aus aiesen Gesinnungen 
gerechtfertigt darstellen, so vermogen wir diess eben nur 
in der reinen G es chi cht schr ei bung, oder - mit erreichbar- 
ster künstlerischer Warme - im historischen Romane ...
1. Deutsche litteraturdenkmale des 18. u. 19. Jhs. Ho.151. 
Berlin u. Leipzig 1924, p.13.
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Der richter, aer es versuchte, mit Umgexxung der chronisti-
8Chen Genauigkeit gescnichtliche Stoffe für die dramatische
Scene zu verarbeiten, und zu aiesem Zwecke Uber den That-
Destana aer Geschicnte nach willkürlicnem, künstlerisch-
formellem Srmessen verfügte, kcnnte weaer Geschichte, noch
1.
aber auch ein Drama zu Stande bringen."
This theory of Wagner's is one which it is difficult
to refute, because it cannot be denied that history as it
is presented in historical drama must always differ from
a historian's presentation of history. Hovalis had already
pointed out this discrepancy. His definition of history in
historical drama is "Geschicnte in Gesprhch aufgelost. Just
das Gegenteil der wahren Geschichte und doch Geschichte wie
2.
sie aein soli - weissagend und synchronlstisch." He 
recognised, therefore, that for dramatic purposes the 
illusion of history replaces history itself with complete 
adequacy. Wagner is in point of fact showing more punctili­
ousness towards history than is shown by historians proper, 
auch as Haumer and Treitschke, who are not only prepared to 
admit that historical drama can exist, but who also grant 
the dramatist certain liberties in dealing with historical
1' Cper und Drama. Richard Wagner. sMmtliche ochriften und 
Dichtungen. Leipzig. [n.dH Toi.4, p.24.
2. Fragmehte ed. E. Kamnitzer. Presden 1929. p.649,Ho.2061.
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material. Nevertheless, the validity of Wagner's argument 
must be admitted.
Neither can it be denied that a history book lacks 
dramatic form, and that the presentation on the stage of 
the events recorded in only one chapter would be anything 
rather than dramatic. Yet, in spite of the apparent logic 
with which Wagner consigns historical arama to the limbo, 
the fact remains that the 19th century produced a number 
of dramas with historical subjects which are not only 
intensely dramatic, but which also convey to the spectator 
in a very vivia manner the main facts of a historical situ­
ation and the atmosphere of a certain epoch of history, 
as well as creating in him emotions similar to those which 
he would have felt on reading about the same events in a 
history book. They do create the illusion of history, in 
spite of divergence from historical facts. Let Wagner ignore 
these productions or condemn them; every other critic of the 
l9th century is not only prepared to give them the title of 
"historical drama", but even to extend this designation to 
works which come perilously near to justifying Wagner's 
complaint that they are neither history nor drama.
Far from agreeing with Wagner, both Tiecfc and Gutzkcw 
point out that history is a rich source for the dramatist. 
Tieck, after mentioning the achievements of Shakespeare,
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Goethe, Schiller, Kleist and Otway, concludes "Und so zeigen
sich gewiss dem hegeisterten Blick gerade in der Geschichte
die mannichfaltigsten Formen und vielfachsten Erscheinungen."
Gutzkow, though not perhaps inspired with quite the same
ardour as Tieck, also shows, in his preface to Wullenweber.
"wie reich die Fundgruben der deutschen Geschichte sind, wexaa
2 *
wir sie im unbefangenen Sixune ausbeuten dOrfen*" Treitschke
also believes that the enthusiasm created by a historical
event may be of assistance to the dramatist. "An einigen
Scenen von SSacharias Werners Luther mag man erkennen, wie
auch die Eraft eines phantastischen unklaren Pceten durch
die Grossheit und Tiefe eines Welthistorischen Stoffs über
8.
ihr Mass hinaus gesteigert wird." Bbrne makes much the
same point - namely that it is an advantage for a mediocre
dramatist to choose a historical subject - with a great deal
more cynicism. "Schwache dramatische Dichter thun wohl, sich
Starke historische Personen zum Gegenadanue zu whhlen; der
Leser verwecnaelt oft die Matur mit der Kunst, die Geschichte
mit dem Drama, und letzteres milsste sehr schwach sein, wenn
4.
es nicht wenigstens Galettis weltgeschichte gleich karne."
1.ErTtische Schriften. Leipzig 1848.Vol.3 p.33.
2.Dramatische Werke. Leipzig 1862-3.Vols.17 and 18 p.224. 
3«Ludwig oer Bayer. Schauspiel von Paul Heyse." Die Grenzboten
1862. No.37 p.416. --------------
q.Dramaturgische Blatter. L.BBrne, Gesammelte Schriften ed. 
Klaar, Leipzig tii.u."} Vol.2 p.2361
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C-n the other hand, "W.L." points out that the historical 
events which ai‘e generally referred to as "draniatic" or 
"tragic" are not necessarily suitable for dramatic treat­
ment, and names the history of the Eohenstaufen dynasty as 
1 •
an example.
Whatever the relative drawoacks ana advantages of
•historical material may be, there are critics who believe
firmly in the future of historical drama. Probably the first
of these .was August %ilhelm Schlegel with his exhortation
2 .
in the Hiener 7orleaungen. At least as enthusiastic, if
not more so, is Hermann Hettner. "Unaere junge Literatur
wurzelt, wie dies von selbst durch die Atmosphere der Zeit
bedingt ist, aurch und aurch in politischen und sozialen
Tenaenzen. 1st also heutzutage überhaupt ein neues Drama
moglioh, so kwnn dies nur histortsch Oder sozial sein.
Es ist gewiss, aer Ernst aer Zeit verlangt nach dem
Mark der Geschichte. Kommt einmal unserer Poesie eine neue
Zukunft, 30 erreicht das historische Drama sicher eine bis-
3 .
her uugeahnte HBhe und Bedeutung."
Hettner is forced to admit that in spite of the general 
interest in political and social events, "der neue, so sehn-
1. Die Grenzboten 1863, Ho.36 p,367.
"2.Voriesungen tfSer dramatische Kunst und Literatur ea.
G.V.Amoretti, Bonn und Leipzig 1923. Vol.2 p.508.
3.Das moaerne Drama ed.cit. p.9.
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lich erharrte Messias" of Mstorical drama has so far shown
no signs of appearing. This is in keeping with the argument
of two articles in Die Grenzboten. that historical drama
cannot flourish during periods when the general mass of the
people is particularly interested in Politics ana history.
"W.L." attributes this phenomenon to the fact that it is the
task of the poet to anticipate feelings or attitudes that
are still only latent in the mind of the people. "Darum
zündete Schiller's Don Karlos, nicht weil allés reif und
gewonnen war für Aufklarung und Menschenrechte, sondern weil
ein altes Geschlecht sich zusammenfand mit einem jungen, das
neue Ideale in die site Welt warf. Gedanken, die in der
vollen Beleuchtung des Mit tags stehen, die als gemeine
Münze auf dem Markt des Lebens cursiren, fhr die kommt der
1 «
Dichter zu spSt." He believes that the dramatist fulfils 
the function of a prophet, who can distinguish among contem­
porary events and ideas those which have a place in the 
future
G« Hartung, discussing the same question in the Grenz­
boten of 1882, stresses the fact that the decline in histor­
ical drama with the rise of political interest is a phenomer- 
non common to many countries. "Im modernen England und
1. "3wei Hohens-taufen-lDramen" . 5)ie Grenzboten 1863. Üo.36. 
p.365. --------------
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Prankreioh sowohl als im klassisohen lltertum wendet sich -
hhnlioh wie bel ims - das ôffentliche Intéressé in dem
Masse, als die aktive Teilnahme am politischen Leben whchst,
von dem geschichtlichen Trauerspiel ab. Daraus erhellt, dass
dieser Kunstform zur vollen Bntfaltung ihrer Bedeutung sowie
zur ganzen Ausreifung ihrer Technik nur eine verhëltnismâssig
kurze 8panne Zeit verliehen wurde. Denn ein erst in der
Bntwicklung begrifrenes Volksbewusstsein, ein vorzugsweise
nach aussen lebendes, naiver Thatlust und Thatkraft sich
freuendes zeitalter gestaltet seine Erlnnerungen allent-
halben zu epischer lichtung." He. believes that...only a higher
stage of civilisatlon Can produce auscessful historical
1. _
aramas.
Thus, altnough there is some uncertainty .-about the 
nature of historical drana and the laws which govern it, 
the genre is accepted without question by all critics ex­
cept Wagner, and even hailed with enthusiasm by some of them. 
It is officially recognised by historians, as well as prac­
tised by dramatists. It seems justifiable to assume, ttere- 
fore, that althou^ all historical material is by no means 
suitable for dramatic treatment, there are a great number 
of historical subjects which can and do serve as basis for
1. 1882 Ho.8' pp.3'60 f.' -------------------------------------
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historical dramas.
What are the xeasons which make it natural to believe, 
as the majority of critics do, that if a dramatist chooses 
a historical subject, this will automatically entail a 
different kind of treatment? They are of two kinds, one 
purely technical, the other arising not so much out ofl the 
inherent qualities of historical material, which in no way 
prevent its adaptation for literary purposes, as out of the 
attitude which, in the course of the last century and a half, 
it has come to inspire in the mind of the layman.
Up to the last decades of the 18th century, as has been 
seen above, there existed for the study of history a far 
greater number of memoirs and chronicles of dubious relia­
bility, than of copious and detailed documents such as are 
avalaible to the historian to-day. It was not then, as it 
is now, regarded as the province of a trained specialist.
The field of history was a Tom Tiddler’s ground wheee any 
aramatist might try to pick up silver ana gola unchallenged. 
It was regarded above all as a source of instruction for 
the human race. Its primary use from the point of view of 
poet or dramatist was to furnisg suitaole illustrations 
for moral precepts. But, just as the principle of art for 
art's sake emerged graduallyo from the aidactic autocracy 
of a Gottsched, so also the last aecades of the i8th century
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3aw a revolt against the more superficial view of history 
which had prevailea for so long, anu che principle of 
History for history's sake gradually emerged. The revolu­
tion by which this ena was a chi eve ü began in Germany. Herder 
was its pioneer, but the men who did most towards developing 
the new ideas to that point where they began to come within 
the scope of the layman were tne aaherents of the Homan tic 
movement. It w^s tney who were largely responsible for the 
growth of interest in the liiddle Ages ana, erroneous thou^ 
their conception of this period to some extent was, it was 
they who paved the way for a scholarly study of mediaeval 
German literature. They were attracted not only by the 
history of their own nation but also by the distant civili­
sations of the East, so that while August Wilhelm Schlegel 
was lecturing on the origins of German literature, his 
brother Friedrich was doing pioneer work in the subject of 
Oriental ^Studies. The influence of the Romantic writers 
therefore had an immense broadening influence on the out­
look of the general public.
Another factor in the changing attitude to history 
was the growth of nationalism. The Napoleonic wars created 
a unified patriotic feeling, and this was increased through 
the influence of such works as Fichte's Reden an die deut- 
sche Nation, Arndt's and Horner's poems, even of Wilhelm
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Tell which kindled a burning national pride in all breasts. 
This too had the effect of stimulating the revival of inter­
est in Germany’s past and in her fonner triumphs. "By the 
end of the war, Germany had outgrown the 18th century. 
Sensationalism had yielaed to idealism, the rule of reason
1
to aeep religious feeling, cosmopolitanism to nationalism." 
And thus it came about tnat history gainea a new place in 
German life as elsewhere. The bearing and the influence of 
the past upon the present was recognised. New methods were 
adopted in the study of sources, and archives were no lon­
ger quite as jealously guarded. As the 19th century ran its 
course, the aoctrine of absolute impartiality and absolute 
accuracy of fact was accepted in academic circles and began 
to filter through to the general public.
In the course of these developments, history acquired 
a new distance and inspired a new respect. For suddenly it 
appeared that it was no longer only the story of men and 
women and events of past ages. It had become a science, and 
on this account many people felt that anyone who wished to 
adapt historical material for literary purposes should no 
longer be able to take any liberties he liked with his 
source.
G.P.Gooch."The growth of historical science.’ Cambridge 
Modern History vol.XII.
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From the indignation with which a man such as Raupach 
rejects all tampering with historical facts in historical  ^
drama, one might be led to assume that anyone who did so was 
doing a serious disservice, if not actual harm, to history. 
But there is little evioenoe to support such a belief. The 
dramatist makes no pretence of writing a work of erudition 
and instruction, and in the majority of cases he has no wish 
to Ü0 so. Nor do people any longer go to tne theatre entire­
ly for the sake of receiving instruction, if indeed they ever 
dia so. No doubt a number of people have received a slightly 
erroneous impression of certain events and characters. But 
tnose who accept such impressions as incontrovertible facts 
are haraly likely to nave much influence on the stuay or the 
writing of history. But, even tnough history does not suffer, 
Raupach'3 extreme viewÿ,unsuppoI'tea though they are by other 
critics, do illustrate the nature of the feeling which many 
people have, as the i-esult of the new attituue to histoxy, 
that there is something"different"about historical material. 
This feeling gains a certain emphasis in conjunction with -, 
the fact that the public is in many casas already acquainted 
with the historical events on which a play is based, ana 
is therefore able to compare the interpretation with the 
original facts.
The result of all this is that while the manner in which
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a dramatist treats historical material will not affect
history, it will affect his play. For in the last instance,
the success or failure of a play depends entirely on the
creation ana the sustaining of the dramatic illusion, as
Grillparaer points out in his essay Ueher den gegsnwartigen
X 0
Zustand der dramatischen Eunst in Deutschland. Characteri­
sation, motivation, technique, all these combine to create 
in the spectator the impression that he is seeing real life 
and real people, and not actors on a stage, a s soon as he 
is capable of detaching his mind from the spectacle before 
)ilm, the dramatic illusion is broken. As soon as someone 
is able to say that a certain play is bad because the author 
has made such and such alterations in his plays - and many 
people say it about many plays - it ceases to be a gooa 
play at least for this one person, because the dramatist 
has not been able to cajole him into accepting the altera­
tion as necessary, or, better still, to prevent him from 
noticing it at all.
There is then one thing that all serious historical 
dramas- comeaies, romances and farces have a aifferent 
set of rules - have in common. Although, as will appear 
presently, the most successful historical dramas are those
l.F.Grillparzer. Samtliche Werke.-ed.cit. Vol.14.Prosaschriften 
2.pp.73 f.
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in which Üramatic ccnsiuerations take precedence over history 
ical onea, in tnis genre the creation of dramatic illusion 
depends partly on a factor entirely beyond the dramatist's 
control, and he has to take into consideration something 
completely independent of aesthetic standards. The dramatist 
has to create the illusion that he is presenting history 
as well as the illusion that he is presenting life.
Hebbel, when he says that the historical dramatist must
i.
achieve "Identitat aer letzten Eindrücke" is the only person 
to express in words the necessity of the historical illusion. 
But the dicta of the majority of the critics are based, 
implicitly if not explicitly, on the necessity for creating 
historical as well as dramatic illusion, in spite of the 
extent to which they differ about the means by which it is 
to be achieved.
Four illusions have to be maintained: the illusion 
that we are witnessing a series of historical events; the 
illusion that we are looking at historical characters; the 
Illusion that the action is taking place at some specific 
era of the past; and, as well as all these, the illusiom 
that we are watching human problems and human beings, as 
well as assisting at a reconstruction of history.
l.~Tagebilcher 501X11.1848 ed.cit. vol.2 no.2414.
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There are also a number of technical difficulties which 
arise frcm the nature of much historical material. The canvas 
of history is so much larger than the frame of drama that 
this discrepancy cteates a number of difficulties; the dra­
matist is faced with the problem of bringing armies onto a 
very.limited space; he has to compress the events of many 
years into a few short hours. But these difficulties, large 
though they may sonetimes loon^ are only a small Part of 
those which stand between the dramalist and the creation 
of dramatic and historical illusion.
2. THE DMMâTIST AND HISTORICAL ACCURACY.
The controversy regarding historical accuracy is pro­
bably as lively as any of those which the discussion of his­
torical drama rouses, and the problem of historical and dra­
matic illusion is closely bound up with this question. Curi­
ously enough, however, by far the greater number of critics, 
whatever their attitude, tend to ask themselves how many 
facts it is possible to alter without disrespect to history, 
instead of considering to what extent it is possible to 
retain them without destroying the dramatic illusion.
The critic who is most eager to prevent the dramatist 
from altering the known facts or frcm adding anything on
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his own account is Raupach,who regards historical drama 
above all as a means for the education of the people.
"Versteht man unter dem veranaern der Geschichte das 
zusammendrhngen der Begehenheiten, das Wegschneiden aller 
Zwischenspiele des Lehens, das ueberspringen der Stunaen, 
wo die Geschichte, wie zuweilen Vater Homeros, schlummert 
Oder zu schlummern scheint, das Ausfüllen der Lücken, die 
sie gelassen, das Erganzen der Motive, die sie verschwiegen 
hat; so darf der Dichter nicht allein die Geschichte ver- 
andern, sondern er muss es. Denn in einer 8panne Zeit und 
einem engen Rahmen soil er uns ein vollstandiges, abge- 
sohlossenes Leben zeigen, einen bis zum entschiedenen 
Ausgange durchgeführten Kampf der Preiheit mit der Koth- 
wendigfceit, und zwar in einem klaren, leicht zu überschau- 
enden Bilde; und schwerlich mochte sich in der Geschichte 
der 8toff finden, bei dem es ohne jene Kachhülfe diese 
Porderung au erfUllen mSglich whre. Versteht man aber unter 
dem Verandern ein sogenanntes AusschmOcken mit eigenen 
Brfindungen, ein Umbilden der Verhhltnisse und Begebenheiten, 
ein Umgestalten der Cbaiektere; so kann ich dem Dichter das 
Recht dazu nicht einraumen. Es iat eine Verfalschung der 
Geschichte, der lehrreichsten, ja nothwendigsten Wissenachaftj 
des wirksamsten Bildungsmittels, das wir besitzen, sine um so 
gefâhrlichere Verfalschung, da sie, durch das Gewand, in dem
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sie eraoheint, maohtiger wirkend als aie Wahrheit, diese
leioht verdràngt, und sich selbst ala Wahrheit in den Glau-
1.
ben der Menschheit stiehlt
Raupach'8 argument is based on the assumption that the 
sole purpose of historical arama ia the education of the 
people. But the majority of those who visit a theatre do 
so for the sake of amusement, and if they realised that a 
play were intended by the author as a history lesson, they 
would in all probability stay away. But even if the in­
curable frivolity of the human race is left out of account, 
is it likely, as H.Th. Roetscher asks in his review of Die 
Eohenstaufen, that anyone woula be so muddleheaded as to be 
unable to keep apart fact from fiction, and if such people
do indeeu exist, should the function of the dramatist be to
£.
cater exclusively for them? A further objection is that the 
science of history stands on a sufficiently firm foundation 
to be able to remain unperturbed at the sight of the poet 
giving to imagination the local habitation ana the name of 
histoi'ical events ana characters. That history itself could 
be affected by such antics is unthinkable even in an age in 
which the cinema has exploited to the full the "private
1 .Ernst Raupach. Dramatische V^ erke ernster Gattung.Hamburg 
1835-43. Die Hoïïenstaufen vol.1.Preface up.AVIII ff .
2 .Jahrbticher für wissenscJbaftliche Eritik (Berliner Jahrbü- 
oher) no.Bl. November l838 Ph7642 f.
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lives" of all the more picturesque historical characters.
Tieck, Ctto Luawig, ana Solger all believe that it is
best for the dramatist to keep as closely as possible to
historical facts, though not for such aiaactic reasons as
those of Raupach. Tieck believes that if a dramatist ia
inspired by history, he will be more successful if he does
not need to make any alterations in the historical facts.
"Geht in einem Richter die Gesammtheit einer grossen
Geschichtsbegebenheit auf so wird er um so poetischer und
um 30 grosser sein, je naher er sich der Wahrheit halt, sein
Werk iat um so vollenaeter, je weniger er storende, sprode
Bestanatheile wegzuwerfen braucht: er fiihlt sich selbst als
der Genius aer Geschichte, und aie Dichtkunst kann schwerlich
gl&nzenaer auftreten, als wenn sie auf aiese Weise eins mit
1 •
der wahren Wirkllchkeit wird."
Cttc Ludwig, too, believes that the poet should alter
historical facts as little as possible, because his altera-
2.
tions are likely to do more harm than good. Soèger holds a 
similar belief. "Jede willkürliche Veranderung der histori­
schen Begebenheiten nach angeblich hoheren künstlerischen 
Absichten führt nur auf unreife Hervorbringungen, in welchen 
man aie Einseitigkeit des vorausgesetzten Standpunctes und
1.Kritische Schriften ed.cit. vol.3 p,42.
2.' Bhàkèspear ésxuülen eu .M .Heyarich 2nd ea .Halle l90ipp.36?f.
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üie leere Bimbildung, die, um ihn auszumalen, nounwenaig an
die dtelle aes wirklichen Lebens treten muas, scgleich 
1 •
erkennt. "
Botii Gottsohall and Borne maintain that there are cer­
tain circumstances unaer which a dramatist must remain true 
to historical facts. Gottschall says in "Das geschichtliche 
Trauerspiel der Neuzeit" that some historical facts, such 
as the fact that Napoleon died in exile at St.Helena, or 
that Julius Oaesar was stabbed to death on the Capitol,
are so firmly established Ghat the dramatist cannot alter 
2.
them. Borne demands accuracy of historical fact for events
3.
in wnich the audience itself has participated. Neither 
Borne nor Gottschall gives reasons, but these are obvious. 
There are some historical facts which are so well known 
that they may be said to form a part of the mina of each 
member of the audience, and those quoted oy Gottschall are 
of this kina. Such facts it is impossible to alter unno­
ticed, and the most skilrul dramatist could hardly hope 
to make such an alteration without breaking the historical, 
and with it the dramatic illusion.
In the opposite camp to Tieck, Eaupach, Bolger, and
1.Nachgelasaene Sahriften und Briefwechsel ed.Tiecfc und 
Eaumer.Leipzig 1826, vol.2 p.68b.
2.Unsere Seit 1873 no.4.p.236.
3.bramaturgiache Blatter ed.cit. vol.2 p.322.
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Ludwig are Immermann, Eaumer, Guatav KüJine, Hebbel, and 
Grillparzer, who affirm that the value of historical drama
is independent of historical accuracy.
Both Hebbel and Grillparzer emphasise strongly that 
there is no kind of relationship between the degree of 
accuracy maintained in a historical drama and its merit as 
a work of art. "Die matérielle Geschichte," Hebbel writes, 
"die schon Napoleon aie Fabel der Uebereinkunft naimte, 
dieser buntschecKige ungeheure ¥uat von zweifelhaften That- 
sachen und einseitig oder garnicht umrissenen Charakter- 
bildern, wird früher ouer spater uas menachliche Fassungs- 
vermogen übersteigen, una das neuere Drama, besondera uas 
Ghakespear'3che, una nicht bless uas vorzugsweise historisch 
genannte, sondern das ganze, konnte auf uiesem Y/ege zur 
entf ernteren Nachwelt ganz von selbst in uieselbe 8 tel lung 
kommen, worin das antike zu uns steht. X'ann, eher wohl nicht, 
wird man aufhoren mit beschranktem 8i m  nach einer gemeinen 
Identitat zwischen Kunst und Geschichte zu forschen und 
gegebene und verarbeitete Situationen und Charactere ângst- 
lich mit einander zu vergleichen, denn man hat einsehen 
gelernt, dass dabei ja doch nur die fast gleichgültige 
UeDereinstimmung zwischen dem ersten und zweiten Portrait, 
nicht aber die zwischen Bild und Wahrheit überhaupt, heraus- 
gebracht werden kann, und man hat erkannt, dass das Drama
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niokt bio88 in seiner Totalitat, wo es sich von selbst 
versteht, sondern aass es schon in je dem seiner Elemente
i •
symbolisch ist und als symbolisch betrac^tet weraen muss."
Grillparzer also expresses himself forcibly on the
same subject. "Ein nistcrisohes Drama in dem Sirme statu-
iren, dass aer Werth desselben in der vollig treuen Wieder-
gabe der Geschichte bestehe, ist eben so lacherlich, als
wenn man einst die Aufgabe aer Kunst im al Igor einen in der
getreuen Nachahmung der Natur suchte und zu finden glaubte.
Die Natur in Handlung (Geschichte) ist Natur wie das leb-
lose, und beide Bestreben sind eins so absurd und prosaisch
2 .
wie das anaere."
Both Grillparzer and Kühne claim that it ia psycho­
logical truth and not historical truth on which the quality 
of a historical drama depends. Grillparzer says, "Das 
eigentlich historische aber, nëmlich das wirklich wahre, 
nicht bloss aer Ereignisse, sondern auch aer Motive und 
Entwicklungen gehort so wenig hierher, dass wenn heute 
Urkunden aufgefunden würden, die Wallensteins vollige Sohuld 
Oder vollige Unschuld bewiesen, Schillers Meisterwerk nicht 
aufhoren würde, das zu sein was ea ist und unabhangig von
T. I'lein Wort Über das Drama. F.Hebbel. Bam'tliche Werke ed.
Werner,Berlin 1901 ff.Vol 2 pp.5f. ^
2. Tagebücher 1837 Grillparzers Gamtliche Werke ed.cit.
TagebTIcher 17 pp. 189 f.
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1 •
der historischen Wahrheit bleiben wird für allé z,eiten."
The same view ia held by Gustav Kühne. "Ganz richtig;
Portratahnliohkeit verlangen wir nicht im historischen
Drama, Congruenz mit der Geschichte bezweckt die Poesie
nicht. Aber die 3eichnung des Dichters muss, auch wo sein
Pins el das bestimmte Zieitalter verfehlÿ und nicht trifft,
auf Menschen und menschliche Eustande überhaupt passen."
Immermann also points out in a letter to Tieck that
the only standard by which a historical drama can be judged
is a poetic one. "Ich muss gestehn, dass ich dem Dichter
gern die hochste Freiheit bei der Behandlung des historisch
Gegebenen bewahren mochte. Eeigt sicn freilich in seinem
\erke statt der lebenskrâftigen Idee ein hohles verblasenea
Vi/esen, oder ist in Brzeugnissen hoherer Art doch hie und
da eine Schwache fühlbar, dann muss es erlaubt sein, aus
dem Gedichte hinaus in die Geschichte zu blicken, und die
Befangenheit zu rügen, der vielleicht die grossten und
gründlichsten Motive nicht erkenabar würden. Immer aber
wird, wie ich glaube, der Tadel von der Poesie auszugehn 
3.
haben." Anfi Raumer who might, as a historian, have been 
ezpeoted to place weight on historical accuracy, places
j.Selbstbiographie.samtliche berke ed.Rit.I'roaaanhriftpn TV 
p.167.
Ü."jL'ramatisch und theatralisch" .Pie Grenzboten 1844 no.4
p.121.
S.Briefe an Ludwig Tieck ed.Holtei.Breslau 1864.Vol.2 p.50. 
Pusseldorf18.VII.1831.
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historical truth and poetical truth side by siae, with a
slignt bias in favour og the latter. "Das Vereinzelte,
Eufallige, Bedeutungslose gibt sich in der Geschichte so
gut kund, als in der Dichtkunst; es hat im hohern Sinn dort
30 wenig Uahrheit als hier; und umgekehrt tragen die achten
Gchopfungen der Poesie in diesem hohern Sinne vollkommen
dies.elbe Kraft aer VJahrheit in sich. Man kann, ohne den
Idealismus auf eine unhaltbare Spitze zu treiben, doch
behaupten: aus des Dichters Hand haben Achilles, Agamemnon,
Odysseus erst das rechte Dasein erhalten, und Lear und
Hamlet, aoyeo nnû Julia, sind wahrer und wirklicher als
unzahlige junge Leute, die sich liebten, heiratheteh und
wieder scheiaen liessen, oder aus langer Weile starben.
Daher sagt auch der Dicnter mit vollem Hechte:
Es sine nicht Schatten, die der vahn erzeugte,
i.
Ich weiss es, sie sind ewig, denn sie sind."
Eacharias Werner used almost the same words,
"Sei in der Ghronik nichts davon zu lesen,
Nicht ihr,i dem Euf des Innern muss ich dienen;
2.
'rfas im Gemiit gelebt, ist dageweseni "
Freytag claims as the special field of the dramatist 
those historical moments of which history has nothing to
ï.’"Ue^ ber aie Poetik des Aristoteles und sein Verhaltniss zu 
den neuern Dramatikern." Historisches Taschenbuch. Neue 
Folge. Fritter Jahrgang no.10 pp.204 f.
2.irrolog Die Weihe der Kraft D.N.L. vol.151 pp.23f.
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say, for instance the thoughts and feelings of Henry IV
1 #
when he stood outsiae the walls of Canossa. Hebbel
agrees with this. "Per Geschichtschreiber malt die Maschine
in ihren âusseren ïïmrissen, der Pichter stellt das innere
Getriebe bar, wobei er denn oft, wo es verdeckt ist, auf
2 #
die Naturgesetze zurîiok gehen muss." Tieck, although he 
is on the whole in favour of historical accuracy, believes 
that it is permissible for the poet to use the present as 
a model for the past. "Kleist hatte nicht die Absicht, jene 
alte Eeit, ihre Oharaktere und Verhaltnisse auszumalen, 
aonaern was einem Pichter eben so natürlich und erlaubt 
ist; er Sah, von der Gegerr^art bedrangt und begeistert, 
in diesem Spiegel die Vorzeit, er nahm diese nur als Bild 
seiner Eeit und der nachsten Verhaltnisse; so knüpfte er 
8einen personllchen Hass und seine lebendige Liebe an alte 
Namen, und hie It aeinen Eeitgenossen das Konterfei ihrer 
selbst und ihrer Schicksale vor. Piese Art, die Geschichte 
zu nehmen, ist am wenigsten am dramatischen Fichter zu 
tadeln, wenn er nur von seinem Gegenstande auf eine grosse 
Weise ergriffen und ganz von ihm durchdrungen ist; denn aer 
Schauspieldichter soil ja die Vergangenheit in nachste Ge- 
genwart verwandeln, und ein Geist wie Shakespeare sieht die
1. Die technik des Dfamas 6th éd.u Leipzig. •'1890 p. 36
2. Tagebûcher 13.il.i6oO.ed.cit.vol.I^o.%d98.
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Vorzeit auch ohne grosse Anstreiigung persônlich vor sioh,
er begrelft das Pernste, indem er das Moliate ganz verstanden 
1 •
hat." Hehhel goes even further, maintaining that it is
impossible for the dramatist to present anything but his
2 #
own ideas and way of life.
Most emphatic of all those who deny the importance of
historical accuracy in historical drama is Hettner. "'Seltsam!
Was geht uns denn in der Poesie die Q-eschiohte als Gesohichte
an? verliert sie denn nioht in dem Augehblicke, da sie in
das Beich der Poesie tritt, alle eigenen und aelbstândigen
Bechte? Auoh'im historischen Drama fragen wir nur nach Poesie,
und einzig nach dieser. wo aber die Gesohichte nackt für sich
aua den Eulisaen heraustritt, m t  dem zudringlichen Anspruoh,
als Gesohichte in selbstândiger Geltung etwas ganz Besonderes
bedeuten zu wcllen, da kehren wir uns unwillig von ihr ab,
wie wir uns von dem anmasslichen Schauspieler abkehx-en, der
aus dem harmonischen Zusammenspiel durch unzeitiges Vor-
drhngen die Aufmerksamkeit auf seine eitle Personlichkeit zu
3.
lenken trachtet."
But, violently as the critics differ with regard to 
the strict adherence to historical fact, the majority agree
1. Erltische Schriften ed.oit. vol.2 pu.4l f.
2 . ifein Wort Über das~Drama ea.cit. p.9.
3« ïas moderne Drama ea.cit. p.46.
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that the dramatist must remain true to the spirit of history* 
Among these are Bichendorff, Borne, G-rahhe, Hehhel, Lauhe, 
ana Hettner. Eichendorff olaims that (r5ta is the most histo­
rical of Goethe^s plays in the sense that it is the one
which is most nearly akin to the spirit of the time it re- 
i •
presents. Borne points out that while accuracy of histori­
cal fact is unnecessary, the iaea hehinu the facts must not 
he altered. ‘^Per dramatische Pichter, aer einen geschicht- 
lichen 8toff hehanuelt, kann eine wahre Gesohichte nach 
seinem Gehrauche ummoaeln; aenn es sohaaet uer Gesohichte 
nicht, man kennt sie, unu sie hleibt dooh gesohehen wie sie 
geschah. Eine geistige Ueberiieferung aber darf er niemals 
andern. Piese besteht nur tiui*ch aen Glauhen, una wird zer-
stort, wema aer Glaube umgeworfen Oder andera geriohtet
2.
wird." Grabhe also demands"eine die Idee der Gesohichte
3.
wiedergebende B-^handlung.” Lauhe makes the same point.
"Sie [die Eritik] hat anerkannt, dass die %ufhlligkeit aes 
Eaktuma unhedeutend ist vor der wahrhaftigen Imerlichkeit 
der Gesohichte, und dass es gestattet ist, Aeusserlichkeiten 
umzugestalten im wahren Sinne des Ganz en und zu wirklich
1. 2^ ur Geschichte des^ramas 2nd ed. Paderhorn 1866 p.129.
2. Pramaturgische Blatter ea.cit. vol.2 p.369.
3. Ueber die Shakspero-lianie. Samtliche Vierke ed.Gottaohall 
2nd.ed. Leipzfg ISVS. vol.2 p.397.
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1.
poetisGtLem üwecke." Hebbel, too, demands "Identit&t der
2 .
letzten Eindrüoke." Hettner, emphatic aa always, states,
"Der Dichter darf daher unter keiner Bedingung an der Inneren
Wesenheit des von aussen entlehnten Stofifes willkUrlich
riitteln. Er hat te das Eecht der freien Erf indung; warum hat
er sioh freiwillig die Dessein angelegt, wenn ihm die ge-
3 •
sohiohtlichen Voraussetzungen nioht gemass waren?" Treitaoh-
ke agrees with L^uhe that the historical dramatist is at
liberty to alter historical facts if by so doing he brings
out the spirit of history more clearly. Gottsohall, looking
at the same problem from the other side demands "Treue des
geschichtlichen Oolorits und die Angemessenheit der Stimmung"
5.
of additions to the facts invented by the poet.
Both Ereytag and Gottschall believe that the dramatist 
must also remain true to the spirit of the age he is pre­
senting. "Viel wichtiger ist aie Gostümfrage in der weitesten 
Bedeutung des Worts," writes Gottaohall, "sodass das Costiim 
nioht als Toga und Tunica, als Panzer und Handschelle er- 
scheint, sondern als das geistige Costüm aes Penkens und 
Empfindens, in aas sioh eine bestimmte Zeit gekleidet hat
1. Preface Struenaee. Gesammelte V/erke ea.Houben Leipzig l96ÿ 
vol.24 p.143, ^
2. Ta^ebUcher 30.XII.1848.ea.cit.vol.2 no.2414.
3. Pas moderne Drama ea.cit. pp.5l f.
4. Pie Grenzboten 1862 no.37 p.41?.
5. helt r8*?o no.4 p.240.
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und W e l c h e s  nicht a h g e s t r e i f t  werden darf, ohne den ganzen
Gharakter des Jahrhunderta, in welchem eine Handlung spielt,
zu verletzen. Bin auffallender Verstoss hiergegen ist ein
Verstoss gegen aen Geist der Weltgeschichte, der jedem Jahr-
hunaert ein oestimintes Geprage aufgedrilckt hat una als
solcher viel empi'inalicher als uie Nichtachtung einzelner
Thatsachen, er ist gleiohsam ein crimen laesae majestatia,
1.
begangen an der Majestât der Klio;" Preytag echoes these 
2 •
sentiments.
Gutzkow and Hettner, though neither asks for strict
historical accuracy, do believe that historical drama should
be objective. Gutzkow deplores the "Tenaenz" of Jung-Peutsch-
3.
land drama. Hettner says "Pie strengste Saohlichkeit liegt
4.
unverbr uchli ch im Wes en aer historiscnen Tragoaie." And 
again "Hier vor allem bedarf unsere junge dramatische Kunst 
einer gründlichen Heilung? Wir wollen hoffen, dass der 
gesunde realistische Sinn aer uns z.B. auch in aer Land- 
sohaftsmalerei aus aller hohlen Idealitat in aie lebendige 
Naturwirklichkeit hineingefuhrt hat, endlich einmel auch 
in aer dramatiscnen Poesie wirksam aurchgreife." He believes
T. Unaere heit 16^3 no.4 n.237.
Pie Techni'k aes Pramas ed.cit. p.239.
3.Preface * Wullenweber ea.cit. p.222.
4.Pas moaerne Prama ed.cit. n.Si-
r—  —  ■> ' i  " H , ■ ■ ' I I I  _  ■ « ■  < III
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that it is "die erate Beaiugung gedeihlichen Dœrtachritts, 
dasa wir hier mit Strenge wieder den groaaen tataacblichen  ^
Stil Shafceapearea in seine unverjahrharen Eechte einaetzen." 
Heine, however, proteata forcefully that it is impoasihle 
even for the historian to he objective. "Die aogenannte 
Objefctivitat, wovon heut so viel die Bede, ist nichta ala 
eine trockene LUge; es iat nicht moglich, die Tergangenheit 
zu sohiIdem,ohne ihr die Darbung unserer eigenen Geftihle 
zu verleihen. Ja, da der aogenannte objektive Geachicht- 
aohreiber doch immer aein Wort an die Gegenwart richtet, so 
schreibt er unwillkürlich im Geiate seiner eigenen Zeit, 
und dieser Zeitgeist wird in aeinen eigenen Schriften aicht- 
bar aein, wie sich in Brief en niohfc bloss der Gharakter des 
Schreibers, sondern auch des Bmpfangers offenbart. Jene 
aogenannte Cbjektivitat, die, mit ihrer Leblosigfceit sich 
brüstend, auf aer SchSdelstatte der Thatsachen thront, ist 
schon deshalb ala unwahr verwerflioh, weil zur geachichtli- 
cnen Wahrheit nicht bloss die genauen Angaben des Paktums, 
sondern auch gewisse Mitteilungen Uber den Sindruok, den 
jenes Paktum auf seine Zeitgenossen hervorgebracht hat, 
notwendig aind. Dieae Mitteilungen sind aber die schwie- 
rigste Aufgabe; denn es gehbrt dazu nicht bloss ei;^ e
1. Das moderne Drama ed.cit.pp.56 f.
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gewohnliohe Notizenkunde, sondern auch das Anschauungaver-
mogen des Dichtera, aem, Wie Shakespeare aagt, "das Wesen
1 #
und der Korper verachollener Zeiten" sichthar geworden."
In spite of the contradictory nature of this material, 
two things emerge. The first is that while there ia con­
siderable disagreement as to the extent to which a drama­
tist may alter historical facts, the general tendency is 
to demand that he shall reproduce the "idea of history", 
the essence of a historical situation. And surely the essence 
of a historical situation is that aspect, those characterist­
ics which impress themselves most deeply on tne mind as being 
the individual qualities which distinguish it most aharpljp 
from other, perhaps similar, situations. Ana these qualities 
are the ones which it is most necessary to preserve if the 
historical illusion is not to be destroyed. If the critics 
do not, in fact, demand historical illusion in so many 
words, it is nevertheless apparent that they consider it 
of importance.
Secondly, although the implicit stress placed on 
historical illusion is not inconsiderable, there is one 
aspect of this problem which is stressed even more heavily. 
Almost all the critics, whatever their viewjon historical
1.Preface Shakesneares Mhdchen und Frauen.Gesammelte Werbe edJ 
G.Earpeles 2nd.eu. Berlin 1893 vol.4 p.lüsT
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accux-acy, require that the characters of the play shall he 
human beings as well as historical characters, that the 
problems shall be human problems as well as historical ones. 
The trend of modern drama towards psychological character 
study is reflected in these opinions, which place the illu­
sion of life before the illusion of history. But even those 
who scoff most at the idea that there can be any relation­
ship between historical accuracy and the value of historical 
drama, as do Hebbel and Hettner, are forced to admit that 
the use of historical material imposes a certain restriction 
on the dramatist. His freedom to do as he likes with his 
chaiecters is no longer dependent on dramatic considerations 
alone. There do exist a few limitations imposed not perhaps 
by the particular characteristics of historical material, 
but by the popular attitude ,i:o it,which prevent him from 
making some alterations which his dramatic instinct might 
otherwise have insisted upon. The latitude which a poet may 
claim in using historical facta in drama is not, and cannot 
be, unlimited without endangering the success of the play.
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3. THE SUBJECT MATTEB OP HISTOBICAL DBâMà.
There is perhaps slightly more agreement in essentials 
concerning the most suitable subjects for historical drama 
than on most of the other problems. Although there is a , 
great deal of difference of opinion about details, there 
is one idea which underlies modt of the demands: that some 
general interest should underlie a historical drama, -
nxJb
it should^be dependent upon historical interest alone.
Eichendorff points out, with reference to Schiller, 
that the choice of a historical subject is not, in itself, 
sufficient to constitute a historical drama. "Aber aemoch 
sind seine Schauspiele, obgleich sie spêterhin fast aus- 
schlies&lich geachichtliche Stoffe behandeln, nicht eigent-
11ch historisch.  Denn es ist ihm nioht um aie hiato-
rische Wahrhait, sondern um irgena eine phi1osophische 
•Wahrheit dabei zu tun, das Eidaktische macht sich vor- 
herrschend, und unter den mehr weltbürgerlichen als natio­
nal en Gestalten schwindet mehr Oder minder der vaterlSn- 
dische Boden, auf dem allein das Volk sich wahrhaft zu
Hause fühlt; sehr verschieden von Shakespeare, der vollkommei
1.
objektiv, nie sich selbst in den Gegenstanden schildert." 
i. Zur Gesohichte des Drajffi s ed.oit. 00.13?' f. '
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EiGhenâorff implies that in order to be historical, 
drama must be both objective and national. Tieck, Schlegel, 
and Theodor Oreizenach in the Grenzboten of. 1841 all agree 
with Eichendorff on the latter question. "Schon in verschie- 
denen Perioden unserer Literatur hat man, aus richtigem 
Gefühl, ein Verlangen nach acht .vaterlanaischen Geschichten 
und Darstellungen geaussert. Die Poesie, wenn sie sich dieser 
Gegenstande bemhchtigt, büsst darum ihre freie Schbnheit 
nicht ein, sondern ex'hbht an ihnen ihre Era ft und Grbsse.
Wie mtissen alle Kationen den Englhnaern ihr en Shakspeare 
beneiden, der nur darum so ala unerreichtes Vorbild dasteht, 
weil er so ganz Englander war, wie keiner seiner Zeitge­
nossen; deshalb gelang es ihm, in seinen vaterlSndischen
Schauspielen sich und seinem Volke ein unvergangliches
1.
Penlonal zu bauen." i August Uilhelm Schlegel is equally 
enthusiastic on the subject of national drama. "Aber unser 
historisches Schauspiel sey denn auch wirklich allgemein 
national, es hange sich nicht an Lebembegebenheiten von 
einzeinen Bittern und kleinen PUrsten, die auf das ganze 
keinen Einfluss hatten; es sey zugleich wahrhaft historisch, 
aus der Tiefe der Eenntniss geschbpft, una versetae nna ganz 
in die grosse Vorzeit. In diesem Spiegel lasse uns der
1. 1.Tieck. Erltische Schriften ed.cit. vol.6 u.50.
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Dichter schauen, sey es auch zu unserm tiefen Sohamerrbthen, 
was die Deutsohen vor Alters wareu, und was sie wieder wer­
den sollen. Er lege uns ans Herz, dass wir Deutsche, wenn wir 
die Lehren aer Geschichte nioht besser bedenken als bisher, 
in Gefahr sind, wir, ehedem das erste und glorwürdigste , 
Volk Europa's, dessen frey gewahlter Pürst ohne 'iderspruch 
für das Cberhaupt der gesammten Christenheit anerkannt
ward, ganz aus eer Heihe der selbstandigen Vblker zu ver- 
1.
schwinden." a generation later, Oreizenachjrecommenda
the same course. Haupach also believes firmly in the
2.
educational value of national urama. Treitschke would like 
to see political ideas embodied in historical dram. "aber 
wer es wagt, die harten und rauhen Kampfe der geschiohtli- 
Chen ijelt poetisch zu verklaren, von ihm fordern wir auch 
den Muth und die Kraft, dass er den politischen Gehalt der 
Geschichte erfasse, den mensohlichen, jedes Herz ergreifen- 
den Sinn des staatlichen Lebens verst ehe und verkbrpere.
Will ein Dichter in einem historischen Drama aiese politi- 
achen Ideen angstlich umgehen, dann raoht sich die Geschich­
te, dann verfallt er nur um so sicherer in die trocfcenste 
Hüchternheit, freilich nicht in die Prosa der klUglioh 
vermiedenen Staatsactionen, aber in die Langeweile einer
1.Vorlesungen uber dramatische kunst und Literatur edTcit. 
vol.3 p.309. -----
2.Die Grenzboten 1841 no.2 p.49.
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1 •
armlichen Ciironik."
i opposes the aemaud for ziational feeling in the
Grenzboten of 1863. "Dass dieses nationale Element im
engeren Sinne mioht grosseren Baum im Drama einnimmt, ist
nur zu loben. Ueberhaupt ist es dem Dichter als Verdienst
anzureohnen, dass er die Gelegenheit, die sioh oft genug
darbot, duroh wohlfeile Ehrasen an die unklaren patriotic
schen Begungen der Menge zu appelliren, durchaua vermieden
hat. Er sucht durch einen vaterlhndischen 3toff wahrhaft
2.
tragische ^ irkung zu erreichen - dies ist genug."
This controversy regarding the national character of
I
historioal draina is based partly on the feeling, rather
than on the knowledge, that the mere representation of
historical fact is in itself insufficient to create a
successful historical drama. A critic of the Grenzboten
refers to "die Sohwierigkeit, die jeder historische Stoff
aem Ulohter darbietet, weil er auf einer aen Tagesempfin-
aungen fremden, vielleicht entgegengesetzten Weltansohau-
3.
ung basirt." In order to interest the audience, there 
has to be some common bond of human emotion between the 
content of the play and the people who watch or read it. 
Here lies the reason for "7/.L."*s statement that the
l.Die Grenzboten 1662 no.37 p.418
2.1biu.l6b3 no.36 p.380.
3.Ibid.1851 no.4 p.129.
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Middle Ages are unsuitable for dramatic treatment, for 
Gottschall's belief that it is better for a dramatist to 
choose post-Heformation history for treatment, for the 
recommendation made by Immermann and Hettner that the dra­
matist should confine himself to more recent history. All 
of them believe that it is impossible for the dramatist to 
provide seme common bona between the audience ana the I'e- 
moter periods of nistory without distorting the historical
picture out of all recognition. Gottschall believes that 
in the majority of cases there can be no compromise with
such themes, and that, with only very rare exceptions, the
dramatist should take his subjevt from an epoch "aeren
geistige iilelt um die gleiche Achse rotiert, wie diejenige
aer Gegenwart Dagegen erheben sich die Akademiker, die
Pormalisten, die Allerweltspoeten, welche diese Beschrhn-
kung aer Stoffwahl verwerfen, weil in alien das ewig Mensch-
liche vertreten sei. Dies 'ewig Menschliche' ist aber in
der Poesie ebensowenig wie in der Geschichte aus den wech-
selnaen Hüllen des Geistes herauszuschalen - Oder es wird
2ur leeren Abstraction verfltfchtigt." The dramatist runs
the danger of either falsifying the historical picture by
giving the representatives of a past age a mentality foreign
to them, or of creating a drama that is historically accurate
—81—
1.
but exoruoiatingly boring.
Immermann is in full agreement with Grabbe. "Bin histo- 
riaches Trauerspiel entsteht, und kann nur entstehen, wenn 
aer Dichter einen 8toff der Geschichte ergreift, welche für 
das Volk Geschichte ist, wenn er von aen Ereignissen der 
Vergangenheit begeistert wird, die in den Preuden und Schmer- 
zen aer Gegenwart, in ihren Gedanken una Gefühlen, in ihren 
Pesten, in ihren Verwickelungen und Schulden noch nachklin- 
gen. Dann wird der Dichter jenes warme, unmittelbare Gefühl 
hab en, wodurch sich das diesem Stile der drama tischen Con­
ception nothwenaige Detail belebt, dann, aber auch nur dann
3.
wird er ein solohes Gefühl mitzutheilen im Stance sein."
Shakespeare's histories were only possible because at the
time he wrote them, the subject was still of imupediate in-t
terest. "lah ... sage jetzt nur noch, dass die Gesohichte,
welche unsem Dichtern moglicherweise vorteilhafte Stoffe
darbieten kann, erst mit der Deformation und aen ihr mittel-
3.,
bar Vorangegangenen Aeiten beginnen mochte." Hettner
quotes this statement of Immeimann’a, giving it his full
appfcobation, ana adds, "Unser eigenstes Herzblut pulsiert
4.
doch nur in der neueren Gesohichte."
1.Op.cit. pp.257 f. — ~
2.Memorabilien II.:Schriften Düsseldorf 1835-43 vol.13pp.3lf 
3.Ibid. ■
4.Das moderne Drama ed.cit.p.49.
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Preytag, Gottschall, and the brothers H. and J. Hart
all require that historical drama should have some general
as well as a particular significance. Preytag points out the
danger of attempting to reproduce the characteristics of an
age too closely. "Dann iat er [uer PichteiQ in Gefahr, uen
unmittelbaren Antheil, welchen wir an dem schnell Veratând-
lichen, allgemein Mensohlichen nehmen, zu verdecken, und in
aer nccn grbsaeren Gefahe, aen verlauf seiner Handlung auf-
zubauen auf Absonderlichkeiten jener Vergangenheit, auf
Vergangliches, welches in der Kunst den Eindruck des hufal-
1.
ligen und Willkürlichen macht." Although H. anu J. Hart
attack Gottschall so strongly, they are in reality moved by
2.
the same considerations.
It is recognised by a number of critics that there are 
certain subjects which have no interest whatever for contem­
porary audiences, and which no amount of dramatic skill can 
revive. "Sog. historische Dram»n, uie sich nach einer der 
Gegenwart vollig abgestorbenen Vergangenheit umwenden und 
dem Auferstehungs-vKunder im Thai Josaphat zuvor zu kommen 
suchen, sind für mich teatimonia des gründlichaten Miss- 
verstehens der aramatiscnen Kunst und ikres hweckes," Hebbel
j. Technik des Dramas ed.cit.pp.239 f.
2. Krltische Waffeng&nge Leipzig 1882-4, no.4. p.46.
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writes to Ktihne. Laube is of the same opinion. Hettner
too believes that a historical draroa must be related Jo
contemporary interests. "Bin Drama^ das sioh seinen Stoff
nur aus gelehrt gescMchtlichem Interesse gewâhlt hat, ist
3 •
von Hause aus tot geboren."
Gn the other hand it is possible for a historical theme
to be evvtremely topical, as Tieck already pointed out in con-
4.
nection with Kleist’s Hermannsschlacht. Laube also found 
this to be the case. "Das Drama der Gegenwart, von welchem 
so oft die Bede gewesen in diesen Schilderungen, trat auf den 
Plan und behauptete den Plan. Der Gegenwart auch in histori­
schen Stücken, insofern das Thema auch eines historischen
5.
8 toff es veil und ganz ein Thema der Gegenwart ist."
If, as some critics believe, recent history is likely 
to be of greater interest than that of more remote periods, 
the choice of the former aoes not solve the dramatist’s 
problem entirely, as Oswald Stein says in Die Grenzboten.
"Man hat aber eine eigenthümliche und wohl nicht unbegründete, 
wenn auch noch nicht genUgena erklarte Scheu vor Stoffen aus 
der nemeren und neuesten Geschichte, sei es, weil man fUhlt,
l.TagebUcher 28.1.184*?.ed.oit.vol.3 no.394a p.i8S.
2.1rei'8oe Die Bemateinhexe.ea.oit.vol.24 p.21.
S.Paa moaerne Dr^a .ea.oit.p.46.
4.Erltische 8ohrift en ea.cit. vol.2 p.42.
5.Daa Burgtheater II. Geaatamelte V'^ierke ed.cit. vol.30 p.254.
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dass das Kunstinteresse, wenn es in seiner ganzen Relnheit
und Energie wlrken soil, durch kein anderes gestôrt werden
darf; sei es, dass erst eine gewisse Bntfernung den Indivi-
duen und Thatsachen die Verklhrung zur Poesie gibt, die
scharfen Boken und allauachroffen Vorsprünge mildert, das
Unwesentliohe von dem Wesentlichen Sondert, jekes verschwin-
den und dieses desto reiner hervortreten Ihsst, das Urtheil
feststellt, indem sie die Meinungen der Binzeinen zu einer
allgemeinen Anschauung erhebt. Allés in ruhig grossen Ma^ssen
scheidet, Gruppen zur Darstellung bildet usw." Eichendorff
has come to a similar conclusion. "Allein der tumultuarische
b'chauplatz der Gegenwart ist nirgends die rechta Bühne des
Dramas... Die Gegenwart, um poetisch erfasst zu werden, muss
überall erst in malerisch übersiohtliche Gruppen aufgehen,
die Staubwirbel der Leidenachaften und Parteiungen müssen
sioh theilen, um in der furchtbaren Wirrung die stillwal-
tenden GStter zu erkennen; mit Einem Wort, die Geschichte
muss erst, gleiohsam als Sage, sich in das religiose Volks-
2 .
gefühl versenkt haben." Pokfce, in his review of Wilden-
bruoh’s plays, also stresses the unsuitability for dramatic
3.
treatment of too recent events. Heine mentions the
1.1844 II.Semester, no.14 pp.II f.
2.zur Geschichte des Dramas ed.cit. p.9.
5.Die Grenzboten 1885 no.49 pp.472 f.
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disadvantage of a subject still capable of arousing partisan
feeling. "Hier habe ich beil&ufig angedeutet, dass der poli-
tische zustand der Hranzosen dem Gedeiben ihrer Tragodie
nicht günstig sein kann. Wenn sie geschiohtliche Stoffe aus
dem Mittelalter Oder aus der Seit der letzten Bourbonen
behandeln, so fconnen sie sich des Einflusses eines gewisseh
Earteigeistes nimmermehr erwehren... Und w&re auch die Seele
des Autors schon gereinigt von alien Schlacken des Haases,
so fande doc^ aein Sort kein unparteiisches Chr im Parterre,
wo die Manner sitzen, die nicht vergeasen konnen, in welche
blutigen Konflikte sie mit der Sippschaft jener Helden ge-
raten, die auf der Bühne tragieren. Man kann den Anblick der
V&ter nicht sehr goutieren, wenn man den Sbhnen auf der Place
de Grive das Haupt abgeachlagen hat. 3o etwas trübt den
1.
reinen Theatergenuss." Laube believes that recent events 
must be judged by other standards than more distant ones.
"Ich raume gern ein, dass zu nahe liegende Personlichkeiten 
und Ereignisse eine besondere Kritik herauafordern. Die 
Schicklichkeit hat ein grosses Hecht anzusprechen bei bffent- 
licher Parstellung, insofern sie eine der Kunst inwohnende 
Eigenschaft berührt, und als solche dasjenige ausschliesst, 
was Mi88verstandnis, Leidenschaftlichkeit, und Aergernis
1. "Ueber die franzôsische Bllhne" Lutetia II. Gesammelte Werke 
ea.cit. vol.17 p.110. ' “
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erregen komte. Solche \tirkung widersprioht ja der Zunst,
und Ereignisse wie Pex'sonen, welche nur aer ungeklhrten
Parteiung uienen sollen, verfallen eben aer Schicklichkelts-
kritik, aenn die dramatische xarstellung soli nicht eine
1 •
Genugtuung aein für naheliegenae Vorui‘teile."
Here again, and with more clarity than before, there 
emerge a the certainty tiiat historical illusion alone is not 
enough to ensure tne success of a historical drama. Home 
kind of more general proolem, common to many people and 
many ages, must lie at the root of the histormcal situation. 
Historical illusion wi thou'c the illusion of real life is an 
inadequate foundation for historical drama.
4, THB PCHM CP HISTCHICÂL PHâMâ.
The form of historical drama is discussed by critics 
in both senses of the phrase, but particularly in its wider 
sense. The critics are more interested in the guiding idea 
which leads a dramatist to stress one aspect of his theme 
rather than another, than in the narrower restrictions 
which the dramatic framework imposes.
"Der auf eine bestimmte Handlung begrenzte 
Geschichtsstoff harrt nun der dramatischen Gestaltung,
r.Preface'ÿrjTnz FriedrTcK.Gesammelte Werke ra .pit .vol .26 p. 
134. ' ^
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aie immer nur von einem leitenden historischen Gedanken
1 •
ausgehen kann", writes Gottschall. He thus indicates that 
historical, and not dramatic considerations are the forces 
responsible for moulding historical drama into its final 
form. A far greater number of critics, however, maintain 
that in historical drama dramatic considerations must be 
the chief formative influence. Preytag, in contrast to 
Gottschall, believes that it is a serious mistake for a dra­
matist to replace a dramatic idea by a historical one. He 
describes the, to him, inadequate procedure by means of 
which a dramatist attempts to convert history into drama.
"Er [aer Dichter] ist zuverlassig nur ein mattherziger 
Verderber der Geschichte, kein Priester seiner stolzen 
G5tt4ax. Was er geschaffen ist nicht Geschichte, nicht Drama. 
Denn er hat allerdings einigen Porderungen seiner Eunst naoh- 
gegeben, er hat wichtige Ereignisse weggelassen, die ihm 
nicht passten, hat den Gharakter des Helden sioh einfach 
und kunstgemass zugerichtet, ist mit kl einer und grosser 
^uthat nicht sparsam gewesen, hat auch dem verwiokelten 
Zusammenhang der historischen Begebenheiten hier und da einen 
er fund enen untergeschoben. Aber er hat durch allés dies 
eine Ge samtw i rkung erreicht, welche in gutem Pal le ein
1.Unsere heit 1873.no.4 'x).236.
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schwaober Abglanz jener erhabenen Wirkung ist, die das
Leben des Helden bei guter Parstellung durch den Histori-
ker hervorgebracht hhtte. Und sein Irrthum war, dass er die
historische Idee an die Stelle der dramatischen gesetat 
1 •
hat.'* In fact, he considers that history provides only
a .
a framework for the portrayal of human nature.
Hettner expresses a similar opinion. "Die historische
Tragodie, wie der wahrhaft historische Homan, dichtet in
die geschichtlichen Vorgange nicht etwas Keues und Premdes
hinein; sie dichtet nur klar und Allen offenbar die Poesie
heraus, die in diesen selbst liegt, wenn auch noch schlum-
mernd und durch die Breite der ausseren Sufalligkeit ver-
dunkeltx Sie schalt aeti Kern aus aer achale, sie lautert
das Gold von den Schlacken. Die historische Poesie ist nicht
eine regellose Zusammenwürfelung vom geschichtlichen Tat-
sachen und freier Erfindung, sie ist ganz Wahrheit und ganz 
Ô.
Dichtung." Gutzkow also believes that dramatic qualities 
determine the shape of a historical arama. "Der Aufruf des 
Kunstrichters kann immer nur aer sein: Gebt Leidenschaften! 
Die Leidenschaften reissen hin, und vollig indifferent ist 
es, ob sie in einer historischen Begebenheit Oder in einer 
Anekdote, welche der Dichter sich selbst verdankt, zum
l.Die Technik des Dramas ed.cit.no.34 f. 
2.Ibid. pp.14 ff. 37.
3.Das moderne Drama ed.cit.p.52.
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1 •
Vorschein kommen.” Hettner goes even further, maintaining
not only that the best historical dramas are trageaies of
character, but also that historical draw is essentially
psychological drama. ”In Hinsicht ihrer allgemeinen und unter
alien Eeitverhaltnissen unveranderten Geltung haben daher
die einfachen, rein psychologischen Charaktertragodien,
wenn anders sie wirklich von der Poesie naturwahrer Gharak-
teriatik durchgluht wird, jederzeit den entschiedensten 
2 .
Vorsprung.”
The difficulty of combining dramatic form in its nar­
rower sense with historical subject matter is discussed by 
Hartung in Die Grenzboten. ”Ein historisches Drama im eigent- 
lichen Sinne find et schon an dem mode m e n  Verlangen nach 
vielseitiger, tiefer Motivirung ein schwer übersteigliches 
Hindernis. Will man, um Baum zu gewinnen, und zuglemch um ( 
den im Grunde stets episohen Stoff in einen dramatischen zu 
verwandeln, allés Geschehende direkt vom Spieler und Gegen- 
spieler ausgehen lassen, so macht man die ganze Angelegen- 
heit zu einer rein personlichen und drückt die weltgeschicht- 
liche Bedeutung des Vorganges zum Bange einer Dekoration 
hinab. Und dasselbe ist in noch hoherem Grade der Fall, wenn 
etwa bloss eine mit den weltgesc^chtlichen Vorgangen nur
1.Beitrage zur Geschichte der neuesten Lit eratur.H eue wohl- 
feile lusga^be.Stuttgart 1039.vcl.l p.lOO.
2.Cp.cit.p.47. Gp.also p.44.
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aaaserlich. verknüpfte Episode aus dem Leben des Helden 
dargestellt wird. lamer würde sich dann das Historische 
viel besser verwerten lassen, wenn der Stoff in episohe
X #
Form gegossen, anstatt in dramatische gezwangt würde.."
A number of critics demand that historical drama should
conform to the same rules of form as non-historical drama. 
Grabbe is, in theory, very strongly in favour of this. 
Gottschall is of the same opinion. "Wir behaupten daher 
von vorneherein, dass eine historische Tragodie um so vor- 
züglicher iat, je weiter aie aich von den dürren Haupt- 
uno dtaataactionen, aen Kinderkrankheiten unserer theatra- 
liachen Bntwickelungaepoche, entfernt une in ihrem garden 
Bau den Geaetzen der Architektonik entspricht^ welche für 
daa Drama überhaupt gelten. Sie soil uns eine klare Expo­
sition, eine künstleriach wohlerwogene Steigerung, womog- 
lich einen Hohepunkt der Krisia am Schlusse des aritten 
Actes, eine Peripetie im vierten, eine kunstvcll verzogerte, 
nicht plump hereinbrechende Katastrophe im fünften Akt 
bieten, vor allem ein bestimmtes Endziel, daa allein eine 
andauernde Spannung hervorzurufen vermag. Sollten die j
geschichtlichen Stoffe ala solche die Erfüiiung dieser Bedin-j 
gungen für ein dramatisches Kunstwerk unmBglich maohen, |
l.lÔÔâ no.8 p.385.
2.Ueber die Shakaueromanie ed.cit.vol.2 p.397.
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so ware damit überhaupt der geaohichtliohen Tragodie jede j
1.
Bereohtigung zur IXiatenz abgesproohen." Hettner shares
2 .
the same opinion. Laube points out that the form of the
3
English histories makes them unsuitable for stage production. 
Tieck, on the other hand, considers that Shakespeare, pre­
senting English history to the English people, was justified
4 .
in his choice of form, while Laube agrees that a national
theme may to some extent compensate for the lack of dramatic
5.
concentration. Grillparzer believes that it is not ne­
cessary to motivate the action as thoroughly as is necessary
with non-historical drama, because it is generally realised
6.
that the events depicted are true.
Hebbel warns the dramatist against choosing a subject
which already possesses artistic form. AKicht in der Kunst
allein, auch in der Geschichte nimmt das Leben zuweilen
Form an, una wo aies geacnehen iat, da sell die Eunst ihre
7.
Stoffe und üufgaben nicht suchen." It was the apparently
completed form of the story of Herod and Mariamne which,
8.
he says, at first made him doubtful about using it.
j.Unsere Eeit 18^3 no.4 up.234 f.
2.übas moderne Drama ed.cit. p.37.
3.Burgtheater I ed.cit. vol.29 p.259.
4.Da3 Buch uber Shakespeare ed.LÜdeke. leudrucke deutscher 
Literaturwerke des 18. und l9. Jahrhunderts.. Halle a.B.
1920 pp.89,103.
5.DoS Burgtheater I ed.cit. vol.29 p.358. 
ô.Tagebücher ea.cit. vol.2 pp.176 f.
7.3Dbla. 1571%. 1839 ed.cit. vol.I no. 1655.
8.ân H.Th.Hotscher, Vienna 22.kII.l847.Briefe ed.cit.vol.4 
pp.72 f.
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Preytag also bids the dramatist beware of historical episodes!
which seem particularly suitable for dramatic treatment.
"Er [aer Ilchter] hat sich zunhchst zu fragen, ob er aenn |
Gewaltigeres una Wirksameres durch seine Kunst geben konne, j
als die Geschichte selbst bietet. Ja, ob er überhaupt in der
lage sei, durch aie Mittel seiner Kunst auch nur einen Theil
der tiirkungen herauszubilden, welche er in dem historischen
1 .
Stoffe vorausfühlenu bewunaert."
A.y.Schlegel sees another difficulty in the shaping
of historical material. "Das ist eben die grosse Schwierig-
keit des historischen Drama's, dass es zugleich ein gedrang-
ter Auazug und eine lebendige Entfaltung der Gesohichte sein
2 .
muss." Grillparzer believes that one of the chief diffi­
culties of the dramatist lies in forming a sufficiently 
close link between events separated by time. "Ich hatte 
in meinen bisherigen arbeiten immer die Ereignisse so nahe
an ein anaer gedrangt, als moglich, jetzt sollten entfernt
3.
liegende mit einanaer verbunden werden."
Grillparzer, Haumer, Laube, Preytag, and Gottschall 
all mention the necessity of selecting among the mass of 
minor events. "«/as den Inhalt betrifft, so macht uie Masse
1.Die Technik des Tramas ed.cit. p.36.
2.Jiener Vorleaungen ed.cit. vol.2 p.188
3.GelbstbioRraphie ed.cit.n.l68.
^ I - * - 1
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der Begebenheiten es unmoglich, jeder einzeinen ihr Hecht
1 •
widerfahren zu. lassen," writes 'Grillparzer. Gottschall ana
2 #
Freytag also stress the necessity for selection. Baumer
points out that the task of selection is one which the poet
ana the historian have in common. Laube applies the same
4.
principle to historical character.
Hettner, H. and J. Hart, ana Preytag, all claim that 
historical drama must not have epic qualities. All three 
take their examples from Shakespeare ana point out that the 
English histories are his earlier works, and that in the 
later Homan tragedies he has overcome the epic style of the 
former. Hettner also says that trilogies, tetralogies, and 
cycles are, in the nature of things, epic rather than dra­
matic. "In aer Tat, der zyfelus ist Lichts als dramaomsiertes 
Epos. Er ist aaher immer nux* aa, wo die dramatische Kunst 
sich erst aus ihren ünfângen unsicher herausringt. Nur 
wenige Oharaktere eignen sich zu tragischen Helden. hu je 
grosserer Heinheit die tragische Kunst sich erhebt, je 
wahlerischer wira sie in ihren dtoffen.. . Per isyklua aber 
stelit sich die Aufgabe, eine chronologisch fortlaufenae 
Heihe geschichtlichen Personen und Begebenheiten, einen
iVselbstbiographie ed.cit. p.168.
2.Gottschall op.cit. pp.235 f. Preytag op.cit. p.36.
3.Historisches Taschenbuch 1842 p.205.
4.Preface, Gottsched und Gellert ed.cit. vol.25 p.20.
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gan^en 2eitraum, oft von Jahrhunderten, zu umfassen. Der
^yklus kann aich also sefcne Helden nicht frei wahlen nach
rein kiinstlerischen Atslohten; er muss sie nehmen nach
husserer Kôtigung, wie sie ihm ehen zufallig der Lauf der
G-eschichte an die Hand giht. Der 2yklus kann aus diesem
Grunde nicht lauter in sich ahgeschloasene, selhstandig
für sich hestehende Mnzeltragodien umfassen. Nur aas Ganze
als Ganze8 giht das voile und ganze Bila, aie tragische
1.
Idee, die Schuld und deren Bühnung."
In the Qiscussion of this problem, there is a certain 
amount of realisation among the critics that circumstances 
alter cases, and that the same principles cannot be applied 
to every play, - a realisation lacking in most of the 
criticism of the other problems. V;ith certain reservations, 
however, it is on the whole agreed that dramatic form cannot 
be extended to allow for the diffuse nature of historical 
material, and that dramatic considerations must have pre­
cedence over historical ones.
I'.Das moaerne Irama ed.clt. pp.42 f
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5. THE THSàTLEHT OE HISTOHICAL GHàHàCTEH.
There is surprisingly little discussion of the treat­
ment of historical character. Hehhel believes that the
dramatist should stress the differences in human nature at
1.
various epochs of history. Ereytag also believes that the 
sentiments of the characters should be in keeping with the 
perioû in which they lived. Laube poihts out the diffi­
culty of presenting a public figure in a more private capa­
city - Struensee as the lover of Queen Mathilde ana not as 
a statesman, for instance, because of the incompatibility
between the public's idea of him and his character as shown
3.
on the stage. Prey ta g finds it both difficult and dan­
gerous to choose a personage whose idiosyncrasies are too 
well known such as Frederick the Great, because of the
temptation of over-drawing him in comparison with the other
4.
characters. Still more pessimistic is ”W.L.” of the Grenz- 
boten, who thinks it very difficult to give individuality 
to Characters such as emperors and bishops, who exist rather 
as functionaries and representatives of certain principles
j.Ta^gbÜCher ^4.XII.l846, 16.XI.1853. E g .cit. vol.3 nos.3865
2.Cp.cit.p.239.
3.Preface,Struensee ed.cit. vol.24 p.142.
4.Cp.cit.p.l>38.
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and opinions than as persons. Gottschall alone is encour­
aging. He points out that there is no such thing as the 
rigid conception of historical character; even among histo­
rians there is disagreement. "Hicht nur schwankend ist die 
Auffassung der Historiker selhst in Bezug auf die hervor- 
ragendsten MSnner, sondern geradezu widerspruchsvoll...
1/ïenn die Geschichtsforschung zu den exacten Wissensohaften 
gehort, wenigstens soweit sie auf authentischem Quellen- 
material heruht, so hat die Geschichtsdarstellung dagegen, 
mag dies immerhih nicht ihrem Ideal entsprechen, einen stark 
suhjectiven z.ug; uenn es spielt in sie ein künstleriaches 
Element mit herein, das Element der Auffassung und Gestal- 
tung, das zwar gehunden scheint an den vorliegenden Stoff, 
aher denselhen doch gruppirt und heleuohtet und so aie 
individuelle Peraünlichkeit des Historikera mit ins gpiel 
hringt. was aher der Historiker halh thut, das thut der 
Dichter ganz, und wenn sphon Aristoteles sagte, daas die 
Dichtung philoaophischer sei ala die Geachichte, ao darf 
man ehensowohl annehmen, daas auf dem Gehiete der Gestaltung 
und Behandlung des atoffes der Dichter dem Historiker üher-
2
legen ist, da dies nur ein von ihm heherrschtea Gehiet ist.“ 
Apart from Gottschall, criticism of the treatment of histo-
Î.1863 no.36 pp.669 f 
2.Op.cit. pp.236 f.
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rioai character is uestructive rather than constructive, 
and it is only natural that constructive ioeas on the sub­
ject should arise from a consiueration of the actual dramas 
of the period rather than from general theorising. The 
psychological development of cnaracter interests the cri­
tics far more than the treatment of a specific historical 
personage, ana this, like the aevelopment of interest away 
from plot towaraa cnaracter s tuay; is a trenu character­
istic of the 19th cenîury more than of earlier periods.
There is very little chronological aevelopment of 
critical opinion, to correspona v«ith the movements of l9th 
century literature, which affected practic«lly all save the 
major dx-amaa Of this period. There are critics who stana 
unuer the influence of the different movements, such as 
Tieck or august wilhelm Schlegel, but there are always con- 
temporaiy critics holuing entirely different views on almost 
every point, very few facts about the nature of historical 
drama are established with anything approaching reasonable 
certainty. One thing, nowever, is obvious; all through the 
centui-y, interest in historical arama is sufficiently great 
to stimulate innumerable theories and uiscussions which, 
howevex" inconclusive, are never lacking in interest.
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haptei- III.
THE- IDEALISTIC! INTEBPBETA TI OH OP HI3T0HY IH DBA MA :
THE- DA BE DELUSlOH.
A perennial difficulty in the consideration of histo­
rical drama, and especially in any attempt to classify the 
plays, is that the plays which fall into this category also 
have the characteristics of at least one of the other kinds 
of drama. Thus a historical drama may also he a psychologi­
cal drama, as is Konig Ottokars Glück und Ende. or a hUrger- 
liches Trauerspiel, such as Agnes Bernauer. or a social drama 
such as Florian Geyer. The term "historical drama" is not 
exhaustive, and does not exclude a number of other con­
ceptions. The choice of a historical theme increases a 
dramatist’s difficulties in many ways, hut whatever modi­
fications or alterations he may find necessary in order 
to deal with them, historical drama rests,in the opinion 
of the majority of the critics, on the same basis as any 
other kind of drama, and aims at arousing very much the 
same kind of response in the spectator. The exact nature 
,of this response has been the cause of unceasing argument
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from the time of Aristotle onwards, and no definite conclu­
sion has ever been reached. But most of the theories agree 
on one point: that in order to gain the fullest possible 
enjoyment, the spectator must be able to see himself in the 
characters portrayed on the stage, or at least to feel a 
certain degree of kinship with them in thei* actions, to 
see them undergoimg experiences which have some degree of 
similarity with the experiences that he himself has under­
gone. Por this to be possible, there must be some point of 
contact with his own private, ordinary, everyday life. The 
play must be based on those emotions which he himself feels; 
love or hate, greed, ambition, or jealousy; or the actual 
events shown in the play must bear some resemblance to 
events which he himself has experienced; or the action must 
in some other way be of particular interest to him. How 
historical drama is distinguished by the fact that it deals 
with a specific set of circumstances which are known to have 
happened in a particular way at a particular time. If the 
situation represents a uniq.ue combination of events and 
characters sc connected with a specific occasion as to 
offer little or no contact with the range of experience of 
the ordinary individual, then he will be liable to look on 
it as a rare curiosity utterly removed from his sphere and 
q^ uite apart from his own feelings and sentiments, with the
"lOO—
result that he is not likely to he particularly interested 
by it. The play must give him the illusion of life, as well 
as the narrower illusion of history.
This is the fact which prompted immermann in his 
Memorabilieh, G. Kühne in the Grenzboten of 1844, Hebbel in 
his diaries ana in Mein Hort über das Drama, Laube in the 
prefaces to two of his plays, Hettner in Das moderne Drama. 
“.VÎ.L.” in the Grenzboten of 1863, freytag in Die Technik 
ges Dramas, and H. ana J. Hart in the Eritische V/affengange 
to state that no dramatist should treat a theme which has 
no life for the present, that historical drama shoull have 
a general as well as a particular si^nificanoe; and it is 
equally responsible for the suggestion made by Immermann, 
Hettner, and GottscMll, and scorned by H. and J. Hart, that 
a dramatist would do well to choose no period earlier than 
the Heformaticm.
More critics attach importance to the fact that the 
action of a historical drama should have some general sig­
nificance or particular interest for the audience than lay 
stress on the universality of the emotions. Laube said in 
the preface to'his Bernsteinhexe that it was extremely 
aifficult for a dramatist to deal with a subject as strange, 
as incompatible with the ideas of his time, as the trial of 
a woman accused of witchcraft. "Die Eunst des Theaters ist
"lOl-
nicht dazu vcrhanden, blosse Portrata von geschich.tlich.en 
i’erscnen und Zusthnden zu geben, ne in, aie iat eine ganz 
bestimmte und abgegrenzte Ueberlieferung der Vergangenfeeit 
an die lebendige Gegenwart, sie hat die Vergangenheit nicht 
ala einen Leichnam vorüberzutragen, ne in, aie hat ihn mit 
dem Hauohe der Gegenwart zm beleben. Das soil sie nicht tun 
bei Personen und Zuathnden, welche den Hauch der Gegenwart 
absolut nicht vertragen würden, ohne entatellt zu werden, 
sie sell die Geachichte nicht verfalachen, nein, aber aie 
soil, eben deshalb solche mit der Gegenwart unvertragliche
I
Personen und Sustande nioht wahlen für das Theater. Sie soli
nur solche wahlen, welche in bestimmten Herven fortleben
bis in die Gegenwart, und an die se fortlebenden Nerven soli
sie die liedergeburt der Vergangenheit knüpfen. So nur ent-
steht wirkliches Leben in historischen Dramen. Einen Hexen-
prozes^ getreulich auf die heutige Buhne zu bringen, ist
ebensosehr ein Missgriff, als Earl V. protestantischèn
1 •
Liberalismus in den Mund legenu It was the same belief
in the incompatibility of certain customs and beliefs of
1
former times with the present wuich led Gottschall to make 
the statement which the brothers Hart received with ao much 
acorn.actually, Gottschall differed very little from them
Ï.Heinrich Laube. Gesammelte Werke ed Houben Leiuzig 1909. 
Vol.24 p.21.-------- - ----------
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in his basic beliefs; the difference lay in the form into
which he put his ideas rather than in the actual ideas them- 
?1.
selves. A moment’s reflection oja the'most successful 
historical dramas will show that he was justified in the 
assumption that there must be an affinity of thought be­
tween the period treated by the dr^atist and that in which 
he lives, though mistaken in the belief that the periods 
closest to us in time are also the closest in thought. It 
is true that Hebbel succeeded in writing a Hibelungen drama 
(Gottschall’s example of a subject not suitable for a modern 
tragedy), but not without a prolonged struggle, as the result 
of which the legend emerged in a form in which it would have 
been incomprehensible to the age in which it arose. Hettner,
on the other hana, puts the same idea in a far more debat-
2.
able form when, subscribing to the idea of Imnermann, he
says, "Unser eigenates Herzblut pulsiert doch nur in der
3.
neueren Geachichte,’’ thou^ his meaning is no doubt the 
same as Gottschall’a. H. and J. Hart, tbo, were of the same 
opinion, in spite of the fact that they believed themselves 
to differ from him. '’National und modern, - das müàaen zwei 
Stichworte ftir aie aufstrebende Literatur werden. Mcht, als
1. Das gesc4iohtliche Trauerspiel uer Heuzelt" .Unsere xieit. 
1873. 4.Heft pp.237 f. Op. Ch.2 p.
2.Memorabilien"TL_ Schriften. ed:cit. vol.13-pp.31 f.
3.pas moderne Drama.Deutsche Li t era turd enkmale des 18.und 19. 
Jahrhunderts no.151. Berlin 1924. p.49.
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ob man a el ne Btoffe nur aus der GescMchte des d eut sc hen
Volhes nehmen oder gar nach dem naiven akademischen Hezept
Gottschall'a in ihrer Wahl nicht über die Zeit aes dreiasig-
jahrigen krieges hinausgehen dürfte,- vor solch plattem
PoriBalismus bewahre uns gütig der Himmel. Hein, Gestalten
und Gchicksale, aie das tiefate Empfinaen unserea Volkea
berühren, universal über z,eit und Baum sich hinspannen, hat
es in alien Tagen gege'ben, aber auch nur aieae allgemein
gültigen Stoffe soil man aer Vergangenheit entnehmen, und
nicht in jeaem historischen Toatschlag gleich eine erachüt-
ternue Tragoaie sehen. Hui- aas Bine verateh' ich unter jenen
worten ’national' una 'moaern': Ideen una Geuanken, Gefühle
und Bmpfindungen müssen unserem Volke vertraut sein, für
die Ideen musa es auch noch heute sich begeistern, kampfen
und leiaen konnen, die Bmpfindungen muss es auch noc# heute
hegen, aich von ihnen erheben, zu Thranen rUhren ouer zu
1 •
befreiender Heiterkeit bewegen lassen." The same demand,
that the subject of historical drama should have meaning
and life for the present age, was also made by "m .L." in
2.
the Grenzboten of 1863, so that it was by no means aa 
original as the brothers Hart seemed to believe. It is 
interesting to note in passing that Grillparzer was the only
1.Eritische Vfaffengange Leipzig 1882-4. 4.Heft p.46.
2.No.36 p.361.
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person who realised the importance of the converse of this 
principle. "Per Pichter wahlt historische Stoffe ... vor 
allem aher um seinen Breignissen und Personen eine Konsi- 
atena, einen Sohwerpunkt der Bealitat zu gehen, damit auch 
der Anteil aus dem Heich des Traumes in aas der Wirklichkeit i 
Uhergebe. Wer würde auch einen erdichteten Eroherer ertragen | 
konnen, der ein erdichtetes Land mit erdichteten Heldentaten • 
eroherte. Mamentlich was üher das gewohnlich Glauhliche hin- ;
ausgeht, muss einen solchen Anhaltspunkt haben, wenn es nichtj
I
lacherlich werden soil. Alexander der Grosse Oder Napoleon |
I
als eraichtete Personen würden der Spott aller Vernünftigen i
1. '
sein."
The assumption that those human emotions which we all 
share must be the basis of historical drama, is the corollary 
of the belief that the subject of historical drama must be 
one which has a present meaning for the audience. Hebbel 
linked the two aspects indissolubly together when he said,
"Es fragt sich nun: in welchem VerhSltniss steht das Prama 
zur Gescgichte, und in wie fern muss es historisch sein?
Ich denke, so weit, als es dieses schon an una für sich ist, 
und als aie Eunst für die hochste Geschichtschreibung gelten 
aarf, indem sie aie grossartigsten und bedeutendsten Lebens-
1.Selbstbiographie ea.cit. pp.166 f. 9
2.Mein Wort uber aas Drama. P.Hebbel. aamtliche Werke.Histo- ! 
'riscn-kritisone A us gab e ed .it.M.%erner.Berlin 1901 ff. Vol. 
xl. p.5.
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prczesse gar nicht darstellen kann, ohne die entscheiaenden
historiacnen Krisen, welche sie hervcrrufen und hedingen...
1)
zugleich mit zur Anschauung zu bringen." And again, "Ich 
glauhe nun, und hahe es ohen auagefuhrt, aass der wahre 
historische Oharakter des Dramas niemalsjlm Btoff liegt, una 
dass ein reines i-hantasiegehilde, selbst ein Lieoesgemâlae, 
wenn nur der Geist aes le bens in inm weht, unu es für die 
Hachwelt, die nicht wissen will, wie unsere Grossvhter sich 
in unsern Kopfen ahgehildet hahen, sondern wie wir selhst
2 .
beschaffen waren, frisch erhëlt, sehr historisch sein kann."
For Hehhel, therefore, the historical value lies in accuracy
of characterisation and motivation, on which accuracy of
fact must always he dependent, In other words, it is the
general, funaamental aspect which he considers important,
and not the external details atténuant upon a circumstance.
Hettner, approaching the same problem from the opposite
direction, is in full agreement with Hebbel. "Die historische
3.
Tragodie ist nun einmal wesentlich psychologische TragSdie." 
Gustav Kühne was moved by the same iaea. "Ganz richtig, 
Portrhtahnlichkeit verlangen wir nicht vom historischen Drama, 
Oongruenz mit der Geachichte bezweckt aie Pcesie nicht.
Ï .Mein gort über aas Drama. P.Hebbel. üâmtllche v<erke.Histo- 
risch-kritische Ausgabe ea.H.M.berner.Berlin 1901 ff. 
Vol.xl.p.5.
2. Ibid. p.9.
3. Das moderne Drama. ed.cit. p.44.
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Aber die Zeiohnung des iichters musa, auch wo sein îinsel
das bestimmte zeitalter verfehlt, unt nioht trifft, auf
1. *
Menschen und menschliche Sustande überhaupt paasen."
Preytag, who probably saw the many practical aifficultiea 
of historical drama more clearly than any other 19th cen­
tury critic, was also aware of the possible dangers involved 
by the neglect of this principle. "Hicht weniger gefahrlich 
aber ist die entgegengesbtzte Versuohung, in welche der 
Dichter durch das Bestreben kommt, die Eigenthümlichkeiten 
der Vergangenheit lebendig zu erfaasen. Leicht ersoheint 
ihm dann das Besondere, von unserem wesen Abweichende der 
alten Zeit ala das Oharakteristische une deshalb für seine 
Kunst Wirksame. lann ist er in Gefahr, den unmi ttelbaren
Antheil, welohen wir an dem schnell Verstandlichen, allge-
2.
mein Menschlichen nehmen, zu verdecken..."
;
Whether or not the question of combining historical 
with general interest was aa prominent in the conscious 
mind og the dramatists as of the critics, - ana as has been 
seen it was a problem to wnich some at least devotea their 
attention, - it is one which is important in considera­
tion of historical drama for three reasons, iln the first 
place it must, however unconsciously, have exercised some
1. "Pramati scïT lind the a t ra li sch. " Pie Grenzboten 1844 no. 4. 
p. .Die Technik des Dramas. 6th ed .Leipzig 1890 pp.259 f.
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kind of influence on the dramatist in the choice of his 
theme. Secondly, it must, again possibly unconsciously, 
have influenced him in his presentation of it. and thirdly, 
the (question whether a play with a hi'storical theme is a 
historical drama or not, is largely decided by the- amount 
of emphasis laid on the historical and the - general Interest 
respectively. Even where the dramatists gave no direct indi­
cation of their opinion in the matter, much may be deduced 
from the plays themselves.
There are three main trends in historical drana, each 
of which lends itself to almost endless subdivision. Curi­
ously enough, those plays arising from a sheer love and 
admiration of the past, such as was felt by A.W.Schlegel, 
which was responsible for the majority of Bomantic plays, 
such as Tieck*3 kaiser Cktavian. for Haupach'a Hohenstaufen 
cycle, and for many of the less inspired plays of the second 
half of the I9th century, do not in fact leave the imptes- 
sion of being the most truly historical. One reason for this 
is probably that the kina of ideas which stimulated this 
interest in the past are now very much out of fashion, and 
have been so for some time.
Another is that the tendency of modern drama is to lay 
less emphasis on the situation and more on the psychological 
development of character. 'Thus we find that in the most
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successful historical dramas of the l9th century, such as
KouigmCttokars Glück und Ende, or Ein Bruderawist in Eahs-
D
hurg, the main interest, apart from the historical one, 
lies in the development of the characters rather than in 
that of the situation. Into the third category fall the 
plays of those dramatists who adopted a realistic attitude 
towards the past, in contrastoto the practice of the Roman­
tic writers, hut who are concerned with the situation, and 
frequently also with the ideas which it is possible to 
express by means of it, more than with the characters them­
selves.
Those historical dramas which rest mainly on an idea­
listic and idealising view of the past, nearly all arose out 
of two literary movement s, - the Romantic school and that 
spate of historical drama in the later l9th century of 
which Wildenbruch is the chief representative. These plays 
present two different kinds of problem, apart from purely 
technical difficulties. This difference is the result of 
the kind of attitude which the dramatist holds in relation­
ship to the past. His wish may be to reproduce history as
closely as possible, to let the past speak for itself, to 
let it stand or fall by its own merits or faults, to create 
in the spectator the illusion of history. In this case his 
first task, after choosing the epoch with which he wishes
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to deal, is to choose those events which show its spirit 
and general characteristics most clearly, to arrange them 
in such a way as to bring out these characteristics as much 
as possible, to lay stress either on ÿhcse aspects which 
appeared most important at the period at which they took 
place, or those which time has shown to be the most im==- 
portant, according to his view of history. He attempts to 
bring hidtorical events on to the stage in the way that 
best shows their meaning without the intrusion of extrane­
ous interests.
Cn the other hand, - and the great majority of the 
plays fall into this latter group, - the dramatist's in­
terest in the past may be due to the qualities which he 
believed, or wanted to believe that it possessed, and mot 
to its real qualities. In this case, his object is to make 
the quality which he has chosen - heroism or faithfulness, 
for instance,- play a foremost part in the drama. He tends 
to interpret all the events in the light of this quality, 
to presuppose its existence in all his characters, and to 
let all other qualities become subordinate to it. If he 
cannot find sufficient examples of its existence and influ­
ence, he is liable either to invent corroborative evidence, 
or to give the whole action a strong bias in the desired 
direction. It is not the past itself, but his own inter-
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pretation of it which he desires to present tozthe audience.
The historical and qua si-hi st ori cal dramas of the Roman­
tic school belong to the latter group. The special charac- 
terisxics which mark these plays can be traced to two dif­
ferent factors. In the first place, though the Romantic 
writers were deeply interested in the past, their interest
I
in history itself was not nearly so great. "Aber so unbe- 
kummert sine wir Deutsche immer um uns re wichtigsten Natio­
nal-Angel egenhei ten, dass selbst die bloss historische
1 .
Dars tel lung hier noch sehr im Rlickstahde ist," A.W.Schlegel 
complained at the end of the Wiener Vorlesunken. The 
Romantic writers, giftea with fantastical imaginations, 
with a delight in everything colourful, easily drawn to 
things supernatural, macabre or grotesque, took no pleasure 
in the more arid occupation of establishing solid facts and
i
bringing them into relationship with each other. They were |
attracted by "unsern halb ruhrenden, halb drolligen Dramen,
die uns bald nach Peru, bald nach Kamtschatka, bald in die
Ritterzeit versetzen, wahrend die Gesinnungen modern und
2.
empfindsam bleiben." History explains and clarifies; 
they preferred the things which were unexplained and un­
comprehended , inexplicable and incomprehensible. They
1 . V orl ë sungeii über drama ti sche Hunst und Literatur ed.cit.
Vol.2 p.310.
2.Ibid. Vol.2 p.308.
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aeveloped the so-called "Homantic irony", which took plea­
sure in the juxtaposition of the very elements which, ratio­
nal enough when taken separately, become irrational when 
taken together, and thisXcentrary to every law of historical 
writing. They took pleasure in creating a dramatic illusion, 
and then shattering it as a child knocks over a tower of 
bricks, and historical drama more than any other i^ dependent 
on a perfection of the illusion, since it req^uires a greater 
effort of the imagination to project oneself into an unknown 
than into a known sphere. Thus all the characteristics of 
the Homantic school were opposed to the nature of strictly 
historical drama. In addition, their gifts were in any case 
developed much farther in the direction of the lyric, novel, 
and Hovelle, than in that of drama, and they, more perhaps 
than any other group of men in the l9th century, were in­
capable of the intense concentration of material required 
by most historical subjects. Schlegel, whose criticism of 
the Homantic school showed an amount of insight rare in the 
attitude of a contemporary .towards a movement with which he 
is in sympathy, complained that the Bomantic writers took 
drama "^n einer Breite... die nur dem Homan erlaubt ist, 
unbekümmert um die Zusammaadrangung, welche die dramatische
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1.
Form durohaus e r h e i s c h t T h u s  we find that the dramas of 
the Homantic period, great though their poetical and imagin­
ative qualities are, are seldom historical and frequently 
unsuited for dramatic presentation.
The second cause to which some of the characteristics 
of the Homantic writers can he traced is their desire to 
present their own interpretation of the events of the past, 
and especially of the Middle âges. They were not concerned 
to give an accurate representation of past events. Zacharias 
Werner's
"Bei in der Ohronik nichts davon zu lesen,
Nicht ihr, dem Huf des Innern muss ich dienen;
2.
Was im Gemüt geleht, ist dagewesenî" 
sums up the Homantic attitude as a whole. As has already "been 
indicated, the Homantic writers used the past in order to 
practise what, in the popular» jargon of to-day, is known as 
escapism. For this reason, they saw in it all the virtues 
which they so sadly missed in the present. They affected to 
believe that the Ivhddle Ages were an idyllic Golden Age in 
which every story had a happy ending. Two interests are 
especially apparaCnt in the historical themes they chose;
1.Vorlesuhgen über dramatische Èunst unu Literatur ea.nlL. 
Vol.2 pp.307 f. —
2.Die Weihe uer Kraft.prologue 11. 178 ff. Deutsche Kational- 
Literatur ed.KUrschner vol.151 pp.23 f.
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one, the glorifloatIon of mediaeval times and especially of 
the ideas of chivalry, which was for them closely hound up 
with the myths and legends prevalent in the Middle Ages; 
the other, an interest in religion, also frequently combined 
with legend and with the Miadle Ages. Both these elements 
are combined in Tieck's fantasy Kaiser Cktavian. The claims 
of this work to rank as a historical drama are negligible, 
but it affords an excellent example of the uses to which 
the Homantic writers put historical characters and histo­
rical facts.. Tieck tells us that he.was inspired to write
the play after accidentally coming across the 7olkabuch
1.
Kaiser Cktavian, ana he closely follows the story as it 
is outline a there. Inueed, it contained many elements likely 
to appeal strongly to a Homantic poet. Not only was it an 
adventurous fairy tale with a happy enaing, but its naive 
jumbling of historical names with wilaly imaginative events 
was designed to gratify the pleasure felt in Homantic irony. 
It laid stress on an aspect of mediaeval life that the 
Homantic writers greatly aumired - on chivalry and its 
practices. "Mich erfreute uer Heichthum dieser Erfinaung, 
die vielen Beitern und seltsamen Gestalten ergotzten meine 
Phantasie, und das ganze buntgef1ochtene Gewebe ward mir
'if Kaiser Cktavianus Verbericat. L.Tieck's ScSriften V 
Berlin 1828. Yol.l pp.XAXVII f.
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so lieb, dass in aiesen oebaglicben ytunden fast schon dec
Plan fertig inirde, wie ea aramatisoh, auf neue weise bear-r
i •
beitet werden konne.'' As far aa the plot itself was oon- 
oerned, Tieck altered nothing in its outline, but contented 
himself with filling in the characters, especially of the 
minor personages, witn many details of their daily life^ 
creating a certain number of subsidiary roles, such as those 
of Hornvilla, King Rourigo of Spain, and King Edward of Eng­
land. He also devoteu a great deal of attenuion to the 
versification. "Es schien mir gut, fast alle Versmasse, die 
ich kannte, ertonen zu lassen, bis zu der Mundart una dem 
Humor ues Hans Hachs hi nab, so vde mix* auch aie Pros a uner-
lasslich schien, um den ganzen Umkreis aes Lebens und die
2.
mannichfaltigst en Ges inn ungen anzudeuten." He also intro­
duced an allegorical prologue ana interludes, ana vhth theoC 
"versuchte ich es in diesem wunderbaren Mahrchen zugleich 
meine ^nsicht der roroantiscnen Poesie allegorisch, lyrisch 
und drama tisch niederzulegen.
The historical elements in the play are of ttree kinds. 
Firstly, there are the names and titles of certain of the 
characters, taken from various epochs in history. Whatever 
likeness to the originals the creators of the legend may ,
1.Kaiser Cktavian. Vofbericht ed.cit.n.XKKVIII. 
2 .Tbi d . p .JUULlA '
3.Ibid. p.XKKVIII.
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have thought to see in them, Tieck most certainly aid not 
believe or intend them to be historical portraits. He aid 
not alter the characters of Cktavian and Dagobert as they 
appear in the Vclksbuch, and in adding Rodrigo and Edward, 
was careful to make their personalities a fitting pendant 
to the others, secondly, there are facts of a historical 
nature, though not in a historical context, comectea with 
the religious practices of mediaeval times: pilgrimages, 
crusades, the admiration for and practice of the life of 
a hermit*» Chile most o f these were already present in the 
Yolksbuch, Tieck expanded them, mainly by means of details 
of the life of the people concerned. Thirdly, there are 
details of daily life in the Middle ages, jousts and tour- 
heys, and conditions. among the townspeople, thou^ these 
themselves are drawn in such a way that they would be at 
home in any age? Here agciin, the outlines were suggested in 
the source, but considerably filled out by Tieck himself.
Clearly Tieck had no historical aims in his Kaiser 
Cktavian. He was attracted to the Volksouch because it con­
tained tne very elements which he nimself would have wished 
to introduce into a less imaginative nariative. His problem, 
therefore, was much simplified, because, instead of having 
to look for the means of introducing his favourite ideas, 
ne had only to expana tnose whicn already formed a part of
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the plot. He regarded the historical details as colourful 
anu. amusing emhroideries, and made no attempt to give them 
any independent ri^ts.
The same leading interests that are apparent in Kaiser 
Cktavian are exhibited in a number of plays infinitely more 
serious in their purpose. Prominent among these are the 
plays of werner and of Brentano, both of whom delight in 
mythical and religious interpretations of, or additions to, 
historical subjects.
Brentano's predominant interest was in legena and folk­
lore, and Die Gründung Prags is the only play he wrote 
in which there is even a foundation of historical fact.
He professed a great interest in the subject, but this inter­
est lay in the multiplicity of legends attached to the story 
rather chan in the historical background. "Als ich es unterr 
nahm, die Aufgabe dieses Gedichtes in dem Tone und der Ge- 
sinnung, welche es bezeichnen, zu losen, ward es nothig, mir 
den Weltzustand, in welchem meine Hand lung vorgehen sollte, 
entweder durch historische Brkenntniss, oder durch poetische 
Construction zuganglich, und reich genug zu erschaffen, um 
meiner Handlung einen Himmel und eine Erde zu geben. Mein 
Gegenstand gehort unter die Jugendtraume der Geschichte, 
und wie er also selbst auf seiner historischen Stelle in 
das iieich der Fantasie fallt, habe ich ihn einer gewissen-
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haften hi a tori acb-wahren seiohnung und Bekleidung um so mehr
noch entziehen aürfen, als aie ihm von seiner eigenen Katur
versagt iat, und ea dem Dichter erig erlaubt war, selbst den ^
rein historischen Gegenstand in einer idealeren Wiederspiege-
lung als Gedicht zu gestalten, wenn er das Talent, seine
Aufgabe in ihrer Ganzheit so steigern zu konnen, sich zutraut,',
und beurkundet. Meine Personen bewegen sich also in einer
1.
idealen Seit, welche als eine alavische beaeichnet ist." 
Brentano was, therefore, far from wishing to establish the 
historical facts, even if this had been possible. Cn the 
contrary, he combined in the play aa many of the mythical 
elements as he could. These he found above all in the Bohe­
mian Chronicle of Hagecius von Libotschan and in the Volks- 
m&rchen of Musaus. From these he constructed the main out­
line of the play. The former attracted him especially. "Ich 
weroe den biedern Hagek immer so sehr lieben, als mir die
j
neuen überklugen Geschichtszeitungsschreiber, die ihn einen
alten Fabelhanna nennen, immer nüchterne Langeweile maohen '
2.
werden." It was from this source that he took such histor­
ical background as the play possesses, ana from the Latin
'i'.Pie Grundung Prage. Anmerkungen. Clemens Brentano. Bhmt- 
liche Werke ed. Schiiadekopf. München und Leipzig 1909 ff. 
Vol.10, p.383.
2.Kronos I.jfahuary-' 1813. yuotea in Introduction to Die 
GrUndung Drags ed.cit. p.JUiIZ. .
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chronicle of Cosmos, itself one of Hagecias* sources.
Musaus was the scarce for much of the family history of 
Libussa and her sisters. As there was no work on Bohemian 
mythology, Brentano had recourse to Slavonic sources, which 
he treated with great freedom, introducing much that was 
entirely his own into the system of mythology which forms 
the background of Die Grünaung Prags. Brentano neglected no 
opportunity for enriching the main action, and the work fa± 
transcends the limitations of the stage. Apart from many of 
the extraneous details beloveu of the Romantic school, such 
as dreams, prophecies, and long lyrical passages, (these 
latter constitute the main charm of the work), the play em­
bodies a number of conflicts. There is the theme of the 
amazcnian reign and the virgin queen molested by numerous 
offers of marriage from ambitious subjects, her schemes to 
escape their unwelcome attentions and her eventual marriage. 
There is the theme of the rival claimants to a throne,
Libuasa ana the would-be usurper Bapak. There is the struggle 
between paganism, as personified by the epileptic witch 
hwratka, priestess of Tscnart, ana Christianity, represented | 
uy Pachta and Trinitas. These and various leaser plots are ' 
interwoven in a style more epic than dramatic, with a multi- | 
tude of lyrical images ana poetical symuols, auch as the |
pagan representation of Kascha, Tetka, ana Libuasa by serpent,
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spider, and frog, and their Christian eq^ nivalants, lamb, 
chalice, and dove. The whole is enveloped in a supernatural 
and mystical aura. The actual foundation of the city becomes 
a seconcary matter. Everywhere we are led away from reason­
able, explicable, verifiable events into a world in which 
anything may happen, and where, until awaken from the 
dream, we are prepared to believe in everything that happens 
without waiting to ask for proof.
Sacharias Werner resembles Brentano in many ways in his 
treatment of historical themes, though he nearly always chose 
subjects either of a religious nature in themselves, or 
themes which lent themselves to religious interpretation - 
Die Templer auf Qypern (l803). Die greuzeabrüder (1804). Das 
Kreuz an der tstsee (l806), Martin Luther (1806),Wanda (%808), 
Die Mutter der Makkabàer (i820). Even attila (l807) is not 
exempt from a slight flavour of priesthood, incense, and 
sacrifice. Wanda is related to Die G-rilnduns; Drags in suDject 
as well as in treatment, wanda, like Libussa, her former 
mistress, is an amazonian queen importuned by would-be con­
sorts. The period here as in most of the other plays is that 
early mediaeval epoch in which Christianity was finding its 
way into the remoter parts of Europe. As with Brentano, 
there are many lyrical interludes, even in Martin Luther 
and Attila, where they are least in keeping with the nature
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of the subject. Again, there is mucfe stress on the super­
natural element. In Wanda> the ghost of Libussa appears at 
the most critical moments of the action to advise the charac­
ters which course to pursue and to give them strength to 
follow the advice. In Das kreuz an der Cstsee, the character 
who has the greatest influence on the course of the action 
is the ghost of the Christian martyr Adalbert. In.Martin 
Luther, the divine guidance under which Luther acts is per­
sonified in the children Theobald and Therese. In the other 
hand, Werner went to a great deal of trouble to introduce 
expressions, songs, and anecdotes which are historically 
correct in their context. Das Kreuz an der Cstsee, for ' 
instance, has many footnotes vouching for the authenticity 
of various Polish titles, such as scaupan. for the druidi)ÿ 
habit of prophesying after they had drunk too well of mead, 
and numerous other details. But although v»erner generally 
retains the framework of historical fact, although he on 
occasion devotes much thought to details of setting the inner 
action, the thoughts and motives of the characters themselves 
are completely unhistorical in their colouring. The real
content of the plays, the idea of a preordained love, or the
i •
preaching of a "geleuterter Oatholicismus” is to be found
Werner. Briefe ed. C.moeok. Mnnlnh l5l4. Trnl .1 p.iyi.
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in no historical source, hut only in Werner’s mind. Thus it 
was possible to invest a Luther with a mystical halo which 
that rational monk would have deeply deplored, to create in 
an Attila a heaven-born love for a Christian princess such 
as is not likely to have come within the emotional range of 
the barbarian warrior. He used the historical framework as 
a peg on which to hang his own sentiments.
The Romantic interest in the Middle Ages was probably 
also largely responsible for Immermann’s choice of subject 
in his Kaiser ^rfeedrich II.. though he was not wholly an 
adherent of the Romantic school. He was, however, also linked 
to the Romantic school in the manner of his treatment of the 
theme, on the basis of the Emperor’s defeat and death he 
erected an almost entirely fictitious family tragedy, which 
bears a strong resemblance to Die Braut von Messina, and all 
through the play there is an unfortuhate division of interest 
between Frederick’s private and political troubles. In the 
one hand, there is Frederick’s quarrel withbthe Pope, and 
his war with the Italian city states. Immermann found it 
convenient to transfer the s^ene of Frederick’s death to.a 
monastery, where he dies, quite unhist orically, of his battle 
wounds. Cn the other, v;e find a series of quarrels between 
Mnzius and Manfred, reminiscent of Julius von Tarent or 
Di_e :6Willinge, and the letter’s passion for his half-sister
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Roxelane, both of which lead to much trouble, with a touch­
ing reconciliation just before Frederick’s death. Most of 
Immermann’3 inventions can, however, be traced back to facts 
mentioned by Raumer. Thus the fact that Frederick befriended 
the Saracens, and offended the Church by keeping Saracen 
dancing -girls at his court, undeterred by their religion, 
was probably responsible for the introduction of the illeg­
itimate Saracen daughter Hcxelane. The quarrels of Manfred 
with Enzius were perhaps inspired by the enmity between 
Frederick’s sons Henry and Konrad, while the alleged in­
cestuous love of Manfred for his sister Violante probably 
suggested Manfred’s passion for Hoxelane..
It is in the figure of Hoxelane that the Romantic in­
fluence is l^ost clearly seen. She represents the attraction 
to the Crient which is apparent from the time of Friedrich 
3 chi eg el onwards. She is encircled in that aura.aof other­
worldliness so dear to the adherents of the Romantic school.
In spite of her Mohammedan religion she seems the embodiment 
of every Christian virtue. She possesses a nunnish quality
which relates her more closely to G-encveva than to any other
heroine of this era. Especially in the closing scenes of
her life, and in her death in the open among the flowers,
does this resemblance become apparent.
Tne religious influence of the Romantic school is also
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traceable, though not in the figure of Cardinal Uhaldini, 
the villain of the piece. But Enzius with his wellaeaning, 
if somewhat narrow piety, the gentle archbishop of Palermo, 
even Frederick, in those soliloquies in which he wonders 
whether he had not been following the wrong course through­
out his life, are closely related to many of the figures of 
Werner and Brentano.
Of all the poets associated with the Romantic school, 
Uhland was perhaps least blinded to historical fact by his 
love of the past. As with many of the Romantic writers, this 
interest led to more than a dilettante activity, in this case 
to the collection and study of German folksongs and folk­
lore. Uhland’s choice of the subject of Ernst. Herzog von 
Schwaben (1817) was probably not entirely uninfluenced by 
his interest in German legend (later he wrote three articles
dealing with the legends attached to the name of Herzog
1.
Ernst) as well as being the result of Uhland's love of 
his native Swabia. The subject of Ludwig der Bayer (1810), 
however, was chosen as the result of the regulations of a 
prize competition - which Uhland, incidentally, did not win.
Although Uhland is by no means free from the Romantic 
delusion that the Middle Ages saw chivalry and national
1. Uhlands Schri'ften zur Geschichte und Sage ed .A .v.Keller.
Stuttgart 1865 ff. Vol.l, p.479. Vol.5, p.323. Vol.7p.566.
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virtue at their height, he treats history more soberly and
more objectively than Werner, Brentano, or Immermann. His
interpretation of history is characteristic of his time
because of the aspect of a situation which he stresses, and
not because of invented adaitions.
In Brnst, Herzog von schwaben Uhland followed his main
1 •
source - vuipo's Vita Ohuoni'adi II - closely until the
last act of the play, for which he also used Pfister's
2.
Geschichte von schwaben. The story of the unfortunate 
Ernst II is not in itself particularly suitable for drama­
tic presentation. The ramifications of the political situ­
ation, Ernst's claim to the Burgundian crown and his succes­
sive revolts, Gisela's previous marriage and its signific­
ance, all these are intricate and require a great deal of 
explanation difficult to fit into the dramatic framework. 
Uhland take sjthe story as late a a he can, - at the begin­
ning of Ernst's final revolt, - and is therefore faced with 
the problem of somehow conveying this complex background 
to his audience. He is forced to fall back on a series of 
conversations which fail to be entirely convincing since 
the characters tell each other at great length a numuer of 
things which they must have known perfectly well for some
1.Monuments Germaniae histories. Scriptores XI. Hannover l854
H.Heilbronn a/Ueckar, Stuttgart 1863 f .
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time. The play suffers also from a aivision of dramatic inter­
est due to the prominence given to Adalbert and his story in 
the third and fifth acts. Apart from these two considera­
tions, the play is lacking in dramatic effect .because the 
characteristic which Uhland is concerned to stress, - the 
faithfulness of the true German, - is shown passively rather 
than actively. After Ernst’s refusal to be reinstated at the 
cost of the betrayal of his faithful friend Werner, the 
remainder of the play, until the final battle in which Ernst 
meets his death, consists largely of discussions of "deut- 
sche Treue“ and its manifestations. Ernst is a passive hero, 
and after his refusal to take the oath required of him, he 
takes no action which is not thrust upon him from outside.
Hot only Ernst, but also the other characters are a little 
shadowy, the one quality which each displays is not enough 
to create a vivid personality. But the play leaves no doubt 
as to the aspect of history which was of primary importance 
to Uhlano; Ernst’s and Werner’s homage to each other’s faith­
fulness, Werner’s description of the imperial election, are 
sufficient evidence of Uhland’s idealistic conception of the 
German character and og the Middle Ages.
Ludwig der Bayer is composed with a great deal more 
dramatic skill, but a similar conception underlies it.
Uhland selected his facts from among the versions given by
II
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1.
a number of sources - Khevenhiiller’a Oonterfet Kupfferstioh ,
2.
Joharm von Victring'a Buch gewisger Gescblchten , Pfister's
b.
Geschichte von Scbwstben , and Zsohckke's Baierische Geschich-
4.
te , taking from each source the facts casting the most 
favourable light on the struggle between Friedrich der Schone 
and Ludwig der Bayer. He attempts especially to excuse Lud­
wig's long imprisonment of Friedrich, at the bottom of which 
there were almost certainly a number of motives considerably 
less lofty than those professed by Ludwig in the play.
The guilt for the prolonged struggle between the two men 
devolves onto Friedrich's brother Leopold. Ludvfig' s motives, 
and to a lesser degree those of Friedrich, are of the 
highest order throughout, - everything is done in the 
interests of the people and the common good. Self-interest 
and vain ambition are banished from the scene, to be re­
placed by self-sacrifice and fraternal love. As far as the 
outline of the facts goes, Uhland does little except to 
compress them; but he gives them a significance which is 
the result of the Romantic view ofnthe Middle Ages as the 
epoch in which every ideal of human behaviour flourished 
most prolifically.
1.Leipzig 1721-2.
2.Geschichtschreiber uer ueutschen Vorzeit. Transi..J.Frie- 
densberg, Leipzig Qi.d.]
S.Heilbronn a/Neckar, atuttgart i803 ff.
4.aarau 1813 ff.
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Brentanc, Werner, and Immermann used different means ;
to bring out the aspect whicn interested them in the stories ■ 
with which they were dealing. Cf the three poets, Brentano
i
had the least developed instinct for purely dramatic effect, : 
a fact which simplified his task in so far as he was least 
troubled by the necessity of cutting down the bulk of his 
material. As a result, the play assumed the dimensions and 
character of a thesaurus of mythology. Uerner achieved the 
religious interpretation of his theme by laying the decisive 
actions in the hanas of aivine or supernatural characters. 
Immermann sought to carry the forces that assail political 
life into the family circle, ana in the attempt aistorted 
the historical picture beyond recognition. With all three 
authors, the factual framework became obliterated as they 
arranged it so as to make the best possible background for 
the subjects in which they were interested. Uhland, on the 
other hand, retained the historical facts, but even he gave 
to them a significance which is hardly justified. It is not 
the least extraordinary of the many curious aspects of histo­
rical drami that so many dramatists, writing plays in which 
treachery is rife and double dealing the rule, coula still 
persuade themselves that faithfulness was the outstanding 
quality of the German character.
A not dissimular process to that which governed the
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rorm of the historical arama of the Romantic writers played 
a large part in the shaping of some of the historical dramas 
of the later 19th century. But, although the result was 
similar, the reasons for this similarity were very aiffer- 
ent ones. The political events which culminated in the 
Franc0-1‘russian war inspired many dramatists to look for 
other et^ ually glorious subjects in German history. They 
were persuaded that it contained many exploits of heroism 
to equal the exploits of the present, and in their national 
pride they saw nothing but chivalry and "aeutsche Treue" 
where a dispassionate observer would see much deceit, 
treachery, and pettiness, a s a result, they subordinated 
the historical action to the heroic emotions from which it 
supposedly arose, so that, although their interest in 
history had its source in the opposite feeling to that which 
inspired the Romantic writers, these works show the same 
false emotionalism, the same inability to distinguish be­
tween fact and fancy, the same lofty, but ill-founded 
idealism.
The chief exponent of thus type of drama was Ernst von 
Jildenoruch, whose historical dramas enjoyed a tremendous 
vogue in the eighties and nineties of the i9$h century. He 
specialised in subjects taken from mediaeval German history, 
although occasionally, as in Harold, he went farther afield.
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His historical dramas reaemhle each other closely, both in 
the kind of development of the plot and the means by which 
he brings about the catastrophe, as well as in the angle 
from which he looks at historical material. In nearly all 
his plays, the catastrophe is the result either of some 
action of ir^erent improbability, or of a series of actions, 
the motivation of which is so inadequate and so little con­
vincing as to appear wholly unnecessary. In Die Karolinger. 
Bernhard is only able to set in motion the events leading 
to the catastrophe because the king rewards the man he 
hardly knows for defeating the Moors by immeaiately giving 
aim the highest official rank in the empire, and so the 
power to act entirely at his own discretion. In Die ouitzowa. 
Konrad von Quitzow is dragged down by the misfortune of the 
brother whose conduct he aeplores because of the oath he 
swore aim before he realised Dietrich's aims. In Harold. 
the aero swears that he will help William of Mormandy attain 
"that which Edward of England promised him" without asking 
what that promise consisted of, and owes his defeat to the 
breaking of this oath which was forced from him under false 
pretences. But we are swept along over these gaps in con­
struction by the turbulence of the emotions displayed by 
the characters. The extraordinary amount of bombast with 
which they defend their honour for which they are constantly
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Gonoerneü, although it is not, perhaps, as unbeamirohed, 
as they fondly imagine, the violence of their passionate hatr- 
reds and loves, are such as one might attribute to an ideal­
istic youth, but not to a grown man. Nevertheless, the 
emotional power of these plays is very real, and it is here 
that we must seek the reason for their tremendous success, 
just as their subsequent oblivion was caused by their unconn 
vincing motivation which no amount of emotional fireworks 
could hope to conceal for ever.
In nis nistorical plays, Wildenbruch generally kept to 
the main outline of historical facts, though he frequently 
simplified the events. Cn the other hand, he was nearly alw 
ways forced to invent at least one character of considerable 
importance in the action to be the main bearer of its 
emotional content. In Die Earclinger, he shows only one of 
the continual feuds between Ludwig and his sons. Most of the 
emotions of the play arise out of the character of Bernhard, 
Graf von Barcelona, his intrigue with the Empress, and treat­
ment of the Moorish girl he abandoned . She, like all the 
Moorish characters, has no historical prototype.
From the moment that he is installed as Hammerer des 
Heichs, it is Bernhard who holds the reins of the action, 
and who is responsible for the (entirely fictitious) death 
of Ludwig by poison. Not only some of the facts, but the
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whole atmosphere of the play is false. Apart from Bernhard 
himself, all the characters, even the Emperor’s rebel sons, 
are to a greater or lesser degree overflowing with noble 
sentiments. Ue find similar treatment in Die Ouitzows.
The historical actions for which Dietrich von Quitzow is 
made responsible in the play were actually carried out joint­
ly by him and his brother Johann. There was, in fact, a 
younger brother Konrad, but he does not seem to have parti­
cipated in his brother’s exploits, or if he did, this has 
not been recorded. Dietrich’s relationship to the Pomera­
nians, the Branaenburgians, and to Friedrich von Hohen- 
zollern is portrayed in accordance with historical fact, 
though again irrelevant events were omitted and the duration 
of the action considerably shortened. The character of
Dietrich, too, was taken from the account to be found of
1 .
the characters of Dietrich and Johann. Dietrich’s relation­
ship with Barbara, on the other hand, is entirely the product 
of Wildenbruch’s imagination, like the figure of Barbara 
herself, and so is the character of Konrad and his love 
for Agnes Wins - the latter perhaps a reflection of Johann’s 
marriage with agnes von Bredow. In Harold, too, the love 
affair between Harold and a dele, daughter of William of 
Hormandy, and the intrigue for which William believed he 
could use it, is entirely unhistorical. The most accurate
l.F.von Kloden.Die guitzows und ihre z»eit.3rq ed.Berlin 1889.
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nistorical characterisation is to he found in Heinrich und 
Heinrichs Geschlecht, where both Henry 17 and Henry V are 
drawn in accordance with historical facts, and with greater 
psychological skill than is usually found in Wildenbruch. 
Even here, however, the emotional development necessitated 
several alterations. Konrad, elder brother of Henry V, is 
transformed from the deposed rebel who predeceased his 
father into a pious monk who watches by his father’s bier. 
The character of the Empress Praxedis was also invented by 
Wildenbruch to provide a further thorn in the side of the 
broken Henry IV, a further stimulus, to the pride of his son.
The action then is borne along on the swell of the 
passions of the characters and the fluent rush of the lan­
guage. But this emotion distorts our view of the historical 
facts, in the same way as the Romantic predilection for 
nythology obscured them. Both constitute an attempt to read 
into history something which is not to be found there, and 
neither succeeds in convincing us that the attempt was 
wholly justifiable.
And yeti,; when we turn to the one great monument of the 
opposing school of thou^t - Raupach’s cycle of sixteen 
Hohenstaufen dramas - this meticulous adherence to a histo 
rical source proves scarcely more convincing. Raupach be^ 
lieved that the highest function of the historical dramtist
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was historical rather than literary, and that he should aim 
primarily at presenting its own national story to the people. 
He envisaged a cycle of seventy to eighty dramas, covering 
German history from the accession of Henry I to the peace 
of Westphalia, to which he contributed a Hohenstaufen cycle. 
He explains his rather Gottschedian ideas on the educative 
power of the stage tn the preface to these plays. "Each 
menrjahrigen Versuchen glaubte ich zu bemerken, dass die 
historischen Stoffe bei den Gebilueten a en meist.en Anklang 
find en, und selbst bei den Mindergebild eten durch die Idee, 
•das auf aer Bühne Vorgehende sei doch eine wahre Geschichte’ 
Theilnahme erregten. So kam es, dass ioh endlich meine Tha- 
tigkeit vorzugsweise dem historischen Drama zuwendete. Dass 
ich meinen St off aus der vat erlanaischen Geschichte zu ent- 
lehnen beschloss, war eines Theils ganz natürlich, andern 
Theils ging es aber aus meiner Ansicht vèn dem Theater über- 
haupt hervor. Das Theater hat, selbst wenn man es als eine 
blosae Gauklerbude'handhabt, immer einen be deuterd en Ein- 
fluas auf den Geist des Volkes; es scheint mir aaher wün- 
schenswerth, ja aer Vernunft wie der Klugheit angemessen, 
dass man es sogleich als eine Schule der Volksbildung be- 
trachte und behandle. Dies aber wUrae unstreitig am sicher- 
sten erreicht, wenn man aie Bag en unci aie Geschichte des ; 
Volks zum Inhalt der dramat ischen Erzeugniase machte , aenn
immerd'ar bleibt unsere eigene Vergengenhelt unsere beste 
Lehrerin, und die Vergangenheit eines Volkes ist seine
1. I
Geschichte." He goes on to explain that he has felt a |
weakness for the history of the Hohenstaufen ever since his i
schooldays. But whether he would still have chosen this sub- j
ject if it had not been for Haumer's Geschichte der Hohen- |
staufen. seems doubtful in view of the degree of his depend” 
anoy on this work. Eaupach carried cut his aim of presenting 
German history to tne Gernan nation with extreme literalness. 
In Eaumer, the preliminary work of comparing sources and 
sifting evidence had already been carried out for him, the 
characters and their speecnes were presented with almost as 
much literary interest as in a historical novel. As far as 
the main historical action was concerned, Raupach did little 
more than eliminate the role of narrator, omit the less 
relevant details, draw the main events a little more closely 
together, divide the remaining material into acts, and versi­
fy it. So slavish is Raupabh in his adherence to his model, 
that it is almost a physical shock to come upon the rare 
parts where he has added or altered something on his own 
account. Chief among these is the second part of Heinrich VI. 
where Henry's death is shown as the result of poisoning.
1. Ernst"Eaupach. Preface Die Hohenstaufen ed.cit. pp.XVI f.
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wMle, great tûough the provccaticn may have been, it is 
generally acknowledged that he died as the result of a 
stroke. However, these exceptions are so rare as to be of 
little importance. Frequently, especially in the public p v p -g 
speeches of important personages, Raupach follows Haumer as 
closely as it is possible for verse to follow prose. An 
example of this is the accusatory speech of Pope Innocent 
against Frederick in the fourth part of Kaiser Friedrich II. 
In this case, even the stage directions, "Innocent mit wei- 
nender Stimme," and "Er lasst sich vom Kanzler mehrere Ur- 
kunden reichen und hhlt sie in die H6he", aro taken from the 
pages of Raumer.
Raupach's main contribution lies in the crowd scenes, 
which he uses to create the setting, to illustrate the 
general conditions of the time, and to fill in gaps in the 
plot. They have far more life than the main scenes. They 
are sometimes genuinely amusing, and sometimes moving.
But their, chaiacters are not particularly mediaeval in their 
conception; they are rather the petits bourgeois of the i9th 
century. But they are considerably less archaic than the 
main characters. These, from Barbarossa at one end of the 
scale to Konradln at the other, stand too much outside 
themselves to be convincing. The observations made by 
Raumer about characters from whose aims and passions he was
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separated by some seven or eight hundred years, sound rather 
out of place when they come from the mouth of the characters 
themselves. Instead of reviving the past for the pleasure 
and enlightenment of the present, Baupach may well be said, 
to use Laube’s expression, to have borne it past us as a 
corpse.
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Chapter IV.
THE PSYCHOLOGIOAI. INTERPRETATION OF HISTORY IN PRAHA;
THE DIVINE ILLUSION. ;
In turning rrom those historical dramas where the chief 
interest is connected with a particular view of the past 
to those in which tie chief interest lies in tne study and 
development of character, we are hrou^t up against a differ­
ent kind of problem. Whereas in the fonner type of play, the 
main purpose is to display the author's conception of the 
past, in the latter tne attention is centred on the mind or 
the emotions of a small number of people. There can be little 
doubt that this is a type of far more interest to a moaern
auoience; while Aristotle could say that the most important
1 .
part of a play was its plot, a belief shared by the seven­
teenth and early eighteenth centuries, the development of 
moaern drama has been steadily in the direction of psycho­
logical character study as opposed to melodrama or the comedy 
of intrigue. It is, therefore, no acciaent that "the works of 
the major dramatists of the l9th century fall, to a greater 
or a lesser degree, into this category.
1.Poetics.Chap.VI.Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and fine Art.
a.H.Butcher.London 1895. P.25 ff.
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Here, as everywhere, there are many possibilities. A 
great deal depends on the extent to which a dramatist uses 
historical fact as a means or showing development of charac­
ter. It is possible for the main action to be almost entirely 
internal, once it has been set in motion, as in Kleist's 
l-rinz Friedrich von Homburg. where only the bare minimum of 
outward events necessary to the further development of the 
Prince's character is used. Cn the other hand, each charac­
teristic of a historical personage may be illustrated by some 
historical fact, each step in his development may be affected 
by and affecting the march of historical events, as in Konig 
Cttckars Gluck und Ende. Between these two extremes it is 
possible to find many intermediate stages, as in Grillparzer's 
Pie Jüdin von Toledo or in some of Laube's historical dramas.
Eleist, Grillparzer, and Hebbel were all concerned with 
the study and presentation of historical character. Cf the 
three, Grillparzer wqs the most interested in the study of 
character as such, entirely for its own sake. Both Kleist 
and Hebbel, in presenting character, show what Hebbel called 
the Lebensprozess of the people concerned, that is, their 
actions are traced back to.the relationship of the individual 
to the universe. Examples of this are Penthesilea. Prinz 
Friedrich von Homburg. Hero des und Mari am ne. Agnes Bernauer.- 
it is even combined by Kleist with a piece of unadulterated
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propaganda, in M e  Hermannssohlaoiit. The conflict in Grill­
parzer's historical dramas is much mote that of a mind with 
outward circumstances - in Kdnig Cttokara Glück und Ende 
t/ttokar is fighting against historical events far more than 
against Rudolf von Habsburg, in Bin Bruderzwist in Habsburg 
Rudolf II is fighting against the overwhelming tide of events 
which he cannot control, far more than against the people who 
set these events in motion. But in Prinz Friedrich von Homburg 
the struggle is between the mind of the Prince and that of the 
Great Elector, each with its own set of principles; in Herodes 
und Mariamne, the struggle takes place between the mind of y 
and the mind of Mariamne. In the two grillparzer plays, the 
catastrophe is in so far fortuitous as it is partly the result 
of historical events for which the main characters are not di­
rectly responsible. In Kleist and Hebbel, the characters are 
juxtaposed in such a way that a collision between their fun­
damental beliefs is inevitable sooner or later, the actual> 
cause of the conflict being of secondary importance since the 
catastrophe could not in any case have been avoided. Grill­
parzer* s plays may be said to represent a more genuinely 
historical type of drama, because in them historical events 
gather a momentum of their own so that they constitute a deci­
sive force in the action. The further a play moves in the di­
rection of emotional conflict, independent of external circum-
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stanoea, the further it moves away from historical drama.
AS his diaries show, Grillparzer was preoccupied with
historical subjects for drama from a very early age, and
began to write Blanka von Kastilien when he was only fifteen
years old. He was a voracious reader, and when he came across
a theme which he considered suitable for dramatic treatment,
he made a note of it, frequently returning to a story many
years after his discovery of it. The subject of M e  Jüdin von
1.
Toledo, for instance,appears in his diary as early as I8l6,
while, as far as it is possible to tell from internal evidence
2.
the play was not completed till some time in the 1850'a.
His work ampng the imperial archives in Vienna must also have 
given him access to much valuable material. It seems probable 
that, while Grillparzer aid not go out of his way to look for 
historical subjects, he saw no reason for not using them when 
he found a plot that appealed to him.
His historical dramas fall into three divisions. Firstly 
there is Libussa (1822-47), which treats the same subject as 
Brentano's M e  Gründung Prags. and is a tragedy of character 
with the slightest of historical backgrounds. Bin treuer 
Mener seines Herrn is related to it in treatment in so far 
as its action too is an imaginary one with a historical set­
ting. Secondly, there are Blanka von Kastilien (18067-1810)
1.F.Grillparzers Samtl'iche ' erke ed.cit.Tagebücher I n.73.
2.pie Jüdin von Toledo ed.cit. Abt.I vol,7, preface p.IXff.
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anu pie Jüain von Toleac which resemble each othei- in sub­
ject matter as well as in the fcina of use made of historical 
facts, in spite of the generation that separates their com­
pletion. Thirdly, there are Konig Cttokars Glück und Ende 
(1819-23) and Bin Bruderzwist in Habsburg (l827?-i846-7) 
in which the most extensive use is made of historical material
It would seem from this list that Grillparzer did not 
develop a particular technique where historical material was 
concerned, but treated historical dramas according to the 
aspect of the plot which interested him. In Libussa. where 
the background, whether true or fictitious, is the most 
shadowy, he was concerned with the conflict between two 
ideals, in the persons of Libussa and Primislaus, a theme 
reminiscent of his classical plays. Blanka and Pie Jüdin, 
although both have historical backgrounds, deal largely with 
the «notions of the characters, although in each case the 
catastrophe is brought about by national consiaerationa.
In Cttokar and. Bin Bruderzwist.. historical facts and. develop­
ment of cnaracter are most closely interwoven, so that it is 
hardly possible to separate the influence of historical 
events from that cf the characters themselves.
In Libussa. Grillparzer's main source was the same as 
Brentano's - the Bohemian Ohronicle of Hagecius - though 
he made very different use of it. Where Brentano collectea
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as many of the old myths as possible, Grillparzer did his 
utmost to exclude every alien element, and especially every­
thing connected with witchcraft and supernatural forces, 
though he could not entirely dispense with the latter with­
out abandoning the character of the original story. But 
wherever possible, he kept the action on a rational basis.
The three sisters retain their gift of prophecy, their skill 
in the use of herbs, a legacy from their elfin mother. Cn the 
other hand Grillparzer aid his best to remove all element 
of the supernatural from Libussa*s prophecy that her future 
husband would be found eating from an iron table, by imag­
ining a previous meeting between Libussa and Primislaus.
AS a result, Libussa has in her possession the horse of 
Primislaus, which is able to lead the way to its master's 
cottage. Most of the legends tell of some kind of symbol by 
which Libussa sought to ria herself of her importunate 
suitors. Grillparzer inventea the motif of the jewel in 
Libussa's belt, the loss of which enabled her to propound 
the ridale which only Primislaus had the power to solve.
But her birth and upbringing intenaea her for the contempla­
tive life, deaicated to the search for an ideal ana for 
beauty. In spite of her sisters' warning, stimulated by her 
contact with Primislaus, she allows herself to be raised to 
a position in whicn action and judgment ofnan unaccustomed 
kind are forced upon her. Her people are dissatisfied with
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the bucolic prosperity she offers them. Primislaus, on Jrhe 
other band, intended by nature for che active life, concerned 
with reality, with practical benefits, gives them the kind 
of laws and the money-making activities they aesire. But the 
delicate fibres of Libussa*s spirit are unable to bear the 
strain of contact with his unrelenting realism. The founda­
tion of the city of Prague by Primislaus is the first con­
crete step towards a new world. She dies because she cannot, 
does not want, to adapt herself to it. She fulfils Tetka's
prophetic words that "Kiner [^ kannQ sterben, weil er nicht 
1.
leben will."
It is hardly necessary to stress the contrast between 
the manner in which Grillparzer concentrated in one dramatic 
conflict the material which Brentano so ineffectually 
attempted to crowd into a dramatic framework. Grillparzer's 
selective genius, which so triumphantly prevailed in the 
far moi*e complicated task set by Ottomar and Bin Bruderzwist. 
enabled him to pick out the bare minimum of facts necessary 
to the formation of a dramatic structure, on which he based 
an emotional conflict. He selected the kind of treatment 
suited to the nature of the material.
A similar process was responsible for Bif. treuer Mener
1. Act Î.11.159 f . ■
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seines Herrn. where again the oharacter of one person is 
plaoea in the centre of the drama, and where again such 
historical background aa the play possesses has been con­
siderably mouifiea. In Pessler’s G-eschichten der Ungarn 
(Leipzig 1815) G-rillparzer. read that Queen G-ertruae or 
Hungary made herself extremely, unpopular among her subjects 
because she used her very considerable influence over her 
husband, Andreas II, to secure for her brothers the highest 
and most profitable situations in the country. It was believed 
that it was with her connivance that one brother, Otto von 
Meran, was able to seduce the virtuous wife of Count Bank.
The latter participated in a conspiracy to murder Gertrude 
while her husband was on a campaign in Galicia. The plot 
was carried out, but no reprisals were made against Count 
Bank on account of the wrong the Queen had done him. It is 
a far cry from this vengeful husband to Grillparzer* s Bano- 
banus, whose conception of the duty he owe® hia king is so 
rigid that he makes no move to put an end to the insolent 
behaviour of Otto of Me ran. When his wife has committed 
suicide as the only means of escaping from the Prince’s 
clutches, he not only makes no attempt to obtain revenge, 
but even does his be^t to restrain his brother and brother- 
in-law, who are not so ready to put up with the disgrace.
The situation at the beginning of the play, indeed, -
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the Queen ready to go to any lengths to please and protect 
her brother, and Otto in love with Erny, - is the same as in 
the source, but the whole of the subsequent action had to 
be alterea because of Grillparsser’s concept^ion oS a man 
whose narrow devotion to the letter of his orders is res­
ponsible for far more tragic events than would have re­
sulted had he taken energetic action against Ctto and 
Gertrude in the first place. This conception is carried 
through logically to the conclusion of the play, but, 
probably for this reason, Bancoanus fails to arouse the same 
amount of sympathetic understanding which Grillparzer's char­
acters usually create. He is too remote from the course of 
ordinary emotion, inhuman in his inelastic code. It is 
pcssiDle to pity, but difficult to forgive him for incurring, 
in all good faith, such a weight of tragic guilt.
There are many points of similarity, ao well as of 
diàâimilarity, between Blanka von Eastilien and Die Jüdin 
von Toledo. The scene of both plays is laid in Spain; both 
deal with the murder, for reasons of state, of a king's 
mistress. In the treatment of these tiemes it is possible 
to trace clearly the extent of Grillparzer*s dramatic 
development.
It seems that the sources of both plays, though each 
was taken from Spanish history, were wholly independent of
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each other. Grillparzer's first acquaintance with the story
of ledro the Gruel and Blanche of Bourbon was probably
through t he pages of A General History of the world by
John Gray and William Guthrie (London 1764-7), and other
sources were Voltaire's Essai sur les moeurs and various
1.
Spanish chronicles. His main sources for Die Jüdin were
Mariana's Historia de TBsnafia and Lope de Vega's play
Las paces de los reyes, y la Judia de Toledo, to which latter
2.
work he presumably owes his title. Blanka was written while 
Grillparzer still stood under the immeaiate influence of 
Schiller. The spirit of Don Karlos pervades many scenes, - 
Fedriko's interview with Blanka (I 8) and the struggle of 
Gomez with Bedriko to save the letter's soul (II 3); indeea, 
in the prison scene (I 7) it would hardly cause any surprise 
were Blanka sudaenly to start aeclaiming "Eilende Wolken, 
segler aer Lüfte". The fact that Grillparzer had not yet 
reached dramatic maturity is also revealea in the division 
of dramatic interest. Blanka between Pedro and Bedriko, 
Fedriko between Blanka and Pedro, Maria between her lust 
for power and her better nature, Pedro between Blanka and 
the Padilla faction, - these struggles vie for our attention 
and detract from each other's importance. But, leaving aside
t.Preface.SSmtliChe Werke ed.cit.Abt.il vol.l Preface pp’.XXVfj
2. " " It ti t Abt.Ivol.7 Preface pp.XV ff.
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his debt to Schiller and the lack of concentration in the 
action, the use to which Grillparzer put his historical 
sources is of the same nature in Blanka and in Die Jüdin.
In both, the action follows the outline given in the sources. 
In Blanka. he invented the story of the acquaintanceship be­
tween Pedriko and Blanka, of which we learn from the confiden­
ces made by yhe latter to Jaqueline. In Die Jüdin. Grillpar­
zer' s more skilful technique makes us the witness of Alfon­
so's meeting with Rahel, which was also invented. In both 
cases, the sources only discuss the subsequent development 
of the respective stories in very general terms, leaving 
Grillparzer free to choose the details according to his 
purpose. He chose to make the facts which influenced the 
development of the Blanka-Pedriko and Alfonso-Hahel affairs 
of as great national importance as possible. Pedro and Maria 
are brought to Xeres by the exigencies of the civil war 
against Trastamara. The intrigues against Pedriko and Blanka 
are actuated by political motives, as are the deaths of 
Blanka and lîaria. Equally, the Hahel-Alfonso situation 
becomes a matter of national importance because Alfonso's 
presence is needed with the army in the Moorish war. In 
times of peace, his infatuation for Hahel might have he en 
allowed to dwindle and die a natural death, but now, in time 
of war, national interest demarns her murder. Nevertheless,
—1 4 8 a  —
in time, in order to illustrate them as well as possible. 
These illustrative facts were in tneir turn made to appear 
of vital importance to the course of the action.
In the first act of Cttokar. Grillparzer has in masterly 
fashion gathered together in one uay a series of events 
actually spreac- out over eleven years - Cttokar’s te turn from 
the victory at kroissenbrunn(12ôO), the departure of llarga- 
rethe(autumn l26l), the arrival of E!unigunce(Christmas 126l), 
the offer of -che imperial crown(l27'l), the homage of the 
3tyrians(1260), and tne expulsion of the Bohemians from the 
suburbs of Prague(1254), and the dea'ch of Tuke Ulrich of 
0arinthia(1269 o r .1270). Bach of these events is at the same 
time illuminating for the character of ottokar and signifi­
cant for the main action. The return from ürcissenbrunn 
shows Lttokar at the height of his power and completes a 
period of his life, leaving the stage set for the real ? " 
action to begin. To the divorce of Margaret he and the 
marriage with Kunigunce, which afford an excellent example 
of his stupidity in dealing with people, Cttokar’s ultimate 
downfall is traced. It was, moreover, a brilliant device to 
arrange that kunigunce should appear before Margarethe left 
the stage. The offer of the imperial crc|i, the homage of the 
Styrians, anc the oeath of Luke Ulrich of Oarinthia,
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-wê)er tg. il 1 uatratg them »s well aB-p-as-ai'ble .
Theoo-illustr-ative facts-vere in their yarn made to appear
Gf--vitaX-iiapG3?tajaoe-to— o-ourae of tne action-.
In the f-i-rs-t--aet-o-f Cttokar# Grillparaer hoe-l-n aaaeHser- 
ly fashioa.gatharea 'tagether..1n ope nay a..9er1 ma of—©vea^g 
actually spreaa over elavaa -yeara »— Cttctop’ o rottirn "from 
the -victory ■■at-.kr-oiaaajah-gvinn (1260), the aapartara of Mag- 
g are the (autumn _tbe Arrivnl nf Tiii
o
&86l), the offer - ec...the imperial in m m  the
nt thft ?!t.yrlnng (lafiO)^ t.he ftypnl ai rn nf r.hft Bnhp.mi na.g from
the ■aviTM.'irAa-of gragne—(-1R5A), anti f.hm rteath cif Duke Uljjph 
■of Ça ri at hi,8 , all contribute to show the position which 
Cttokar had attained, and at the same time display his pride 
and his self-satisfaction. Finally, the latter qualities, 
as well as his admiration for the Germans, are again shown 
in his method of driving the Bohemians from the suburbs of 
Prague, and serve to explain the lack of enthusiasm and 
support accorded to Cttokar in his last struggle with Rudolf. 
Subsequently, Grillparzer adheres to the outline of histor­
ical eevents with practically no alteration save contraction 
of time. Similarly, in Bin Bruderzwist. events as far apart 
as the request of Matthias for the regencynof Styria in 
return for his renunciation of his rights of succession (l58l) 
and Ferdinand's decision to abandon his wooing of the Saxon
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princess because of his religious scruples (1617), coincide 
in the drama with the execution of Russwurm (l605) and Fer­
dinand' 8 request for lîudolf's sanction of his marriage with 
the Bavarian princess(l597).Here again the foundations of 
subsequent events are laid in the first act. The curious 
temperament of Rudolf, the impetuosity of O&sar, the schemes 
of Matthias and Kiesel, all appear. Again, however, the main 
events are almost all recorded in chronological order. It ts 
only those less vital to the history of the nation, such as 
the execution of Husswurm, which are placed dramatically 
and not historically.
The demands of characterisation also guiaed Grillparzer 
where history offered several alternative versions of an 
event. While all his sources give differing accounts of the 
ill-treatment and death meted out to a man named Merenberg, 
he took over none of these rather vague and contradictory 
accounts as they stood, but showed the two Merenbergs as 
Cttokar's most faithful friends. This is another proof, in 
addition to his trust in the Hosenbergs, of his inability 
to distinguish his true friends, and of his energy in alien­
ating them. Cttokar's death at Seyfried's hands is made the 
outcome of this version of the Merenberg episode. Here Grill­
parzer combined at least two sources,- the Beimchronik. which 
makes Emmerberg, a relation of the dead Merenberg, Cttokar's
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1.
murderer , and the St. Peter* Chrcnik (quoted "by Puhitsch-
2. '
ka ), which names a certain Kelremeister, whose father
Cttokar had had executed in prison, as the letter’s murderer.
In the same way, Grillparzer drew his picture of Ion Oasar
in Ein Bruderzwist from at least two sources - Hcrmayr’s
3.
Cesterreiohischer Plutarch and Khevenhüller’s Gonterfet
4.
Kupfferstich . Grillparzer also chose from historical
sources maly details to illustrate the characters of his
personages. Thus Rudolf II is shown as a connoisseur of 
5. 6.
painting as a reader and admirer of Lope de Vega , and as
7.
a chemist in his laboratory Sc also the Tartar delegation 
is introduced into Ctt okar as the occasion of one of Ctto­
kar’s v/orst outbursts of bad temper and lack of considéra- 
8.
ti on-»
Yet, in spite of the innumerable illustrative anecdotes 
which Grillpaizzer found in his sources and introduced intfc 
the action, in spite of the historical pageantry, the stories 
are at bottom familiar ones, - the stories of human beings
1.teeutsche Ohroniken (Monuments Germanise Historica) ed. 
(resellschaft für altere deutsche Gesohichtskunde vol.5 pt.l 
Cttokars Saterreichische Beimchronik Hannover 1890.L.16719. 
(Op.also note p.221.
2.P.Pubitschka.Ohronologische Geschichte Bohmens Prag 1781 
pt.4 vol.2 p.446.
3.Vienna 1807 ff.
4.Leipzig i72i-2.
5.Act I 1.195.
6.Act I 1.196.
7.Act III. 1.1139.
8.Act I  11.385 ff.
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as well as of historical characters. We are interested in 
Rudolf II not only because he is an emperor, but also because 
he is both weak and noble, endowed with great perception and 
yet incapable of action. Hamlet offers an oivious parallel. 
The others, too, are not only historical characters, but 
living people, - OSsar and Leopold, not dissimilar in their 
youthful impetuosity. Max, jovial and obtuse, Ferdinand, 
a religious fanatic, but shrewder ana more of a statesman 
than the others, Matthias, outwardly bold and dashing, but 
inwardly as incapable of decision as Rudolf, Klesel, ser­
pentine and mephistophelian. The story of Ottokar, too, is 
well known to us - it is that of an ambitious and powerful 
man, led astray by evil influences, partly within himself 
and partly external, and accomplishing only his own downfall. 
It is the story of Napoleon, (by whose fate Grillparzer was 
to some extent influenced), of Macbeth, of Wallenstein.
It is, of course, true that Ottokar's actions were condition­
ed by historical events beyond his control, such as the 
election of Rudolf of Habsburg as emperor, as well as by his 
character, but the balance is very subtle. If it were not 
for Ctt okar' 8 own character, his reaction to the election 
of Hudolf would have been a different one. Thus it is never 
possible to say, either that here is a man whose actions 
and character are independent of his surroundings, or that
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here ia Ottokar, who can resemble no other man, because he 
was subject to a set of influences which have no parallel 
anywhere. The ambitious man is closely related to the 
audience. The king Ottokai* occupies a certain place in 
history. Grillparzer has linked them indisaolubly together, 
ana in so doing provided another reason by virtue of which 
he might be acclaimea the greatest historical dramatist of 
the l9th century.
In putting Grillparzer first among the exponents of 
psychological drana , it is not intended to imply that either 
Kleist or Hebbel was a less skilful psychologist. But in 
plays of Kleist and Hebbel, the characters react to the 
situations in which they find themselves in such a way that 
it is possible to draw some kind of general conclusion from 
their behaviour. Hebbel is in this case as in many others 
his own best commentator when he says he is accustomed 
"die Brscheinungen und Gestalten, die man erschafft,immer 
auf die Ideen, aie aie reprasentiex-en, übe.rhaupt auf uas
1 ,
Ganee und Tiefe des Lebens und der Welt zurück zu beziehen." 
The dramas of both Kleist and Hebbel approach far more 
closely to the drama of ideas than those of Grillparzer, 
who lays emphasis much more on the development of the charac­
ters than on the ideas which, by implication, their actions 
illustrate.
j.TagebQcher ed.cit.no.29l0 vol.2 p.324.
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Kleist wag influenced by contemporary writers and events 
to a far greater extent than is usual with a major poet.
Das Kâthchen von Heilbronn (1807-08) can hardly claim to 
be a historical drama, although Kleist entitled it "ein 
grosses historisches Hitterschauspiel". The setting is indeed 
mediaeval, and such institutions as the Vehmgericht are 
introduced into it. But T±ie events are entirely imaginary, 
and the influence of the Romantic school id clearly dis» 
e-ernible both in the choice of mediaeval setting and in 
the dreamlike trance into which Kathchen falls. This trance 
motif is also found in the person of Friedrich in Prinz 
Friedrich von Hcmburg (l8l0). Here Kleist took as basis an 
anecdote concerning the battle of Fehroellin. The Great 
Elector is saia to have affirmée that by rights the prince 
had meriteu to be summoned before a court martial for dis­
obeying orders, but that "far be it from him to spoil such 
a glorious day". Kleist developed the situation as he 
imagined it might have developed if the prince had in fact 
been summoned before a court martial and been condemned to 
death by it. In Die Hermonnaschlocht (l808) Kleist was in­
spired much more by his hatred of the French and by the 
burning desire to see them expelled from Germany than by his 
interest in Hermann himself.
In the two plays in which he used historical facts.
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Kleist was actuated by very different motives. Patriotic 
feeling, indeed, underlies Prinz Friedrich von Homburg as 
well as Lie Herir&nnsschlacht. but the development of the 
prince's character, under the stress of the collision of his 
careless young egotism with the interest of the community 
as a whole, is the main theme. Die Hermannsschlacht. on the 
other hand, is a flaming indictment of tyranny, a fanfare 
intended to atouse Germany from the apathy into which she 
had sunk.
Like all propagandists, whether of the Napoleonic wars 
or more recent ones, Kleist had no scruples about adapting 
the facts to fit in with his line of argument, as well as 
with the exigencies of dramatic form. Although his purpose 
was primarily political, it was also in his interest to make 
as much as possible of the dramatic qualities of his material 
in order to drive home the moral the more forcefully. He was 
subordinating both drama and history to his purpose, but he 
was also subordinating history to drama. He retained the 
bare outline of the historical facts, - that the Germans, 
having lulled Varus into a false sense of security, ambushed 
his army in the Teutoburg Forest and cut it to pieces.
Kleist also introduced a number of facts which fall into a 
later period, such as Hermam's marriage with Thusnelda and 
Jrhe alliance wi th Mar bod, but the details of the action, -
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the intrigues hy means of ?^hioh Hermann aohievea his end 
ana the oharacters cf the people concerned, - are his own 
invention.
The play has no internal conflict, only an external one, 
ana it is in this that Kleist has subordinated dramatic inter 
est to his propagandist purpose. He wanted to show the expul­
sion of an invader from Germany, and he did not want his 
hero to be a second Hamlet, but a man of action who knew 
exactly what he wanted to do and how to do it. He wanted a 
character strong enough and decisive enough to arouse the 
enthusiasm ana inspire the emulation of a nation, and any 
wavering of Hermann in his purpose would, from Kleist’s 
point of view, have a serious drawback. It is for this 
reason that we find in this play something that is rather 
unusual in modern drama, - a hero who has to struggle only 
against outside forces, which he overcomes easily, and who 
remains throughout exactly the same person he was at the 
beginning. There is, indeed, a suggestion of internal con­
flict in Tnusnelda and her dealings with the Homans, but
1 .
it is quickly suppressed by means of H e m a m ’s ruse, and 
the reelings of nermann himself are never for a moment 
involved.
1 .The assumption of Wilhelm Herzcg in his Heinrich von Kleist
(Munich l9ll) p.473, that the intercepted letter is genuine 
does not seem to accord either with what* we know of Her­
mann’s character or with the manner in wich Ventidius meete 
hia death.
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Kleist was interested in the story of Hermann only in 
so far as it provided a convenient analogy for contemporary 
events. Therefore he aid not want to show Hermann and Vama 
as they actually were, he wanted to show the kind of leader 
who, he hoped, would arise in Germany, and the enemy he had 
to fight in 1808. Therefore he wanted to show, not the means 
by which Hermann defeated Varus, but the means by which he 
hoped a German leader might defeat Napoleon. He stressed two 
things, - that the first step towards victory must be natio­
nal unity, and secondly, that every possible means, however 
unsavoury, must be used in order to drive out the invader.
In order to stress the necessity of an alliance between 
Prussia and Austria, Kleist showed Hermann and Marbod sinking 
their differences in order to encompass the downfall of their 
common enemy, though actually the alliance belongs to a later 
period, and was not made with anything like such lofty moti­
ves. Hut the keystone of the whole structure is the character : 
of Hermann himself, who dominates the whole action. The plans 
which lead to the aownfall of the Romans are entirely his own. 
He is past master of all the unpleasant tricks of his trade, 
which every new war has made more familiar, - exaggeration, 
lies, deceit, and treachery. It is difficult to feel much 
sympathy for a hero who glories in them and stifles every 
humane emotion. Until the decisj-ve moment, he is all humility
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and politeness towards the Homans, maintaining a front of 
Pimpernel-like laissez-aller towards his compatriots. He 
has no scruples about using Thusnelda as bait for the Roman 
legate, and then ensuring that she shall dispose of him by 
rousing her to frenzy by means of a forgery. He spreads 
exaggerated accounts of every misdeed committed by a Roman 
soldier, and curses the discipline of the cohorts because 
he cannot at first discover in Teutoburg spy outrage suf­
ficient to inflame the imagination of the Germans. He sends 
some of his men, disguised as Roman soldiers, to burn and 
pillage in the train of the Roman army. When he has, by these 
and other means, roused his men to such a pitch that they 
refuse to participate in the supposed campaign against 
I'larbod, he reveals his true plan, which is to join Marbod 
in attacking Varus.
Kleist avoided the trap into which so many propagan- . 
dista fall, of defeating his own ends by painting the enemy i 
30 black that ncrone can believe in such depths of villainy. 
On the contrary, their bad qualities are considerably less 
in evidence than those of the Gemians. Indeed, Varus, - 
who in real life was apparently characterised mainly by 
greed and graft, - is made to appear far more virtuous 
than the historical character. Here again it was probably 
Kleist'8 dramatic instinct which asserted itself, by
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attempting te construct sometning in the nature of an in­
ternal conflict. But as Hermann is never for a moment de- 
terrea hy the thought of the Romans' virtues, since on the 
contrary he curses them as being a hanuicap to his plans, 
the attempt failed. Here lies the weakness as well as the 
strength of the play. It is Hermann's indiscriminate pursuit 
of all Homans which convinces us that he is actuated by his 
love of freedcm, and not only by personal hatred. On the 
other hand, it is this same quality which is most likely 
to disgust a spectator able to take an impartial view of 
the events of the play.
while the purpose of Die Heraunnsschlacht was a propa­
gandist one, it was througi the characterisation of Hermann 
that Kleist hoped to achieve his end. In Prinz Friedrich von 
Homburg, the main interest the subject held for him was a 
psychological one, without ulterior motive. The outline of 
the historical situation is reproduced as it is told in
Frederick the Great's Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire de 
1.
Brandebourg. although in fact it appears to be a legend 
without foundation that the prince disobeyed the Elector's 
plan i)f campaign. The character bf the prince hims^f Kleist 
altered beyond recognition. He made a dreamy, ambitious 
youth of the hardened, middle-aged campaigner who married
1.Nouvelle édition iV5i. Part i pp.139-142. '
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en secondes noces a niece of the Greaii Elector. If the histo­
rical prince had "been condemned to death for his disobedienoe, 
it seems probable from what we know of his character that he 
would, either have accepted his fate with a calm and stoical 
resignation, or that he would have had recourse to violence 
and attempted to raise a rebellion. An action such as Kleist 
envisaged is only possible when the mind of the hero has 
not yet reached full maturity or a set philosophy of life .
The main interest of the play lies in the unfolding and 
development of the prince’s mind in the face of his con­
demnation, in the fear of death which temporarily robs him 
of all his intellectual powers and leaves him a shivering 
mass of primitive emotions, and the ascendancy he gains over 
these when his fate is laid in his own hands.
It was necessary, too, that Kleist’s prince should be 
endowed with a peculiarly vivid imagination, since the action 
hinges on the sudden fear which takes possession of him at 
the sight of his own grave - an imagination which enables 
him to visualise his death in a series of pictures such as 
those he uses in his interview with the KurfUrstin in 
Act III 3C.V. This is the scene which both explains and 
justifies the opening scene of the play, where the Kurfürst’s, 
jest at the expense of the entranced youth takes place, 
which is later made responsible for the prince’s inattention
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to the plan of campaign. No doubt it was the influence of the
Romantic school which was responsible for Kleist'a choice of
1.
method, possibly also, as Stefan Zweig suggests, the in­
fluence of the experiments made by Franz Anton Mesmer at the 
end of the l8th century. Kleist's use of the trance-motif 
has been much criticised, since there is no dramatic or 
factual necessity for having recourse to supernatural explan­
ations. But the state of trance clearly held a great attrac­
tion for him, as Das Kâthchen von Heilbronn testifies, and 
since the imagination of the prince in any case plays a 
vital part in the course of the action, it is not incongru­
ous that it shoulu be responsible for setting the action in 
motion. The same explanation, however, does not hold good 
for the reproduction of the first scene which is found in 
the last, which has the disadvantage of lending a baroque» 
operatic air to the close of the play.
From the moment of the prince's arrest, historical events 
cease to play any part in the aevelopment of the plot, but 
the Elector's course of action is determined by interests 
cf state, just as Hermann was aominated by tne necessity of 
ridüing Germany of the inyader. The historical situation, 
tne ref ore has a status, an importance of its own, independent*, 
ly of the several events. This is the reason why the plays, 
"l.Die Heilung durch aen Geist. Leipzig 1931 p.118.
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in spite tt frequent divergence from historical fact, can
still he considered as historical dramas. In Las Kathchen
von Heilbronn. on the other hand, the intervention of the
only
Emperor in the action is noty^entirely fictitious, but it 
is of a private and personal oharacter, and therefore un­
hist orical in two senses of the word.
Both Die Hermannsschlacht and $rinz Friedrich von 
Homburg have a certain affinity with the drama of ideas, 
more especially the former. But the ideas are expressed 
in terms of psychology, ana it is for this reason that 
the plays seem to fell rather into the category of psycho­
logical drama. Die Hermannsschlacht contains no empty 
pratings about the necessity of expelling the invader, 
but Hermann is the personification of this idea, which 
possesses him and from which all his actions spring. The 
character is the idea. In Prinz Friedrich von Homburg 
the idea is not, as in Die Hermannsschlacht. one which 
determines the course of * the action, but rather one which 
emerges as the result of it. It is not sc much an assump­
tion as a precipitate of the play. But in both plays, the 
underlying idea is one which governs the relationship of 
the individual to the universe.
Ideas of a similar nature underlie Hebbel's historical 
dramas, so that these too have a link with the drama of ideas
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in so far as they are basea on something more positive than 
the stuay of oharacter for its own sake. In Hebbel’s case, 
this is the result, not of chance, but of a definite concep­
tion of drama in general and of historical drama in partic­
ular* It can, however, never be sufficiently stressed that 
the psychological aevelopment of character is of paramount 
importance to him, aid that each character speaks only for 
himself and is not a mouthpiece for any extraneous ideas.
Hebbel refused to acknowledge that historical drama 
shoula be judgea acccraing to a different set of standards 
from other genres, since the historical value lay, not in 
the material, but in tne manner of treatment. "Ich glaube 
nun, und habe es oben ausgeführt, dass der wahre his tori sche 
Charakter aes Dramas niemals im St off liegt, und dass ein 
reines Ihantasiegebilde, selbst ein Liebesgemalde, wenn
nur aer Geist des Lebem in ihm weht ... sehr hist oris ch 
1.
sein kann.” The complement of this belief is found in
the Tagebüpher. "ïîie Dichtkunst, die hochste, 1st die
eigentliche Geschichtschreibung, die das Résultat der histo-
rischen Frozesse fasst und in unve rgangli oh en Bildern
2.
festhalt." He rejects completely the theory that the poet
iVMein Wort uber aas Drama. ?.Hebbel. Samtliche Werke ed.
-6it:f6Ï.Al p#9.
2. ~Ta-gebücher ed.cit.2079 vol.2..p.57f.13.VIII.1840.
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should feel bound to adhere to historical sources, for two
separate reasons. In the first place, he denies that the
poet can he anything out subjective. '-Ioh will nur aen weit-
verbrei teten wahn, als ob der Dichter etwas Andere s ge ben
konne, als sich selbst, seinen eigenen Lebensprccess, be- 
i.
atreiten." Seccnaly, he points out that drama ia necessar­
ily symbolical, and that this fact in itself is sufficient 
to make adherence to historical sources impossible. "Welche 
Dumnheiten z.B. warden fortwahrenc über Characters, über 
ihre Treue, ihre Uebereinstimmung mit der Geschichte usw. 
abgeleiert. Pass die Symbolik nicht bioss in d er Idee des 
Dramas wirksam ist, sondern schon in jeglichem seiner 
Elemente, will Kionand ahnen und dcch ist Kichts gewisser. 
Diese Herren Kritikaster wUrden wahrscheinlich laut auf- 
lachen, wenn sie jemanden zum Maler sagen horten: Was? das 
sollen Menschen-Gesichter seyn? Du gibat uns für Rothe des 
Bluts Rothe des Zinnobers, für Blau des Auges Blau des 
Indigo pp. und meinst, das konne uns tauschen? Dennoch 
geberden sie sich nur um ein weniges comischer, wenn sie in 
ihren Beurtheilungen Geschichte und Poesie mit einander 
confr entier en und -at at t nachder Identitat der letzten Ein- 
drücke, die alleraings gleich seyn müssen, wenn Dichter und
l.Mein Wort ü'b'er das Drama loc.cit. “
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Historiker sind, was aie seyn sollen, nach der ebenso un-
mogliciien als überflüssigen Identitat der Ingredienzen fra-
i •
gen." In fact, historical drama must give an illusion of 
historical accuracy, just as drama in general gives an 
illusion of real life, and an illusion of historical ac­
curacy, as Hebbel realised, and as Haupach’s Hohenstaufen 
show, is not necessiriily achieved by adherence to histor­
ical facts.
Hebbel also realised that, while historical material 
must be treated with tbe same regard for dramatic consider­
ations as non-hist orical material, it also contained some­
thing further which could be brought out by a skilful dra­
matist. "wie jede Kristallisation von gewissen physikali- 
schen Bedingungen abhângt, so jede Indlvidualisierung des 
menschlichen t-ieseiiB von aer Beschaffenheit der Geschichts- 
epoche, in die es fallt. Diese Modificationen der Menschen- 
Natur in ihrer relativen Nothwendigkeit zur Anschauung zu 
bringen, ist die Haupt-Aufgabe die die loesie, aer Geschich­
te gegenüber, hat, und hier kann sie, wenn aie reine Dar-
2.
stellung ihr gelingt, ein Hochstes lei ^  en." Ana again, 
"Der dramatische ’ Indiviauali sirungs-Process ist vielleicht 
durch aas i^Vasser am beaten zu versinnlichen. He be rail ist
Ï.TagebÛcher" 30.All .1041 .Sd.cit.no.2414 vol.2 pp. 131 f. 
2.I M d .24.All.1846.vol.3 p.144 no.3865.
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das casser was aer und der Mensoh MensoJi; aber wie jenes von 
jeder Erdschichte, durch die es stromt Oder sickert, einen 
geheimnisvollen Beigesohmaok amirmnt, so aer Mensoh ein
1,
Eigenthumliohes von ^eit, Kation, Geschichte una Geschick." 
But even here it is the individual in whom Hebbel is inter­
ested, - indeed, the main tenet of his theory of drama is 
that the function of the dramatist consists in portraying 
the "Lebensprccess an sich”, which he defines as the rela--^
tionship of the individual to that whole of which he is a 
2.
part. He believes that it is impossible to portray such 
relationships without portraying also those decisive histo­
rical crises of which they were the cause. This implies two 
things; firstly, human beings must always be the architects 
of their.:ucwn destiny, and their attitude to the universe 
must always be the decisive factor in their behaviour. 
External events are, in themselves, unable to influence 
"cheir course of action. Secondly, accuracy of historical 
detail is of secondary importance, because the crux of any 
situation is the relative position of the participants and 
their attitude to each other. It is on the proper reproduc­
tion of these that the accuracy of any event depends, and 
not on whether the characters were dressed in ruff and
1. TageB'ÜQher 16 .Ix .1853 ; ed .cit.no rsTTF vol. 3 pp.44?f.
2.Mein Wort über das Drama ed.cit.vol.a I p.3.
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farthingale, or bearskin and iroad.
As mignt be expected in the light of these theories, 
the characters of Hebbel's plays have an acute sense of 
themselves as individuals. It is the injury done to her 
as an individual, which causes Judith to forget her role 
as the avenger of her people and brings about her own per­
sonal tragedy. It is the infringement by Herod of her rights 
as an individual which drives Mariamne to a course of action 
as the result of which, as she is fully aware, Herod will 
condemn her to death. It is the anger and disappointment of 
a similar infringement, just as much as her outraged modes­
ty, which drives Hhodope to demand the ddath of either Gyges 
or Kandaules and is responsible for her suicide.
In Judith. Hebbel's technique in the treatment of a
source is already apparent. He finds it necessary to give
Judith an entirely new set of motives. "Pie Judith der Bibel
kann ich nicht branchen. Port ist Judith eine kittwe, die
den Holofernes durch List und Bchlauheit in's Ketz lockt;
sie freut sich, als sie seinen Kopf im back hat und singt
und jubelt vor und mit ganz Israel drei Monde lang. Pas ist
gemein; eine solche Katur ist ihres Erfolgs Igar nicht wiiraig,
That en der Art dürfen der Begeisterung, die sich sphter durch
sich selbst gestraft fühlt, gelingen, aber nicht der Verschla-
1.
genheit, die in ihrem Gluck ihr Verdienst sieht." in order
1. Tagebiicher 3.1.1840. ed.cit.no. 1872 vol.2 p.2.
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to make credible what he considered an unnatural act, - 
the beheading of a man by a woman, - Hebbel had to create 
a new personality, a new motive, and above all a new reac­
tion to the accomplished deed. He believed that only a virgin 
could be capable of achieving it. "Nur aus einer jungfrauli«r 
Chen Seele kann ein Muth hervor gehen, der sic% dem Ungeheu- 
ersten gewachsen fühlt; dies liegt in der üeberzeugung des 
menschlichen Gemüths, in aem übereinstimmenden Glauben der 
Volker, in den Zeugnissen der Geschichte. lie wittwe muss 
daher gestrichen wereen. Aber - eine jungfrauliche Heele 
kann allés opfern, nur nicht sich selbst, denn mit iheer 
Heinheit ffillt das ifinaament ihrer Kraft, sie kann die 
z,insen ihrer Unschuld nicht mehr haben, so'oald sie ihre
Unschuld selbst verier. Ich habe jetzt die Judith zwischen
1.
viei’o und Jungfrau in die Mitt® gestellt..." Judith goes
to Holofernes as the avenger of her people; but she kills
him because of the personal wrong done by Holofernes the
man to-Judith the woman. "Pie Motive vor einer That verwan-
deln sich meistend wahrend aer That und scheinen wenigstens
nach der That ganz anders: dies ist ein wichtiger Umstand,
2.
den die meisten Pramatiker übersehen." Par from triumphing 
at the death of Holofernes, Judith is aghast at her action,
l.Tagebücher 3.I.184Ô.ed.cit.no.1872.vol.2.p.2.
2.lbiq. 2FIY.1839. no.1756 vol.l.p.393.
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horrified at the possibility that she may hear the child 
of the man she murdered. If this should happen, she knows 
that tnere remains only one way open to her - death. The 
only reward that she claims for her action from the high 
priest of he thulia is that he shall put her to death when­
ever she shall demand this service of him.
üll Hehhel’s changes throughout are the result of the 
new chain of cause and effect by which the events are con* 
nected. Hehhel works oaekwards from the catastrophe, in 
order to explain an unnatural act in the only way in which 
it could, for him, have happened. The changed condition of 
Judith, - a widow whose marriage was never consummated, - 
the character of Ephraim, whose cowaraioe spurs Judith to 
action, - the half scornful, half amused manner in which 
Holofernes takes possession of her, - her reaction to his 
murder, - all these in conjunction give the story a new, 
individual and highly characteristic twist. Most charac­
teristic of all is the clarity with which Judith analyses 
her own motives, and the dispassionate severity with which 
she judges them. She recognises that she has fallen short 
of her own standard, and that by so doing she has destroyed 
herself,. even though her body may continue to live. It is 
a coldly intellectual weighing-up of the evidence even in 
a moment of-violent emotional strain, which is a prelude
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to the complete acceptance and resignation of ïlhoaope,G-yge8 
and Kandaules in G-yges und sein lUng*
Herodes une Mariamne resembles Judith in many ways.
It is a biblical subject, a conflict of a similar nature, 
and again Hebbel’s main task was to alter the motivation
1
in order to create "eine Tragodie abstluter Nothwendigkeit."
In a letter to Xühne he enlarges on this idea. "Ich ha be in
uiesem werk, von aem ich bekenne, dass es mir am Herzen
liegt, den Beg riff der Hothwendigkeit und einer sole hen,
die immer ziugleich, wie es aer historischen Tragbdie geziemt,
aus innerem und ausseren Bedingungen hervorgeht, im streng-
sten Sinne durch zu führen gesucht. Tabei habe ich mir die
àufgabe gestellt, die Form moglichst zu vereinfachen und
die grossen historischen Massen sowohl, die die Factoren
des psychologischen Processes bilden, als auoh das Detail
der Kebenpersonen und aer Situationen in den Hintergrund
%u drangen...’*
There were many things which he had to alter although
as far as the external facts were concerned, the task was
comparatively easy. He simplified the plot by reducing
Herod* 3 three absences to the minimum of two which should
give gim the opportunity to remedy his behaviour towards
i .Briefe.F.Hebbel .Samtliciie Werke ea.'cit.A'bteilung III vol .4 
no.256. To H.Th.Hbtscher.Vienna.: ,".22.XII.1847.i^ .73. '
2.An G-ustav Kühne, Vienna 19.111.1850..Briefe ed.cit .vol.4
p.207.
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Mariamne, since mere repetition would have been both boring 
and dramatically ineffective, a weakening instead of a 
strengthening. But this was only an infinitesimal part of 
the task before him. "Es geht mir mit dem Stoff merkwürdig. 
Aus der Feme betrachtet, schreckte er mich im Anfang ab ; 
aber aus ganz anfferen G-ründen, als woraus diess sonst wohl 
der Fall ist. Er schien mir schon zu vollendet, zu ab ge­
rund et in 8ich, um dem Künstler auch nur noch so viel Arbeit 
zu geben, als not hi g ist, wenn er si ch begeistern soli, 
er schien mir geradezu eine derjenigen Tragoaien zu sejn, 
wie sie, obwohl sparsam, in vollendeter Gestalt ohne Bei- 
hilfe des liohters der historische Geist selbst hervor- 
bringt..Eahebei besehen fand ich das freilich etwas anders. 
Es kommen im Gegentheil in der Geschichte des Herodes Dinge 
vor, die sc unglaublich hingestellt sind, dass wohl der 
Dornirt este Gegner ihrer hier in Frage st ehenden Ansicht 
nicht verlangen wird, dass aer Künstler sie so in den Kreis 
seiner Darstellung aufnehmen sell und dass ein Dichter, der 
sich, wie ich, die Aufgabe setzte, eine Tragodie absmluter 
Nothwendigkeit hervor zu bringen, in Verzweiflung gerathen 
muss. Um Ihnen nur Bins zu nennen, sc beauftragt Heroaes 
seinen Cheiqi Joseph, die Mariamne zu tôdten, falls er nicht 
wieder kehren sollte, und dieser Josephvteilt der Mariamne 
den erhaltenen luftrag mit, um ihr zu zeigen, wie sehr
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Heroaes sie - liebe! Es kann nun ohne Zweifel einen
Barren geben, der ein so ungeheueres Geheimnisa, an desaen
Ausplapperung sein Leben hhngt, aus einem so abgesohmaokten
Grunde verrath; wme aber ein solcher Mann zu dem Besitz
eine a solohen Geheimnisses kommt, wie ihm ein soloher Auf-
trag zu Theil werden kann, wira dann nur da dur oh erklarlich,
dass Herodes, der ihm den Auftrag giebt, ein noch grodserer
Narr ist. Wiederum ist das Factum durohaus nothwendig., aber
es gehort etwas daz,u, es in Vernunft aufzulosen, wenn man
nicht zu dem naheliegenden Motiv greifen will, aem Joseph
eine Leiaenschaft fur Mariamne unterzulegen, was Manchem
gefallen mag, v.as mir aber dur chans unstatthaft und mit der
1.
Würde des Gegenstandes unvertraglich scheint." He refers
to the same point again in his diary. ”...Diess verrUckte
Motiv, dass Joseph der Mar. den erhaltenen Auftrag, sie z,u
tôdten, verrath, um ihr zu zeigen, wie Herodes sie liebe,
war fast nicht in vernunft umzusetzen. Bun ist’s gelungen. ..
V/as es übrigens heisst, einen phantas tiscnen Ht off auf aie
a'eroste liealitat zurückzuführen, ahnt man nioht-A wenm man* s
2.
nicht selbst versuont hat.” This difficulty, like the 
others, he finally surmounted by means of his psychof-; 
logical skill. "Ich habe das einfache Grossen-Verhaltniss
1.An H.Th.Hotsoher Vienna 22.XII.1847. Briefe ed.cit. vol.4 
pp.72 f.
2.Tagebüçher 22.XII.1847. 'ed.cit. no.4334 vol.3 p.285.
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eintreten laaaen; ein Joseph ist, einer Mariamne gegenüher,
eh en seiner Klugheit wegen verloren; wëre sie seines G-leichen,
hatte er in seinem Ioh einen Maaastah für das Ihrige, so
1.
künnte sie ihm nioht entrinaen." But, knotty though this 
point was, and important though it is for the causation and 
credibility of the whole play, it is only a small part of 
the changes Hebbel made in tne interests of characterisation. 
"Denke Dir Oharactere, die A lie Recht haben, die nirgends 
in’s Bose auslaufen, und deren Schickaal daraus hervor geht, 
dass sie eben diese Menschen sind und keine andere, deren 
dchicksal aber aennoch ein furentbares ist, so hast Du ein
2.
Maas8 fur Seine Erwartungen und tür die Hohe der üufgabe."
The most important change lies in the character of Mariamne
herself. Flavius Josephus, whose antiquities of the Jews
3. “■
was Hebbel’s source, aepicts her as a proud woman with a 
lashing tongue, who detests Herod and makes no secret of 
this fact. Hebbel'8 Mariamne is certainly proud, but she 
loves Herod as passionately as he loves her. Unlike the 
historical Mariamne, she is prepared to forgive the murder 
of her brother because she believes that political consider­
ations left Herod no choice. There is, however, one crime
l.ln H.Th.Bbtscher Vienna 22.xiT.1847.Briefe ed.oit.voi.4p.73
2.An Eduard Janinsky Vienna 14.VIII.l848.HfTefe ed.cit.vol.4 
p. 129.
3.Book XVI chaps.2,3,5,6.
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whioii she cannot forgive. By ordering her execution in the
case of his own death, he has robbed her of her rights as
an individual, ana, more than that, he has destroyed his
former conception of her and set up instead of it a hollow
image; history, by creating a second situation identical
with that which first led him astray, gives him the pppor-
tunity to redeem his error. But he acts the second time as
he acted the first, and Mariamne, knowing there can never
them
again exist between^^the mutual trust which alone makes their 
marriage possible, decides to put him to the final test by 
presenting him with precisely that image of her which he 
takes to represent her true self. He fails to recognise the 
imposture, and his punishment is to discover the truth when 
it is $00 late.
"Bun frag* Dich, was ich fühlte,
Als er zum zweiten Mai, denn einmal hat te
Ich*a ihm verziehn, mich unter*s Schwert gestellt,
Als ich mir sag en muss te : eher gleicht 
Pein Schatten Dir, als das verzerrte Bild 
Das er im tiefsten lunern von Dir trhgt!
Das hie It ich nicht mehr aus; und konnt* ich* s dennr 
Ich griff zu meinem Dclch, und, abgehalten,
Yom rasch versuchten Selbstmord, schwur ich ihm:
Du willst im Tode meinen Henker machenV
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Du sollst mein Henker werden, doch im Leben!
Du sollst das Weib, das du erblicktest, tôdten,
1 .
Und erst im Tod mi oh sehen, wie ich bin!”
That by her course of action she takes some of the tragic 
guilt for her death from Herod on to her own shoulder», is 
undeniable. But it is difficult to overestimate the shatter­
ing effect which his lack of trust has had on her. After 
Joseph’s betrayal of the order left him by Herod, she cries
out to the latter, 
a.
”Pu rj^ t in mir die Menscnheit
Gesohandet.....
 Holch einen Prevel
Verdammt das ganze menschliche Geschlecht.....
2.
•' ie steh’ ich jetxt zu Ihr und Du zu mir?”
And when So emus tells her his reason for betraying Herod’s 
command,
”Ich bitt’ Dir ab. Du stehst zu ihm, wie ich,
Du bist wie ich in Deinem Heiligsten
3.
Gekrankt, wie ich, zum Ding herabgesetztr”
Nothing could have wounded her in the same way as his dis­
trust and his infringement of her personal rigits. And yet.
l.Act 5 8c .VI IÏI3O3O ff.
2 .Act 3 3c.Ill 11.1684 ff.
3.Act 4 3C.III 11.2201 ff.
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she knows that he is not oonsoious of having acne her any 
injury, he is only, as Hebbel says, being himself. That is, 
perhaps, the greatest tragedy of all.
There was no need for Hebbel to make many alterations 
in the character of Heroa; Josephus shows him as just the 
kind of arrogant and possessive personality who would be 
likely to consider nimself entitled to control the destinies 
of others even after his own death. It is, however, possible 
to find some justification for his behaviour in the face of 
his wife’s unconcealed hatred of him. In Josephus, Herod 
gives way to remorse after Mariamne’s execution, not because 
he has done her an injustice, but because his passion is not 
yet extinguished. Hebbel’s Herod is inwardly broken, and his 
defeat is emphasised by the arrival of the three kings lock­
ing for the Christ-child. Hut outwardly he attempts to keep u;^ 
an appearance of indifference, in spite of the knowledge that 
he condemned his wife unjustly.
As the preoccupation with Joseph shows, Heboel devoted 
much care to the transformation of the minor as well as the 
major characters. Hy representing Joseph as Herod’s brother- 
in-law instead of his uncle, Hebbel instinctively chose the 
more significant of the two relationships mentioned by 
Josephus and strengthened Salome’s motive as chief accuser 
of Mariamne. There was no need to change substantially either
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Salome cr Alexandra, who in history and in the play alike 
are chiefly important as the goads which continuously spurred 
the hatred of the two opposing political parties, - the 
adherents of Herod and those of the Maccabees. The antecedents 
of Soemus were invented by Hebbel in order to explain Herod’s 
trust in him. The loving care bestowed by Hebbel on this part 
of his task is illustrated by the introduction of Artaxerxes, 
the clock slave, whose presence is unnecessary from a purely 
utilitarian point or view, but who lends local colour to 
proceedings which ai-e, on the whole, starkly independent of 
everything unconnected with the controlling passions of the 
action.
The first scene of the play shows a selective genius 
only eq^ualled in the first scene of Konig Cttokars Gluck und 
Sttdg. Heroü'g character becomes apparent in his aealings 
with the various people with whom he has Dusiness^The return 
of the messenger he sent to Antony gives an opportunity for 
the unfolûing of the political situation, - a decisive 
factor in the play, since it is on this account that Herod 
is called away, - ana explains the enmity oetween him and 
Alexandra, as well as showing the dawning of his jealousy 
about Mariamne. In the account of the fire and the refusal 
of the young widow to allow herself to be rescued, the first 
ominous note of the impending catastrophe is sounded.
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The interplay or Mstorical and personal events is far 
closer than in Judith, where history provided only tne 
opening situation, and the dénouement was dependent on the 
emotional development. The internal political atmosphere 
is one of strain, largely as the result of the intrigues of 
Alexandra. These lead to tne assassination of Aristohulus, 
and this in turn is partly responsible for Eerod’s suspicion 
of Mariamne. The external political situation, whicn is 
responsible for Herod’s absences, is the occasion of the 
first misunderstanding and or the final catastrophe, because 
the uncertainty of the fate which awaits him makes Herod 
place Mariamne under the sword. It is, however, in so far 
independent of tne action as it is impossible to feel that 
at some time, whatever tne occasion, Herod’s possessive­
ness and Mariamne’s sense of what was due to her as an in­
dividual must have led to a tragic conflict of some kind.
Agnes Bernauer differs from both Judith and Herodes and 
Mariamne in many respects in the manner of treatment. In it, 
historical events, and especially historical setting, play 
a far more important part and are much more closely inter­
woven with the action, than in either of the other plays.
In these, the conflict arises out of the contact of two 
mutually incompatible natures, and a conflict must have been 
inevitable between them sooner or later, whatever the
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immediate cause* But in Agnes Bernauer, the conflict arises,
not cut of the characters of the persons concerned, hut out
of the varying milieus in which they are placed. In spite
of all her virtues, Agnes is ana remains a bourgeoise,while
Albrecht is heir to the Dukedom of Bavaria before he is a
man and a lover. The conflict therefore arises directly cut
of the historical situation, and Inly a genuine historical
situation could make this comparatively unusual set of
events seem real - an excellent vindication of Grillpar-
1.
zer’s view of the uses of historical material.
while Hebbel was writing Agnes Bernauer, he moved gradu­
ally away from the ideas and feelings which originally in­
spired him. On completing the first act, he had written in 
his diary, "Langst hatte ich die Idee, auch die Bohonheit 
einmal von der tragischen, den Untergang durch sich selbst
bedingenden Beite darzustellen, und die Agnes Bernauerin
2 .
ist dazu, wie gefunaen." The immediate impetus, however, 
was not 30 much Hebbel’a aesire to treat the tragic aspect 
of beauty as his aisapproval of Torring’a Agnes Bernauerin. 
"Wie Hie aie a .B. well en, ist sie ungefahr in aem alten 
Torringschen ychauapiel;" he wrote to Gutzkow; "fertiges 
Verhaltnias gleich zu Anfang und Donner una Blitz folgt 
unmittelbar hinterdrein. Ich kamte dieses ïverk, icn achtete 
T.CfTp730 above.
2 .Tagebucher ed.cit. 30.IX.1851 no.4941 vol.3 p.406.
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es aucn als eine sehr gelungene Ausheutung der hist. Anec­
dote, konnte mich aher mit der Auffassung so wenig hefreun-
den, dass gerade sie mich vorzugsweise mit zu meiner Arheit 
1 .
antrieb.” And towards the end, another factor enterea into
it. "Mir ist bei der srbeit unendlich wohl zu Mu the gewesen
und abermals hat sich’s bei mir bestatigt, was ich freilich
schon oft an mir selbst erfuhr, dass in der Kunst das Kind
den Vater, das werk den Meister, belehrt. Nie habe ich das
Verhaltniss, worin das Individuum zum Btaat steht, so deut-
lich erkannt, wie jetzt, und das ist doch ein grosser Ge*^
2 .
winn.”
The play, rather unfortunately, bears the mark of this 
change in the change of emphasis, which shifts from the per­
sonal problem of Agnes and Albrecht, so quickly settled, the 
hereditary prejudices of caste set aside with such apparent 
ease, to the national problem which faces Ernst as the 
result of his son’s marriage with a commoner. Agnes ceases 
to be a separate personality, and becomes a mere pawn in a 
game with high stakes. Albrecht is forced by destiny into 
the position of a figurehead who is not permitted the luxury 
of personal feelings, in the interests of the country of 
which he must become ruler. It is Ernst who becomes the
1 .TagebÜciier ed.cit. 20.VIIÏ.1853 no.5159 vol.3 pp.443 f. 
2.Ibid24.XlI.l851 no.4982 vol.3 p.413.
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dominant figure of the last scenes, controlling unflinching­
ly^  with typical Hehbelian logic, issues affecting the life 
and death, not only of Agnes, but of all his subjects. In­
stead of being the victim of a vengeful intrigue, with Erast 
arriving upon the scene just too late to prevent her murder, 
as is the case in Torring’s play, Agnes becomes the innocent 
sacrifice which is necessary for the welfare of the great 
majority.
"Aber es ist doch auch entsetzlich, dass sie sterben 
soil, bloss weil sie schon und sittsam war ! ” is Praising’s 
summing up of the situation; but he is ignoring one very 
important fact. The beauty and virtue of Agnes are only con­
tributory factors to the tragedy. Her real executioner is 
the rigid social system of her day, and Hebbel, who in 
Judith and Herodes and Mariamne had largely ignored histor­
ical setting because it cuulu contribute little to^arus the 
aevelopment of the stories, builds up wioh qjeticulous atten­
tion GO uetail, a clear ana convincing picture of a social 
soructure too weak uO bec*r bne strain of an uney^ ual alli­
ance. To recreate tne two worlds which meet ana clash in 
the action, Hebbel relied far more on personal characteris­
tics than on external aetails. The qualities of each class
l.Act IV Scene 4.
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ana its attitude to the other are clearly ahown in the first 
two acta, atress is particularly laid on the virtues of the 
bourgeoisie, the cnaracteristies which make it incessible 
for Agnes to become or to remain anything bjit Albrecht's wife, 
Kaspar Bernauer is not only honest, upright, and inaustrious, 
but he is proud of possessing these qualities and does not 
underrate their value. He is able to withstand calmly the 
thinly disguised taunts of Torring, his references to the 
business of barbering, blood-letting and bone-setting, 
because he knows them to be undeserved; he retains his dig­
nity because he is upheld by the realisation of his own moral 
worth. Agnes resembles him closely, for all their superficial 
differences. She values herself too highly, morally and 
physically, to participate in any action that is not strict­
ly honourable, and her modesty is a form of arrogance. Ho 
wonder that her less fortunate rivals, like Barbara, came 
to dislike her so heartily!
The virtu%of a Torring are not very difiei-ent, a fact 
which perhaps adds to, rather than detracts from,the bitter­
ness of the conflict, while 3rnst and Kaspar resemble each 
other closely in many ways. The knights too are proud, they 
are brave and loyal. They too set a value on themselves, but 
they believe that this value lies in the purity of their 
blood and the rigid observance of a clear-cut code of
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chivalry rather than in industrious application to a chosen 
trade. This feeling at its worst is shown in the pompous 
Bürgermeister, indignant that his social i.nferioro should 
feel entitled to demand independent rignus. Even Torring, 
Albrecnt’s faithful auppor1er, thinks as much of (he differ­
ence of caste as of the safety of the country when faced 
with the possibility of the marriage of Agnes and Albrecht. 
"Die Münohner Linie steht so gut wie auf zwei Augen, und 
wenn es uns nicht gellngt, Albrecht vnn seinem 'ccllen Vor- 
haben abzubringen, so zeugt er Kinder, die nicht einmal den 
uns’rigen ebenbürtig sind? Was wird dann? Bchon jetzt ist 
Baiern in drei Theile zerrissen, wie ein Pfamkuchen, um 
den drei Bung’rige sich schlugen, soil’s ganz zn Grunde
gehenV Und das wird geschehen, wenn wir dies Unglück nicht
1.
verhindern konnen. " But Ernst thinks first ana foremost 
of the welfare of Bavaria. It is not from any feeling of 
superiority that he is opposed to the marriage of Agnes and 
Albrecht, but from the certain knowledge that at least a part 
of the country would refuse to obey a child of Agnes, and 
there would be civil war. With the same thoroughness with 
which Kaspar nernaucr attends to his business, Ernst sets 
about safeguarding the future of Bavaria. When the death 
of the nephew whom Ernst has declared the new hell? leaves 
him only the alternatives between eventual civil war,and
1. Act II Scene 1.
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the death of agass, he orders the latter. His dispassionate : 
arguments in favour of this course are, from the point of 
view of the country, unanswerable, and represent the same 
cola logic with which Kaspar Bernauer faces life. It is a 
pity that the two men ao not meet; they would have under­
stood one another. Ernst's reasoning is so compelling that 
even Albrecht ceases to struggle ana accepts the inevitable: 
that a prince must consider his people before himself. Ernst 
is the undouDtea hero of the second half of the play.
In Judith and Herodes una Mariamne the historical i
element resembles the hand which pushes a button in order 
to start a ship on its journey aown the slipway into the sea. 
Any hand would do, and once the vessel is launched, tne hand 
that started it has no further influence, no further share 
in the conflict between the ship and the sea. But in Agnes 
Bernauer, the historical element is like the sea itself, 
rising silently to claim a vessel lying on the beach, tossing 
it and wrecking it and throwing it up again when it has done 
with it. It is scmething organic, beyona human control, 
carrying away everything that lies in its path.
Laube's ideal of historical drama was, like that of 
Hebbel, basea on the belief that inner probability is more 
important for a historical drama than outward adherence to 
historical fact. "3oil ich mich entschulaigen mit dem ge-
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8chiohtlichen Tatbestande., • 5 Nein. Ion gestatt e wecter anderer
ncch mir solohe Berufung aux gewesene yvirkliohxeit. Bie ist
untergecranet ne Dem aer »/ahrheit, aie im Kunatwerke selb-
1.
standig herrsohen soli. Nevertheless, Laube’s technioal uil 
skill, wnicn enabled him to put nis material into the form 
best suited to the stage, was far greater than his psycho­
logical insight, with the result that his historical plays 
tenu to be unconvincing for two reasons; on account of the 
cnaracters, wno interested him, but wht ao not cariy complete 
conviction because he was unable to make them behave in a 
sufficiently logical manner; and secondly on account of the 
situation, which Laube was able to fit into the dranatic 
frame with considerable skill, out in which he was not suf­
ficiently interested to give it a decisive part in the de­
velopment of the action. The plays, therefore, tend to fall ;6 
between two stools. Although they are intended to be psycho­
logical dramas, they are in fact historical anecdotes padaed 
cut to the dimensions of a full-length play.
It was tne character and not tne situation which usually
attracted Laube in the first place. "In aiesem Tumulte er-
2.
schien mir plotzlich Name und Gestalt Monaldeschis."
T.Struensee, preface. Gesammelte Werlxe eg.cit. vol*24 Dramen 
2 p.143.
2.Ibid.vol.23.Dramên I p.13.
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" Ganz unbeaohtet war mitten unter a en viel en hundert b'tücken,
welohe amtlich meinen Kopf beachaf tigen mils sen, eine Figur
in mir aufgewaonsen, um weldie sich wie von selbst ein alt-
1.
bekannter Btoff zu einem Stuck gruppierte." All Laube’s 
four historical tragedies revolve around one central charac­
ter, - Monaldeschi, struensee, Essex, Montrose. Three of 
these men were royal favourites, and owe their fall, in the 
plays, to the petty intrigues of jealous rivals. Most critics 
seem to consider that Graf Essex is the best of Laube’s plays, 
ana from a purely technical point of view this is probably so. 
But Montrose is the only one of these her--oes who possesses 
the makings of a tragic character. The others are almost 
wholly the victims of misfortune, though Essex bears a slight­
ly larger sbare of the responsibility for his own death than 
Monaldeschi or btruensee. But Montrose is the only one who 
holds the power to decide between his own life ana death, and 
who Chooses death because to choose life would mean the 
denial of everything in which he believed.
Monaldeschi and Struensee resemble each other in mauy 
points. Both heroes are royal favourites, both are doubly 
unpopular because they are foreigners as well as favourites, 
and both are sentenced to death on extremely flimsy grounds.
Y.Graf'^Essex, preface. Ed.cit.volV2ëxDramen 4~ pp. 143 f. "
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Christine, who has put up with so much from Monaldeschi, - 
his attempt to prevent her abdication by force, an attempt • 
to turn Dack the ship on which she is leaving Sweden, his 
endeavours to arrange for her marriage to Karl Gustav,- 
conaemns this man, wnom she has hitherto treated as a kind 
or lapdog to be indulged in every whim, and with whom she 
is not in love, to death, because she finds that he loves 
and is loved by a young girl. Surely this is illogical b e ­
haviour in a woinan who has been depicted as a masculine 
spirit incapable of passion. The death sentence passed on 
Btruensee is hardly more reasonable. Laube had purposely 
changed the existing love affait* between Struensee and 
Queen Mathilde into one that was still in its inception.
King Christian believes that the illicit nature of this 
affair is proved Decause Btruensee talks for some consider­
able time at a masked ball to a lady wearing the costume 
of the Queen. Although this may constitute a breach of Court 
etiquette, it can hardly stand oy itself as proof of any 
more serious charge.
Laube made a number of alterations in the characters 
of both Monaldeschi ana Struensee. Most of the sources 
characterise Monaldeschi as a mere adventurer, purely ■ ; 
and .simply in search of personal gain and power. Laube’s 
Monaldeschi, on the other hand, is mainly characterised
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by a complete absence or distinguishing features. He is 
in one sense an adventurer, rcr it seems to be his search 
for adventure which nas brought him to the court of 
Christine. Cnee there, however, he does not appear to know 
what to do. He spends his time in quarrelling with Malstrom 
and bantinelli, and in dallying with Sylva, apparently 
waiting for fate to take charge of his affairs. When 
Christine decides to abdicate, ne is roused and attempts 
to prevent her from taking this step, - partly because 
he feels that ne is not as likely to find adventure in the 
neighbourhood of an ex-queen as of a reigning one, partly 
because he knows that she will regret it. He spends all 
his time in exile in attempting by intrigues to secure 
Christine’s return. And he owes his death not to these, 
but to his love for Bylva, which he thought would bring him 
salvation. In making him less of a rogue, Laube has deprived 
the character of coherence and backbone, and this without 
any improvement to the plot.
In his preface to Struensee Laube wrote, "Es hat aller-
dings etwas, ich will nicht geradezu sagen, 8 to rend es, aber
doch jbefremdendes, dass der Held einer poli tischen Tragodie
nicht durch die lolitik in erster Linie, sondern durch ein
von Liebe überwallendes Herz in sein Verderben gerissen 
1 •
wird." But this is not what is most disturbing in the
1. Bd.oit.vol.24.Dramen 2 pp.142 f
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play. There is no reason for supposing thc&t politicians are 
less susoeptiiole to love than other men. what is disturbing 
is that a man who has risen by his own efforts to such a 
high position, an achievement which is surely hardly possible 
without the exercise of a certain amount of discretion, 
should be ao wildly indiscreet in an affair that, for the 
Queen’s so&ke if net his own, should have been kept as dar’^k 
as possible. Laube himself rejected the one excuse it would 
nave oeen p os sidle to make when he denied that historical 
accuracy took precedence over dramatic probability.
Btruensee was by no means a successful politician; his 
attempts to improve social conditions culminate in the open 
revolt of the very people he was trying to help. At certain 
epochs of history this conspicuous lack of success might 
easily have been considered sufficient reason foor his death. 
But that his enemies should so quickly become aware of an 
inclination which he himself is only just beginning to 
recognise, that the king, so deeply attached to Struensee, 
should accept such flimsy evidence, these are hardly ade­
quate means towards so serious an end. Laube relied on the
"grossere politische Hacht, welche einer entstehenden
• 1.
Neigung innewohnt vor einer schon bestehenden." But here 
again the alteration had the effect of weakening the plot 
and making it less credible.
1.Struensee ed.cit.preface p.144
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In Graf Essex the course of the action is a great deal
more logical because Laube baseu the character of Essex
on one underlying trait, in contrast to nis treatment of
Btruensee and Monaldeschi. "Der stolze Graf Essex. Sein
1 •
Btclz war’s, der mich zur Behandlung reizte. The part
played by Essex, therefore, follows a much steadier course,
partly also owing to the fact that Laube was acquainted
with the plot of Banks’ Essex as told by Lessing in the
2 .
Hamburgische Dramaturgie, and was guided oy it in writing 
his own play. The intrigues of Nottingham and Cecil cause 
Essex to leave Ireland, in defiance of Elizabeth’s command. 
Her distrust drives him to rebel, and this leads to his 
imprisonment in the Tower. Although his pride forbids him 
to appeal to Elizabeth for mercy, the remorseful Lady 
Nottingham manages to secure Elizabeth’s ring; but her hus­
band prevents her from leaving the Tower and hastens the 
execution. Although intrigue wins the day, Essex does bear 
at least a share of the responsibility for his own death.
He acts in accordance with his character throughout.
The same applies even more forcefully to Montrose.
The plot is not nearly as neat as that of Essex. The person­
al entanglements which make a loyalist diehard the son-in-
l.Graf Essex ed.cit.preface p.144.
2.54. und 55.BtUck.Hamburgische Dramaturgie ed.cit.vol.lO 
pp.? ff.
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law of Cliver Cromwell, the battle between the Hcyalists 
ana the Covenanters, and the general political conflict of 
the time, combine to make a rather complicated and confusing 
pattern. Montrose, however, never loses sight of his ideals 
or his loyalty. Neither his friendship for Hamilton, whom 
he kills in the frenzy of battle, not the discovery that his 
wife is the daughter of Cromwell, affects his decision in 
any way. His loyalty is such that even when it is proved 
that the Btuarts have betrayed him, he chooses to aie rather 
than renounce his allegiance to their cause, though no doubt 
Hamilton’s death also affects his decision. Cne may consider 
him a fanatic for choosing to die in a cause that, in the
play, has been proved unworthy, but he aces at least remain :
j
true to Jaimself and is the only one of laube's heroes to ! 
approach tragic stature.
I
In none of these plays has Laube justified his diver- i 
gence from historical fact by suostituting for it the inner j
j
truth at which he aimed. He aid not make the connection ’
between the characters and the situation in which they find 
themselves sufficiently close, with the result that the plays: 
fail to give the impression of inevitaoility which Laube ■ 
wished them to convey. The characters have several possibil­
ities of action before them, and it is not sufficiently 
clear why they choose one rather than another, why does
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llonaldesoiii remain at tne Swedish ocurt, where he is sc 
manifestly ocred? Why dees Btruensee net behave in a mere 
circumspect manner? Laube has not ce-orainated history and 
drama; they march side by side so closely as tc be con­
tinually tripping each other up, yet not closely enough 
tc be a ole to nelp each other along.
Althou^ these plays of Laube’s were all written after 
he had ceased to be associated with jung-Deutschland, there 
are still a few traces of tne movement to be found in them, - 
for instance in Struensee’s liberal ideas, or in Montrose’s 
insistence on the right of the individual to choose his own 
religion, nut the great ideological ardour which upholds 
•so many J ung-D eut a chla nd châfacters has left only faint 
traces in Laube’s plays.
It will be seen that the common aim of concentrating 
on the study ana development cr character can have a widely * 
differing effect on the treatment of historical material, 
history can be used as a means of illustrating a character 
in all its detail, or it may form the slightest of back­
grounds for it. hut one thing is common to all these plays: 
where the..author has succeeded in creating dramatic illusion, 
he has also automatically created historical illusion, 
whether or not a w  prominence is given to historical events, 
in every case where the characters are presented so convin-
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cingly that it is impossible to conceive of their acting in 
any other way, it is equally impossible to conceive that the 
originals of the characters can in any way have differed 
from them, or that they can have acted in any other way than 
that shown.
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Ohapter Y.
THE 3BALISTIG IBTEHHffiTATION CF HISTORY IB m M A  :
THE VA IK ILLUSION.
dung-Deutschland and Naturalism arose through widely di:& 
ferent causes, the one from the lean years and the other 
from the fat; hut as far as the literary activity of these 
movements goes, the result was in many ways similar. The ad­
herents of hoth wanted to get to grips with the fundamental 
realities of life, and they wanted to reflect life as it is, 
and not life as one would like it to he.
Jung-Reufesohland was, on the whole, a political rather • 
than a literary movement. It was in part a protest against 
the grotesque, over-imaginative products of the Romantic 
school; hut the Jung-Deutschland writers were the heirs of 
the French Revolution, and their aims were directed largely 
towards political ends. Many of its adherents, such as Borne, 
Wienharg, Lauhe, Uutzkow, Mundt or Mosen, if not exclusively 
journalists, were at least -pamphleteers before they were 
poets, while their enthusiasm for the movement lasted. Their 
quickly-surpressea aemands were for freedom of speech and
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Individual liberty. They suffered imprisonment or exile^ 
their writings were banned, only to appear anonygiously 
bearing on the covers the names of non-existent publishers. 
The struggle was snort-lived, but while it lasted, it was 
fiery. Most of the novels and the plays of the time reflect 
the dung-Beutschlana ideals to a greater or lesser extent, 
and nave survived less on account of tneir literary merit 
than as interesting social documents.
Looking back on these turbulent times in the more hope­
ful year of 1848, G-utzkow was able to write, "Per wahre Feind 
des wirklichen Gedeihens der echten historischen Muse 1st die 
Tendenz. Diese, aus Feutschlands unfreien Lust&nden geboren, 
findet literargeschichtlich in ihrem Wirken einst ihre 
Sathetische Berechtigung; dem historischen Drama, das sich 
seit zehn Jahren wieder bei uns zu rühren uno zu regen be- 
gonnen hat, 1st sie nient niitzlich gewesen. Bher hat sie fur 
dies Genre Gleichgültigkeit unu Abspannung befordert. Man
nahm, um für die Gegenwart gewisse Satze zu beweisen, Oharak-
1.
tere der vergangehheit uno entkleidete sie ihrer Naivet&t." 
But Gutzkow's view is not entirely justified. Propaganda 
certainly is, and always has been, the energy of literature. 
But whether the Jung-Deutschland writers would have produced
1.Preface to Wullenweber. K.Gutzkow.Dramatische werke Leipzig 
1862-3 vols.l7and 18 p.222.
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greater literary works if they had not been inspired by 
their political ideals, is open to doubt. For, with the pos­
sible exception of Grabbe and Buchner, these men were not 
endowed with great literary genius. The major writers of the 
time, such as Heine and Hebbel, held aloof from the movement, 
though Heine’s lashing tongue led the officials to believe 
that he was a member of it, so that he was proscribed with 
the rest. Such life and vigour as the Jung-Deutschlana plays 
possess is for the most part to be traced to the revolutiona­
ry feeling which appears in most of tnese works. Discount the 
fervour witn which the "Tenaenz" is expcunoed, and there is 
uncommonly little left but cry facts and a nu#ber of card­
board figures. Political ideals may not be the stuff aramatic 
neroes are made on; but characters roused-to enthusiasm by 
tnem are preferable to characters moribund for lack of any 
interest whatsoever. It may be the wrong sort of life, but 
it is better than no life at all.
The interest of the dung-Peutschlana writers in social 
problems lea them to choose especially such periods of his­
tory for aramatic treatment in which a social conflict was 
actually taking place, or at least to stress the social 
aspect of their subjects. Above all, there was a sueden con­
centration of interest on the common people. For Goethe in 
Egmont or for Schiller in wallenstein. the populace repre-
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sented only a part of the general historical background. For 
Jung-Deutschlana, not only does the populace achieve Im­
portance as tne chief sufferer from the vicissituaes of 
history, but it frequently, as in Pantone Toe, becomes one 
of the chief actors. The eighteenth century saw history 
mainly tnrough the eyes of kings and generals; Jung-Deutsch­
lana sees it mainly througn the eyes of tne people.
Grabbe startea his dramatic career unaer tne ini'luence 
of the Romantic movement, as the titles of his first histo­
rical plays,- Friedrich Baroarossa (1829) ana Kaiser Hein­
rich VI (1830) already inoioate. In his later plays,
Napoleon (1831) and Die Hermannsscnlacht (1836), tne prin­
ciples of Jung-Deutschlana are reflected both in his choice 
and in his treatment of the subject.
In his essay Oeber die ahakspero-Manie. Grabbe dealt
harshly with the English poet and his admirers. Above all,
he criticised the lack of form of the English histories.
"Aber vom Poeten verlange ich, sobald er Historié cramatisch
oarstellt, concentrische una oabei uie Idee aer Geschichte
1.
wieuergebende Behanulung. " This Jie himself tried to carry 
out in Die Hohenstaufen. a projected cycle of which he only 
finished two plays. He showed some skill in giving oramativ
l.G.D.Grabbe.Shmmtliche Vrerke ed.Gottschall 2nd ed. Leipzig 
1875 vol.2 p.397.
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form to material of quite embarrassing proportions. In 
Barbarossa, Grabbe did not attempt to survey the whole of the 
Emperor's reign, but concentrated on his struggle with Henry 
the Lion. The action opens witn tne return of tne Milanese 
to their ruined city, and then passes to tne Roncalian fields 
ana tne defection of Henry the Lion just before the battle 
begins. The play ends witn Barbarossa at tne neight of nis 
power after nehry's defeat, and on the point of concluding 
a profitable alliance between his son ana Constance, heiress i 
of aicily ano Apulia.
Henry tne Lion is shown as sufficiently impetuous to 
make his revolt credible, though tne nature of his exclamat­
ions might lead one to suppose that nis objections to Frede-r 
rick's Ghibelline traits were a routine matter of duty rather 
than the outcome of his personal inclinations. He seems to 
search for affronts rather more assiduously than his friend­
ship with Frederick would seem to justify. Both Henry and 
Frederick are to some extent throwbacks to tne Sturm nrc 
Drang heroes of naif a century before, - passionate,quixotic, 
a little childish in their unruliness, and likeable for their 
childish rather than for their masculine qualities. But their 
impulsive actions are in keeping with their temperament,which 
explains their behaviour more satisfactorily than a more 
stable mentality would have done.
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Grabbe included only the salient points necessary to 
the development of the action, - the defeat of Frederick 
owing to Henry the Lion's withdrawal, his decision to make 
peace witn tne fope in person, tne interview witn tne Pope, 
tne peace whicn enables Frederick to return to Germany with­
out fear of an attack from the rear, the tournament at which 
Henry fails ,to answer the sumcns, the cattle, the victory, 
ana Freaerick in his glory. Although botn battles are por­
trayed, tne unstageable parts take place benind the scenes, 
in contrast to Graobe's later methods. There are no real 
crowd scenes, tncugn in the persons of Wilhelm and Landolph, 
faithful followers of Henry the Lion, Grabbe already gives 
proof of his skill in the sympathetic treatment of the 
"little man" .
kaiser Heinricn VI.. too, is fairly compact in struc­
ture, though more discursive than its predecessor. There 
are three almost independent plots, - the struggle between 
Henry VI and Henry the Lion, the struggle between Henry VI 
and Tancrea for the throne of Sicily, and the adventures of 
Richard Coeur de Lion from the time of his shipwreck at 
Trieste to his eventual release in exchange for a heavy 
ransom. It is difficult to see why Grabbe included the 
Richard episodes at all, unless it was that he could not 
resist the humour latent in them. They add little tfc the
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action, apart from giving a further example of Henry's greed,i 
already demonstrated in other directions. But in spite of 
its lack of unity of action, the play is held together by 
the central figure of Henry VI. Grabbe made no attempt to 
show him as anything but ambitious, hard, cruel, and grasp­
ing, tnough these qualities are to some extent reseemea by 
a not very subtle sense of humour. The play encompasses the 
whole of his brief reign from the time that Frederick's body 
is brought back rrom the Crusade to his own sudden death.
Grabbe showed a great liking for hi.itorical pageantry 
in these plays, in which he included battles, the diet of 
Hagenau, and the tournament at Mainz,. There are, too, colxntr- 
ful descriptions of landscape, - the nostalgic reminiscen­
ces of the German army in Italy in Barbarossa. descriptions 
of Sicily in Heinrich VI. The effect is one of teeming life, 
of people making their own destinies. The plays are no Monday 
hash of Sunday's history books.
Grabbe already showed a tendency in kaiser Heinrich VI. 
to switch rapidly from one scene to another, passing under
review each set of people who are affected by the action.
%
This characteristic heccmes very marked in hcch Kapcleon 
and Die Hermannsschlacht* Here there is no longer even an 
attempt to create a concentric dramatic action* In Napoleon 
G-rahhe rapidly surveys the whole of the course of events
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from the time that Napoleon leaves Elba to the end of the 1 
battle of .Waterloo in a series of swift and brilliant sket­
ches, full of life and robust humour, in which the titular 
hero appears no oftener than the minor characters. He fol­
lowed closely the account given by Fleury de Chaboulon both
of the course of events ana of the social conditions.of the 
1.
time. The picture is both vivid and complete, but, from 
the point of view of dramatic presentation, useless. On 
what stage is there any hope of snowing the battle of Water-; 
loo, complete with cavalry charges and heads and feet being 
blown off before the very eyes of the audience? A century 
later the play would have made an admirable cinematographic 
script; many scenario writers to-day are far more hampered 
by dramatic technique than was Grabbe in this play. He in­
cludes representatives of every community affected by 
Napoleon's return. In a lively crowd scene at the beginning, 
he introduces the common people,to whom Napoleon was a hero, 
some of the old grenadiers, to whom he was a god, the degen­
erate aristocrats who fled to England during the revolution 
and now return to lament the good old days and, incidentally, 
to annexe all the high offices. Then the spotlight shifts 
to the weakly royal family, among whom the Duchess of 
Angoulême is "the only Bourbon who deserves to wear trousers';
i.Fleury ue ühabouion.Mânoirëa pour servir à i'uiaooire ue la 
vie privée, au retour et au reghe ae l'Empereur Napoléon en 
1815.London lbl9-20ï
tJaen to El'ba, where Napoleon dreams of retiming to France. 
A 3 uhe a colon continues, its development is conveyed to the 
reader ohrougn ohe medium of the various classes in turn. 
Napoleon*» return 1» fir»t announced hy a Bonapartist youth, 
who tells it to his sweetheart in her uncle’s garden. The 
reactionary Jouve reflects the renascence of revol’utionaty 
feeling and the threat of a new reign of terror. Fouchë 
tells Carnot of Napoleon’s progress since he lanaed in 
France. The complete story is broken up into a number of 
small sections as though by a kaleidoscope. The many charac­
ters are abandoned with as little ceremony as that with 
which they are picked up. Skilful , as G-rabbe is in,sketching 
them in with a few bold strokes, tney are not important to 
him as individuals; he is using them as representatives of 
their class and as the mirror of a great movement.
The same techniy_ue, developed even further, is used in 
Die Hermanns3chlacht. This play is not even divided into 
acts and scenes. After seven short introductory scenes, 
which Show the Homan oppression, the Cerxran hatred of it, 
and indicate Hermann’s plan, the remainder of the play is 
divided into the three "days" and "nights" of the battle.
In spite of the vastness of the armies, insults are con­
tinually bandied to and fro, and a conversation among the 
soldiers of one army is nearly always interrupted either
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oy an enemy's gibe or by an attack which urings one or more 
of tne enemy on the scene, so that the course of events is 
rather difficult to follow. Tne play ends with a change of 
scene to Home where the dying Augustus Gaesar learns of the 
loss of his legions, and takes-the opportunity of prophesy­
ing the coming of Christianity, a rather unexpected turn of 
events. As might be expected of a play of which half is de­
voted to the presentation of a battle. Die riennannsschlacht 
has a far more epic quality than even Napoleon.Both plays 
show the same rather wild ejaculatory language which was al­
ready a feature of Die rionenstaufen. Both plays lay stress 
on the liberty of a nation and on the state of tne people, 
whereas in Die Hohenstaufen. with another echo of the Sturm 
und Drang period, Grabbe was concerned more' with the indivi­
dual than with the multitude.
Büohner's Dantons Tod resembles Grabbe's Napoleon in the 
importance given to the crowd scenes, and in the interest 
shown in the social aspect of the subject. But although back­
ground and language are similar, there is no resemblance of 
technique.
Cantons Tod was to a great extent shaped by Buchner's 
view of history. "Ich studirte aie Geschichte der Revolution. 
Ich funite miwh wie zernichtet unter dem grasslichen Fata- 
lismus der Geschichte. Ich finde in der lienschennatur eine
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entsetzliche aleiohheit, in den menschliohen Verhaltnissen
eine unabwendbare Gewalt, Allen und Keinem verliehen. Der
Einzelne nur Sohaum auf der Y.'elle, die Grosse ein blesser Zu-
fall, die Herrsohaft des Genies ein Puppenspiel, ein lacher-
liahes Bingen gegen ein ehernes Gesetz, es zu erkennen das
1 .
Hoohste, es zu beherrschen unmoglich." This fatalism 
which 30 overwhelmed Buchner, is reflected in the character 
of Danton. He is a passive hero, and the play represents 
not so much a dramatic conflict between Danton and Robes­
pierre as the dramatic contrast of these two men. For the 
issue is already decided before the play begins. Danton 
does not die because he has failed to foresee the coming 
changes in the political situation, or because he is in­
capable of defending himself. He dies because he realises 
that it is a complete waste of effort to struggle against 
one’s fate. In the first scene of the play, as he leaves 
the card table, he prophesies that the Revolution will still 
demand many more blood sacrifices. He is warned time and 
again that he is in danger. Hut he knows that it is useless, 
that there cah be no escape.
Here too lies the explanation for the passion with
which Danton throws himself into the pursuit of pleasure.
r.An~Tie Braut.Hriefe.Giessem 183?;.G.Büchner.Sammtliclie l er- 
ke und^  handschriftTicher Nachlass ed .Franzos,Frankfurt a,/M. 
îSYÔ. pp.371 f .
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It is not a case of debauchery for debauchery’s sake, 
although no acuot he aerives a certain amount of amusement 
from these activities; it is an effort to forget the futility 
of a life in which one’s course is mapped out oy rate. Danton 
has, according to Büchner’s theory, reachea the highest stage 
of human development oecause he naa realised that it is mere­
ly ludicrous to try to struggle against one’s lot. Robes­
pierre, on the other hand, with his cold fanaticism and 
vicious virtue, believes that he is the master of his own 
destiny, and that he is achieving something on his own 
account. But the audience knows perfectly well that he like 
the rest is only a puppet on a string, kicking and gesticul­
ating according to the whims of a higher power. The crowd 
scenes too are coloured by Büchner’s fatalism. Underneath 
the coarse jests and ready wit of the people lies the same 
knowledge of their own helplessness. Nothing can really 
alleviate the poverty and wretchedness and misery, under the 
Revolution they are as badly off as they were before. The 
savagery unleashed oy the Revolution is not sc much an at% 
tempt to improve matters as a kind of automatic reflex action, 
Drought oh oy the excess of despair.
Büchner wished to reproduce the historical situation 
as exactly as possible, though he expected that his own 
family at any rate would be shocked oy this. "Im Fall es 
^as Drama Dantons Tod"j euch zu Gesicht kcnmt, bitte ich euch,
—2 0 6 ‘
bei eurer Beurtheilung vcrerst zu bedenken, dass ich aer
Geschicnte treu bleioen und die Planner der 'Hevcluticn geoen
musste, wie sie waren: olutig, liederlich, energisch und
zynisch. Ich betrachte mein Drama wie ein geschicntliches
1 .
Gemalde, das seinem Original gleichen muss." But apparent­
ly the pretests were even greater than he anticipated, for 
he wrote again to explain himself in greater detail. "Was 
übrigens die sogenannte Unsittlichkeit meines Buchs angeht, 
sc habe ich Fclgendes zu antworten: der aramatisohe Dichter 
ist in meinen Augen nichts, aIs ein Geschichtschreiber, stehl 
aber über Letzterem daaurch, dass er uns die Geschichte zum 
zweiten Mai erschafft und uns gleich unmittelbar, statt eine 
trcckne Erzahlung zu geoen, in das Leben einer heit hinein- 
versetzt, una statt Oharakteristiken Charaktere una statt 
Beschreibungen Gestalten gibt. Beine Hochste Aufgabe ist, 
der Geschichte, wie aie sich wirklich begeben, so nahe als 
moglich 6U kommen. Sein Buch darf weder sittlicher noch un- 
sittlicher sein, als aie Geschichte selbst; aber die Ge- 
schichte ist vom lieben Hergott nicht zu einer Lectüre für 
junge Frauenzimmer geschaffen warden, und da ist es'mir auch 
nicht ubel zu nehmen, wenn mein Drama ebenscwenig dazu ge-
eignet ist. Ich kann doch aus einem Danton una aen Banditen
2.
der Revolution nicht Tugenahelaen machen»" j
T.An die Famille, atras^burg 5'.VTI.l635. Briefe ed.oit.-
p.347   1
2 .Am ale Famille .at rasa purg 28.A.II .l855.Briefe ea.cit.p.354. ]
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Far from disguising any unpleasant facts, Büchner does 
indeed treat his subject with the utmost realism. He stresses 
the despairing cynicism of Doth leaders and mob. The histor­
ical facts, too, are marshalled into the dramatic structure 
with surprising ease. The mutual antipathy, personal as well 
as ideological, between Danton and Robespierre is stressed 
rrom one oeginning. The intrigues leading to the arrest of 
Danton ana nis friends, and the stratagems by means of which 
they are finally condemned, are interspersed with vivid 
crowd scenes which depict the uackground of the time and 
explain the events by showing the conditions which alone 
make them possible. Buchner uses many of the historical 
sayings ana speeches of his characters, but it is not these 
which are responsible for the feeling that‘these are real 
human beings ana real events which is conveyeu by uhe play; 
this is caused rather oy the sensation of impending uoom, 
or the inevitaDility of fate, which is again to be traced 
to Bücnner’s attitude to history. The psychology of his 
characters anu his interpretation of the facts both depend 
on his desire for historical accuracy, which, taken in con­
junction with the horrors of the Revolution, created in 
Bücnner nis theory of fatalism.,'a theory which he might 
not have formed had he chanceo to stuay a more peaceful epoch 
The tense outward action disguises the fact that the isaue
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ia ueciuea oefcre tne play opena; but nothing can uisgalse 
the vigour of this play, whether of language, character, 
or opinions. It ia one of the few Jung-Deutschland plays 
which is not "dated" as the result of its political opinions, 
and is as alive to-day as when it was written.
The remaining historical dramas of Jung-Deutschlana
!
contribute little to the problem of the aramatic treatment 
of history. These plays, such as Michael Beer's Btruensee 
(1828) Gutzkow's Patkul (1840) or Philipp und Perez (i853), 
Julius Mosen's. Don Johann von Cesterreich (1845) or 
(1842), Prutz'3 Moritz von Sachsen (1844) or Karl von Bour­
bon (1845), tenu co oepict a niatorical episode ratner yhan 
an epoch or c great personage, tnough Gâtzkow in Pugatachew 
(1845) set his plot against a w.iaer background. None of 
these plays shows any startling originality; but all of them 
are illuminated by one tiny flame; the liberty of the people 
or of the individual plays at least a small part in them all. 
In Philipp uno Perez. Don Johann von cesterreich. Eerzog 
Bernhard, and Moritz von Sachsen it is the religious liberty 
of the people which is stressed ; in Struensee and Pugatschew 
the improvement of social conaitions is the underlying aim; 
in Patkul and Karl von Bourbon the vinaication of individual 
liberty is the issue involved in the plot. There cannot, 
therefore, be much doubt about the motives which inspired
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the writers of these plays; but, contrary to Gutzkow’s 
assumption, it is the enthusiasm for liberty which gives 
them at least some appearance of life, ana not their pro- 
pa gana ist tenaencies which prevent them from being great.
Tne Naturalist movement too was by no means free from 
propaganda, though in this case it was a question of social 
equality more than of political liberty. The movement arose 
as a reaction against the smugness which took hola of 
Germany as the result of its increasing prosperity and the 
triumph of the Franco-Prussian war.The adherents of Natural­
ism looked beneath the complacent surface and found there 
disease ana cori'uption and social abuses. Like so many 
young generations, it set about depriving its mistaken 
elders or their rosy outlook and establishing its own phil­
osophy of life in its place.
Partly under the influence of Ibsen, ana partly in 
reaction against their predecessors, the Naturalists con­
centrated mainly on social subjects, and historical drama 
hardly came within its scope at all. Hauptmann’s Florian 
Geyer is the only real Natutalist historical drama, since 
Karl Bleibtreu hotly resented any association of his name 
with the movement, and Hermann Bahr, who in the course of 
his volatile career at one time came under the influence of 
Naturalism, wrote only one historical comedy.
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Indeeo, the Naturalist theories are difficult to re­
concile with drama of any kina. This incompatibility rests 
partly on the position in which the Naturalists saw humanity 
in relation to the universe. They were struck, as Büchner 
w%s half a century before, by the unjustness of man to man, 
and from this it was only a step to the convintion of the 
futility of all human endeavour. They saw man as a being 
subject to a number of external influences, such as environ­
ment and heredity, which are entirely beyond his control or 
comprehension, a passive creature entanglea in the machinery 
of a vast organism. If he struggles to free himself he is 
only drawn the deeper into its maw, and even as he struggles 
he is aware of the hopelessness of his situation. There is 
generally little question of a dramatic conflict; only a 
series of weakening struggles like those of a butterfly 
impaled on a pin. The characters have little heroic great­
ness, they are rather pathetic ana pitiable. This type of 
character is even more difficult to present convincingly 
in historical drama than in any other kind or drama. History 
is the story of a series of actions, and its great figures 
are for the most part the Coers of deeds. Even the most 
patient martyr that ever allowed himself to be led to his 
death must have exhibited some positive quality in order to 
have attracted the attention of Homans or Inquisitors. But
•2 li­
the oharaoters of Naturalist drama not only do nothing, they 
rarely believe in anything sufficiently to have any purpose 
or interest in life. It is a proof of Hauptmann’s dramatic 
skill that his characters, whatever they may have seemed 
before, appear truly great, and rise superior to their fate, 
at the moment at which they accept death, and in this as 
in other ways he showed himself to be independent of and 
greater than the other adherents of the Naturalist school.
But even in Hauptmann’s hands these characters are not al­
ways convincing.
The second characteristic of the Naturalist writers 
which was not altogether easy to reconcile with the nature 
of drama was their desire to abolish all stage conventions - 
an ambition which could only be completely achieved by 
abolishing the stage altogether, since it is in itself only 
a convention. However, in their anxiety to approximate as 
nearly as possible to actuality, they concentrated on twi> 
aspects. They attempted to show human beings speaking as 
they do in real life, in broken snatches and illogical half- 
sentences, made clear oy the accompanying gestures. Secondly, 
they at treating every theme from the point of view
of the participants in it, deliberately attempting to rid 
the mind of such foreknowledge of the future as is essential 
to the construction of a plot. This again causes a number
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of cliffioulties. For the dramatist, the creation of a chain 
of cause and effect is perhaps the most important factor by- 
means of wnich he can prove to his audience the inevitability 
of the action. But of course the Naturalists cid not want 
the action to appear inevitaDle. They wanted to snow it as 
the result of the freakish twists given to the strings of 
our destiny by whatever superior person holds them in his 
hands. But by sacrificing the appearance of inevitability, 
they also sacrificed something more important - the means 
of convincing the audience that there is any justification 
whatsoever for the course of the play. As soon as the chain- 
ing-up or events is omitted, the auaience will ask why this 
thing snoulo happen in this way at this particular time when 
there is no reason for it. Ana unless the dramatist can 
supply the answer they will go away unsatisfied. The work 
of any artist is only made possible by the fact that, before 
starting, he is in possession of all the essentials which 
the finished work will contain. In no other way can he make 
sure of giving it the most perfect form that he is capable 
of giving it. Further, it is impossible, however hard anyone 
may try, to erase deliberately from memory the ending of an 
action which must, consciously or unconsciously, cilour its 
conception of its beginning.
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Hauptmann ûiü not put all these theories into practice 
in his plays, and some of these, such as Tor Bonnenauf^ang, 
are unaffected by those theories which concern the actual 
structure of the play. In Florian Geyer. however, the in­
fluence of Naturalism'is strongly marked.
In Die Weber (1892), Hauptmann had already written a play
I
which lias some claim to he ranked as a historical drama in 
so far as its action takes place some half a century before 
the dajla at which it was wri*uten. But Hauptmann was con­
cerned only with the social and not with the historical 
significance of the story. It is not merely that he used 
fictitious characters to illustrate the historical events; 
but ne was interested in the conditions responsible for 
these events far more than in their later repercussions.
The misery of tne weavers, the starvation and filth which 
were their fate, their exploitation oy the wealthy manufactu­
rers - this is the subject of the play. The fact that the 
weavers aid indeed revolt as the result of these conditions 
at a certiain date ana a certain place is of little tmportanco 
What mattered to Hauptmann was that social abuses of this 
kind did still exist, and tne play was intended not so much 
for a historical portrait as for an indictment of the capit­
alist enemies of tne proletariat. It is a social drama, and 
the date of the action and its wider significance are compar-
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atively unimportant.
ir Die Weber is a social arama with a historical oack-
grounci, tnen Florian Geyer (1895) is a historical drama with
a social background. A certain flutter was caused in the
Hauptmann circle when it first became known that ne was
embarking on a historical drama; it was feared that he was
1 •
^oing over to tne phi lis tines of the IVilaenoruch faction.
But these fears were groundless, for Hauptmann treated nis 
material strictly according to Naturalistic mathoas.
Florian Geyer represents an attempt to re-create a part 
of the Peasants’ War exactly as it happened from the point 
of view of the participants in it. Hauptmann was anxious 
to make as few alterations as possible in his material.
He did, however, nave to make a few: Geyer* dies in Grumbach’^s 
castle instead of on the battlefield, and the date of one 
or two of the events is changea by a few days, bjit other­
wise the events of the time are reported faithfully. Report­
ed, because apart from Geyer’s death, none of tnem takes 
place on the stage. There is much discussion by both sides 
of the course it is advisable to follow, there are lengthy 
post-mortems on past disasters, but there is hardly any 
action in the accepted sense of the word. There is constant
iT 1 .Bchlenther .Gerhart Hauptmann.Berli n 4 89^1 pVi ftQ.
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talk of the great deeds achieved oy Geyer, waioh are diffi­
cult to reconcile with the laissez-faire attitude he main­
tains all through the play. Even his death is only an 
episode, representative of the events of the time, but of 
little individual importance. The misery of the peasants, 
of which there is so much talk, only flickers across the 
stage on three occasions. The most vivid picture is perhaps 
that reflectea in the "Zwolf Artikel" read by Gilgenessig 
in the Prologue. In the third act there appears a peasant 
youth blinded at Eitzingen. The fifth act contains the spec 
tacle, more ludicrous than moving, or a miserable handful 
of captured peasants butchered to make a nobleman’s holiday 
Hauptmann substituted words for feelings, appearances for 
realities. Here and there a genuine human‘emotion breaks 
through, almost in spite of him, - inlJarei’s feelings for 
Geyer, in the loyalty of Ibffelholz, - only to be imme­
diately swamped by the flood of words. The division of 
the play into a prologue and five acts appears arbitrary, 
since tne plot has no form to speak of. The series of 
struggles, which culminate in the death of Florian Geyer 
might just as well lead to some other end. Indeed, the 
death of Florian Geyer can hardly be said to represent an 
end at all, since the conflict of which it is the result 
is not resolved by it. The effect of the play is the
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two-aimensional one of the cinema news-reel. Innumerable 
people (the cast consists of over seventy cnaracters) who 
frequently hold the stage only for a moment, drift past like 
casual passers-by in a crowded street; where they come from 
or where they are going no one quite knows. There is little 
aim and less unity in the structure of the play.
The atmosphere of despair, of hopelessness, of general 
chaos, however, is extremely realistic. It is created in 
the first place by the general pointlessness of all that 
happens, and emphasised oy the curious, heavy, semi-archaic 
language which the characters use. Together these two 
elements form a thundery background which suggests some­
thing of the passions that smoulder below the surface, 
althougn Hauptmann does not bring them out-.
Karl Bleibtreu disliked having nis name coupled with
that of the Naturalist movement. "Ich werae von jetzt ab
jede Presskanaille gerichtlich belangen. die mich in 7er-
bindung mit dieser angeblicnen " Schule" j^i .e .Naturalismus]
setzt, da die Absicht der Beleidigung bei dieser Betonung
eine8 imaginaren Jüngstdeutschlana zur Eviaenz vcr aem
1.
Hichtei" bewiesen werden kann." Among German historical 
dramatists he admireu Grabbe especially, pointing out the
1.K.Bleibtreu Der Kampf urn's Pasein der literatur.Leipzig 
1888.Preface p.VI.
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Gcntrast between him and Gerhart Hauptmann. "Er tiftelte
nicht mcsaikartig kleinliche Aüge zusammen, wie Hauptmanns
1 .
trostlose Ohrcnik vcn Florian Geyer." He had very decided
views on historical drama. "Das histcrische Drama braucnt
einen Helden, der hand elnd Massen beherrscht, es braucht
einen Dichter von selber imperatorischer üder, um den Helden
2.
aus dem Milieu emporwachsend darüberzustellen." Bleibtreu 
had no difficulty in believing that he himself had the 
qualities necessary to enable him to deal with such a power­
ful hero as Nap^oleon or Danton.
He was not altogether unaffected by the Naturalist 
theories, in spite of his objections to the movement, in 
so far as he wanted to reproduce historical facts with com­
plete accuracy and in sober every-day language, but he 
wanted to do this strictly within the limits of the dramatic 
framework. This, when the subject chosen is the career of 
Napoleon, the French Hevolution, or the English Civil 'War, 
becomes rather a difficult task. In Schicksal the first 
three acts have dramatic unity. They show the rapid rise 
of Napoleon, with Josephine's help, from the time that he, 
a discharged officer, first meets her, until she obtains
i.Die Veri'ohung der Literatur. Bin Beitrag zur Haunt- und 
Sude'rmânnerei.Berlin 1Ô03 p.76.
2.Ibid.
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for him the command of the armies in Italy. These acts 
would make a complete play in themselves. Unfortunately, 
Bleibtreu added a fourth and a fifth act, leaving between
third and the fourth a gap of thirteen years (1796-1809).
Mat. K, SiAc. ^ I V**  ^V * S ' .
There is practically no explanation of the events which take '
the
CLn.1
place between his departure for Italy ana his divorce of 
Josephine, or of those between his decision to invade Hussia 
and his final exile. It is impossible that the unity of the 
play should not be destroyed by the omission of so much that 
is vital to the story of Napoleon's life.
The problem presented by aeltgericht was even greater, 
and Bleibtreu attempted to solve it by showing the effect 
of the events of the Hevolution on a relatively small group 
of people. In the first act, news of the progress of the 
storming of the Tuileries comes to a tavern near-by through 
various revolutionaries; a captured aristocrat and his 
daughter are brought in. Bimilarly other important events 
are made known through the discussions of the charaotera 
affected by them. It is, in fact, the technique of Florian 
Geyer, although liiieltgericht has more form and at least a 
vociferous vigour. Nevertheless, this indirect reflection 
of such stirring events is not entirely satisfactory. The 
energy of the revolutionaries degenerates into mere obscen­
ity and blood-lust, while Buchner's Dantons Tod. for example.
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üoea oonvey the sense of a more elemental force. '
In Ein Faust der That, Bleihtreu came nearest to solving 
his prohlem, since the play contains at least the elements 
of a dramatic conflict - that "between Cromwell and Charles I, 
although even so it is a conflict more of diplomacy than of 
character. Here again the action is almost entirely reported, 
and the length of the play is due not only to the intricacies 
of the plot, which moves to and fro "between the various 
headq^uarters of the army,and the different castles in which 
Charles is imprisoned, hut also to the Houndhead habit of 
lengthy biblical quotation on every suitable and unsuitable 
occasion. For no conceivable dramatic purpose John Milton 
is introduced into the lest act, apparently only in order to 
reassure Cromwell about his mission on earth.
Par from rising heroically above the masses, Bleibtreu’s 
heroes are both prosy and tedious. They do, however, resemble 
the author of their being in so far as they are addicted to 
lengthy speeches in which they indulge both in self-justi- 
fication and in self-praise. Bleibtreu has brought out all 
the worst in his characters and very little of the good - a 
not uncommon consequence of the desire not to harbour 
romantic delusions about the past. Particular though he is 
that tneir utterances and costumes should be historically 
accurate, there is little originality in his manner of
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dramatic treatment.
There are, then, certain similarities between the 
historical cramas of Jung-Deutschland and those of natura­
lism, quite apart from such striking parallelisms as those 
of Jantons Tod and Plorian G-eyer. The writers of boÿh move­
ments wanted to get at-the solid, unsentimental truth 
concerning historical facts, anc both were concerned with 
the masses as much, if not more, than with individuals.
Both liked to fill the dramatic canvas with broad sweeps of 
the nistorical kaska brush, as in Orabbe's Napoleon or 
Bleibtreu's aeltaericht. But one thing emerges from all 
these plays: historical accuracy in itself is not enough 
to make the plays convincing. Those that are the most satis­
fying, such as gantons Too, score because of their dramati® 
more than because of their nistorical qualities. The know­
ledge that in Sohicksal Napoleon repeats auout Terther all 
that he is known to have said or thought about it in real 
life aces not alter the effect of the play by one jot. :
Most people are tolerably well acquainted with the events 
which take place between the third ana fourth acts of 8chick- 
sal, but their ability to fill this gap for themselves does 
not give the play unity. The illusion of history is a vain 
illusion if dramatic illusion is sacrificed;if the characters 
do not appear "real", then no amount of accurate historical 
information can compensate for this fact. :
ac'EJiuaiGN.
The immense number of the historioal dramas written in . 
the nineteenth century is sufficient inciaation that the era- 
matists of this time found historical material extremely 
stimulating# a s  has been seen, they used it in many different 
ways for as many different reasons, ana the seed sown in 
the eignteenth century bore a rich ana variegated harvest, 
dome dramatists were intrigued by interesting personages or 
situations, ana tempted to make them live again or to inter­
pret them anew; some found in history iaeas which they con­
sidered worth expressing, or a means for the exposition of 
ideas of their own, with the result that historical drama 
became the vehicle for aesthetic, idealistic, patriotic or 
purely rational ideas of all kinds; and some, like their 
forerunners of the eighteenth century, merely found in his­
tory a heaven-sent compendium of plots.
The variety of the historical dramas of the nineteenth 
century is in itself a deterrent to any attempt to establish 
any fundamental principles underlying this genre, or to draw 
any oefinite conclusion regarding its nature. The only thing 
they have in common is that all are based on historical
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material. But even so, it is open to cioubt whether all plays 
introbucing historical characters and using or mentioning 
historical facts, can legitimately claim to be historical 
dramas. There is, for instance, a group of plays, such as 
Butzkow's Zopf und Schwert or Laube's konigsleutnant, mostly 
comedies, dealing with the family life or private affairs 
of well-known personages. In these plays, the historical 
situation plays little part, although usually the discrepancji 
between the high station of the characters ana the ludicrous 
or embarrassing situations in which they find themselves is 
an additional source of amusement. These are mere anecdotes, 
in which the historioal element provides a little extra 
seasoning, but is of no intrinsic importance. It seems 
justifiable not to put these plays into the'same category 
as those which use historical material both more seriously 
and more extensively.
The degree to which dramatists used historical material 
varies enormously. Cn the one hand, Hebbel in Herodes und 
Mariamne uses only a bare outline of historical fact to 
provide the framework for an intense emotional conflict.
Cn the other, Grillparzer in EQnig Ottokars Glück und Bnde 
uses an immense amount of historical detail as a means of 
obtaining historical and dramatic effects. It is not so 
much the quantity of historical facts used which makes a
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drama historioeil, as the way in which they are used. In the 
most successful historical dramas, historical events over 
which the characters have no control play a decisive part 
in the action, dome times, as in A^nes Bernauer, the status 
of the characters turns what might otherwise be only an 
unfortunate occurrence into a tragic catastrophe. Sometimes, 
as in Ottokars Grldcjs: und Bnde, the historical situation 
gives a tragic outcome to a onain of events which might 
otherwise have enaea happily# dometimes, as in Herodes und / 
Mariamne, some major historical crisis, strikmng out of 
the blue, seta the whole action in motion. Sometimes, as in 
Pantons Tod, history appears as a Leviathan, crushing all 
ana sundry beneath its giant weight, But always tnere is 
a close link between the historical and the dramatic situ­
ation.
The experience of the i9th century shows that those 
dramatists who thought* that history would provide them with 
ready-made plots did not find all their problems solved for 
them, since the use of historical material adds consider­
ably to ’cne difficulties that face every dramatist. The 
historical dramatist has not only to make a situation ana 
characters come to life, but he has also to see that there 
is some sort of correspondence between the original and 
the counterpart. If the historioal characters are not
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recognisable, then there is no point in his using history 
as a source; if he does not make them live, he has failed 
in his task as a dramatist. He has to maintain a very 
delicate balance between human and historical qualities.
secondly, the historical dramatist is facea with the 
almost inevitable difficulty of adapting the large-scale 
events of history for a small stage, ana of finding a con­
vincing way of conveying to the auaience the events which 
it is impossible to show aireotly. Many aramatists, of. 
course, aeliberately ignores this problem, especially those 
of the Homantic school, while Grabbe in Napoleon shows a 
battle which has an intensely dramatic effect when read; ■ 
but which it woula be wholly impossible to stage. However, 
since it is the ambition of most dramatists to see their 
plays performed, it is not possible to ignore these con­
siderations entirely. But it is obvious that a dramatist 
witn the flair for choosing the most suitable material 
can save himself a great deal of trouble. Many subjects, 
interesting though they may be in themselves, are entirely 
lacking in dramatic qualities, and nothing illustrates 
this better than the history, of the Hohenstauren emperors. 
Most of the dramatists who chose to treat either the whole 
or a part of this period apparently did so because they 
considered it a highlight of German history, and as such
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especially suitable material. How, as Hettner pointed out, 
any cycle which aims at embracing an epoch in its entirety 
is ipao facto doomed to failure, since history is not so 
obliging as to adorn itself with tense dramatic climaxes 
at sufficiently régulât intervals. This period is not with­
out its dramatic moments, as Grabbe proved; but the major­
ity of poets confused national interest with dramatic 
suitability and as a result found themselves faced with the 
task of adapting historical material so unwieldy and so 
undramatic, tnat even a Grillparzer could hardly have hoped 
to reduce it to the necessary size and shape. The history 
of Konradin especially showed itself to be a snare and a 
delusion; his story is indeed pathetic in the extreme, but 
his role is such a passive one that there is no means of 
endowing him with the stature essential for a tragic hero. 
Many dramatists, therefore, failed not so much on account 
of an inadequate technique as because of their inability 
to distinguish between subjects of an inherently epic or 
dramatic nature.
Not only skill in the choice of the material as a 
whole, but skill in determining where to take up the story 
and to what point to continue it can be of great importance 
Thus Pantons Tod presents just as complete and a much more 
vivid picture of the French revolution than Weltgericht.
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althcugb. Bücnner takes up the story only a short time 
before Panton's arrest, while Bleibtreu starts as early 
as the storming of the Tuileries. But Büchner, by not over­
crowding his canvas with mere facts, has enough space to 
convey his impression by dramatic means, by characterisation 
and the creation of atmosphere. Bleibtreu, on the other hand, 
is so concerned to crowd in as many of the events of the 
revolution as,possible that he has little time or space 
for anything else. In fact, it would seem that it is more 
important for the dramatist to know what to leave out than 
to know what to put in. In order to create historical 
illusion, the dramatist has to be able to select the signif­
icant facts which are most illustrative and representative 
of the whole course of events; and how few it is necessary 
to use when the writer is capable of making them the basis 
for a tense emotional conflict is seen in Hebbel's plays.
Cn the other hand, a superlative craftsman like Grillparzer 
can dovetail an immensity of illustrative detail into the 
action, without in any way destroying the econoaiy of the 
play.
There arises, too, the question of the alteration of 
historical facts. Here the observation already made by 
d.E.Bchlegel is borne cut, that it does not matter what 
or how much the dramatist alters, provided that the audience 
does not notice it. Any obvious alteration,that is, any
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alteration sufficiently out of tune with, what is generally 
known of the period or characters shown, or any alteration 
insufficiently motivated by the course of the action, has th« 
effect of breaking the dramatic illusion by setting free 
the conscious mind of the spectators, which should be 'bee 
absorbed by the action. All historical considerations apart, 
therefore, there is an important dramatic reason for a 
correspondence between the impression made by the histor­
ical facts and that left by the historical drama.
It is almost an inherent quality of historical drama 
that its Chief characters should be men and women who 
have done exceptional things or hold positions of authority, 
since history is largely concerned with these. This bears 
out Grillparzer's belief that the chief use of historical 
material is to leno verisimilitude to an otherwise uncon­
vincing narrative. It is certainly true that one might find 
it difficult to believe in the actions of a.Judith or a 
Napoleon if they were not substantiated by history. In the 
historical dramas of the l9th century, however, the common 
people begin to play a role. Goethe in Gotz von Berlichingen 
and Egmont. Gchiller in Wallenstein, had already discovered 
how the historical setting mignt be enricued by the intro­
duction of crowd scenes. While the l9th century continued 
to make use of this discovery, it began also to give
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prominence to the populace aa one of the actors in history; 
the mobs in Pantons Tea and Florian Geyer are no mere oack- 
ground decoration, hut play a leading part in the action.
Another characteristic of the I9th century is the de­
velopment of the patriotic drama proper. Goethe and Schiller 
had already chosen national themes for historical drama; 
hut the easy-going cosmopolitanism of the late iBth century 
bred only a very mild national feeling compared with that 
which was tne outcome of the internal and external political 
conflicts of the i9th century. The 19th century has its 
milder manifestations also, such as Haupach'a Hohenstaufen. 
but only an age racked by all kinds of strife could have 
produced a play of such flaming passion as Kleist's Her- 
mannsschlacht. All during the l9th century, the prevailing 
political situation and the resulting national feeling find 
their reflection in historical drama. The escapism of the 
Romantic writers, the propaganda of Jung-Peutschlanc, the 
smug contentment of a Heyse or a Wildenbruch, the agonised 
heartsearchings of the naturalists form a barometer for the 
political feeling of the I9th century. "
The question whether the subject of a historical drama 
can with advantage be chosen from one period rather than 
from another, which occasionally arises among the critics, 
shows itself to be irrelevant in practice. Herodes und
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Mariamne, Konig Ottokars Glüok und Ende, Agnes Bernaner,
Ein Bruderzwist in Habsburg. Pantons Tod are taken from 
such, widely different periods that it is obvious that 
suitable subjects as well as unsuitable ones are to be 
found in all ages. The dramatic qualities of a series of 
events are shown to be independent of the period at which 
they cook place. It is, however, more difficult to determine 
how far back in history the events shown in a play have to 
lie before it can oe called a historical drama. Historical 
events can only be seen in their proper perspective after 
the lapse of a certain amount of time, wnich varies con­
siderably according to the nature of the events involved.
How, if at all, is it possible to classify such plays as 
Büchnerh Pantons Tod. Immermaun*s Trauerspieï in Tyrol, 
or Hauptmann's Pie Weber? The answer, in so far as it is 
possible to arrive at one at all, appears to depend as much 
upon the manner of treatment as upon the matter treated. 
Where, as in Pantons Tod, the author saw and treated his 
material as history, it seems more suitable to classify it 
as a historical drama ; where the author stresses some aspect, 
as Hauptmann stressed the social side of Pie Weber, it seems 
justifiable not to include it in this category. It is prob­
able, too, that the answer depends not only on the lapse 
of time separating the author from his subject, but also on
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the period dividing the audience from the subject of the 
play. Thus it is possible that while to-day there can be 
little doubt about the classification of Pantons Tod as a 
historical drama, Büchner's contemporaries looked at it 
from much the same point of view as that from which Pie 
Weber is regarded to-day. The censorship of the time was 
certainly convinced of its topical significance; but then 
Kleist's Hermannsschlacht shows that a subject can still 
be topical after a lapse of 1800 years. It is, indeed, a 
query which almost automatically arises from a consideration 
of Pie Hermannsschlacht, whether the manner of its treat­
ment does not remove it from the ramkw of historical drana 
into those of propaganda pure and unadulterated. Here as 
in the other cases, the manner rather than the matter is 
responsible for the nature of the impression left by the 
play. •
It is tempting to speculate why historical drama 
should have become such an immensely popular genre in the 
3,9th century. Looking at the many different forms it takes, 
it is only possible to conclude that the reason why so 
many dramatists took history for their source is that each 
one saw in it exactly what he most wanted or needed. Those 
who wanted to escape from the realities of life saw a place 
to which they could escape. Those who wanted to look life
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unoompromisingly in the face saw endless aolia facts which 
enahlect them to do so, or at least gave them the illusion 
that they were doing it. Those who were interested in the 
psychological treatment of character saw interesting or 
enigmatic personalities by the score. Those who delighted 
in the ramifications of an obscure situation saw numbers 
of them so involved that they have not been disentangled to 
this day. Those who had an idea they wished to propagate 
saw unlimited situations capable of forming suitable 
vehicles for this purpose. History sometimes proved itself |
no be a trap for the unwary; but id also gave rise to some |
of the greatest dramas produced by nineteenth century Germanyi^
I
What contribution do the critics make to our knowledge I
i
and understanding of historical drama? Their writings show, ]
if additional proof were needed; how great is the interest {
1
of the nineteenth century in this genre. But their chief 
value lies in illuminating commentary and critical analysis 
rather than in the setting-up of any definite principles. 
Their writings illustrate both the strengtn ana the weakness 
of literary criticism as a whole; the insight of a critic 
into a literary work can add considerably to the understqn- . 
ding, and so to the enjoyment of it. But any contribution to 
a given branch of literature can only take a practical form; 
usually a critic has no sooner proclaimed a set of rules
6232'
which he considers essential for the success of a certain 
genre than a creative artist proves its fallaciousness by 
producing a successful work Tfhich directly contradicts its 
main points. It is rare indeed for any great work of art to 
result from an attempt to adhere to someone else's theories.
The critical writings of the dramatists vary in t^e 
amount of light they shed on their own works. Sometimes, as 
is the case with Hebbel, an author possesses complete criti­
cal insight into his own work, and carries out in practice 
that which he preaches in theory. More frequently, as is 
the case with Grabbe and Bleibtreu, the dramatist not only 
falls short of his ideal, but entirely fails to realise the 
complete discrepancy between his theories and his practical 
works. But even here the critical works are of interest in 
showing at least what the dramatist wished to achieve and 
those aspects of his work he considers most important.
The pure theorists, such as Hettner, are sometimes less 
illuminating but often more stimulating, if only because of 
the contradiction to which some of their more debatable 
statements give rise. But by far the greater number of the 
critics of historical drama are themselves practical drama­
tists, although their criticism is sometimes independent of 
their creative work. But whatever the relationship may be 
between theory and practice, the views of the critics widen
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the horizon and make it possible not only to obtain a more 
detailed picture of the genre as a whole, but also show how 
the work of the dramatists affected their contemporaries. . 
They illustrate also the connection between the aesthetic
principles of a period and the plays it produces, and by this;
i
means it is possible to obtain a fuller picture of the age 
as a whole than is sometimes to be gathered from the con­
sideration of one particular genre. YKhether the critics are r 
right or wrong, whether they differ from or agree with the 
methods of the dramatists, is immaterial. What is important 
is that they did discuss the problems with which the 
dramatists were dealing; whatever the views expressed, a 
consideration of history and drama in the nineteenth century 
must be one-sided if it leaves them entirely out of account.
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